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Dear Sirs:

This is a request for an advisory opinion pursuant to
o

en

CO
GO

2 U.S.C. § 437(f) and 11 C.F.R. § 112.1 concerning the

application of certain sections of the Federal Election

Campaign Act of 1971, as amended, 2 U.S.C. § 431, et seq. Zg
srr

("FECA" or "the Act") to the Socialist Workers Party National

Campaign Committee and committees supporting candidates of the

Socialist Workers Party (the "SWP"). The SWP seeks an advisory

opinion acknowledging that committees supporting candidates of

the Socialist Workers Party continue to be entitled to the same

exemptions and other provisions of the order, judgment and

decree entered in 1985 in Socialist Workers 1974 National

Campaign Committee v. Federal Election Commission, No. 74-1338

(D.D.C.). The failure to provi.de ther^i protections would

result in an unconstitutional application under the First

si^s^*-



Amendment of the reporting and disclosure provisions of FECA, 2

U.S.C. § 434, requiring, inter alia, public disclosure of the

names and residential addresses, occupations, and business

addresses of contributors (§ 434(b)(3)(A)), political

committees or candidates (§ 434(b)(3)(3)(C)(D)), lenders,

guarantors, endorsers (§ 434(b)(3)(E)), persons providing

rebates, refunds or other offsets to operating expenditures

(§ 434(b)(3)(F)), persons providing any dividend, interest, or

other receipt (§ 434(b)(3)(G)) and persons to whom expenditures

have been made (§ 434(b)(5)(6)).

Legal Framework

In Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976), the Supreme

Court recognized that the requirements of the Federal Election

Campaign Act as applied to minor parties and independent

candidates may be unconstitutional because of the danger of

significant infringement on First Amendment rights. Buckley,

424 U.S. at 71. The Court recognized that "the governmental

interest in disclosure is diminished when the contribution in

question is made to a minor party with little chance of winning

an election" 424 U.S. at 70. As the Court pointed out, the

situation of minor parties is further unlike those of the major

parties because "as minor parties usually represent definite

and publicized viewpoints, there may b-a less need to inform the

voters of the interests that specific candidates represent."

Id.
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The Court, while refusing to endorse a blanket

exemption for all minor parties held that particular minor

parties might present circumstances similar "to those before

the Court in NAACP v. Alabama, [357 U.S. 449 (1958)] and Bates

[v. Little Rockf 361 U.S. 516 (I960)], where the threat to the

exercise of First Amendment rights is so serious and the state

interest so insubstantial that the Act's requirements cannot be

constitutionally applied", 424 U.S. at 71, providing as an

example of such a case the allegations set forth in Doe v.

Martin, 404 F.Supp. 753 (D.D.C. 1975) (three judge court),

involving a branch of the Socialist Workers Party.-̂  The Court

described the required showing as follows:

Minor parties must be allowed sufficient
flexibility in the proof of injury to assure
a fair consideration of their claim. The
evidence offered need show only a reasonable
probability that the compelled disclosure of
a party's contributors/ names will subject
them to threats, harassment, or reprisals

—' The Martin case cited with approval by the Supreme Court
concerned the constitutionality of portions of the 1974
District of Columbia Campaign Finance Reform and Conflict of
Interest Act, Pub. L. 93-376, 88 Stat. 446, requiring, inter
alia, every political committee to keep records showing the
name, address and place of business of contributors of $10 or
more, the designation of a depository bank through which the
political committee will conduct all of its financial business,
and the filing of publicly available reports listing the name,
address and place of business of each contributor of $50 or
more as well as civil penalties for non-compliance. See 404
F.Supp. at 755 n.l. In Doe, the plaintiffs asserted that the
name, address and places of employment of those supporting the
SWP "will be noted by the FBI and others and that inquiries or
other detrimental social pressures will ensue affecting
employment and privacy.* 404 F.Supp. at 755. The court had
before it affidavits showing that party members had been
harassed by government agencies and private employers and the
findings of the Minnesota Ethics Commission exempting the
Minnesota Socialist Workers 1974 Campaign Committee from the
disclosure requirements of the Minnesota Ethics in Government
Act of 1974. See 404 F.Supp. at 756-57 at n.4.
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from either Government officials or private
parties. The proof may include, for
example, specific evidence of past or
present harassment of members due to their
associational ties, or of harassment
directed against the organization itself. A
pattern of threats or specific
manifestations or public hostility may be
sufficient.

424 U.S. at 74 (emphasis added).

The Buckley test was applied to the disclosure

provisions of a state campaign reporting statute in 1982 in a

case involving the Socialist Workers Party. Brown v.

Socialist Workers /74 Campaign Committee (Ohio), 459 U.S. 87

(1982). In Brown, the Court found that

[t]he District Court properly concluded that
the evidence of private and Government
hostility toward the SWP and its members
establishes a reasonable probability that
disclosing the names of contributors and
recipients will subject them to threats,
harassment and reprisals. There were
numerous instances of recent harassment of
the SWP both in Ohio and in other States.
There was also considerable evidence of past
Government harassment. Appellants challenge
the relevance of this evidence of Government
harassment in light of recent efforts to
curb official misconduct. Notwithstanding
these efforts, the evidence suggests that
hostility toward the SWP is ingrained and
likely to continue.

459 U.S. at 100-101.

The evidence leading to this controlling holding

included the following:

- threatening telephone calls and hate mail;

- the burning of SWP literature;
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- the destruction of SWP members' property;

- police harassment of a party candidate;

- the firing of shots at an SWP office;

- job firings of SWP members;

- a past history of government harassment
including massive surveillance, and the
conduct of a counterintelligence program
against the SWP by the FBI;

- the extensive use of informers for the FBI
against the SWP;

- the maintenance of massivn files by the
government on the SWP.

See 459 U.S. at 99-100.

Prior to the Brown decision, the United States Court

of Appeals for the Second Circuit held that a campaign

committee of the Communist Party could not be required to

comply with the disclosure and record keeping provisions of

FECA under the First Amendment. In Federal Election Commission

v. Hall-Tyner Election Campaign Committee, 678 F.2d 416 (2d

Cir. 1982), cert, denied, 459 U.S. 1145 (1983), the court

considered the application of FECA to the campaign committee

for the Presidential and Vice Presidential candidates of the

Communist Party. In holding that this campaign committee could

not be compelled, consistent with the First Amendment, to

comply with the FECA's disclosure and recordkeeping provision,

the court stated:

[W]e note that Buckley did not impose unduly
strict or burdensome requirements on the
minority group seeking constitutional
exemption. A minority party striving to
avoid FECA's disclosure provisions does not
carry a burden of demonstrating that
harassment will certainly follow compelled
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disclosure of contributors names. Indeed,
when First Amendment rights are at stake and
the spectre of significant chill exists,
courts have never required such a heavy
burden to be carried because "'First
Amendment freedoms need breathing space to
survive.'" Keyishian v. Board of Regents,
385 U.S. 589, 604, 87 S.Ct. 684, 17 L.Ed.2d
629 (1967), quoting NAACP v. Button, 371
U.S. 415, 433, 83 S.Ct. 328, 338, 9 L.Ed.2d
405 (1963). Breathing space is especially
important in a historical context of
harassment based on political belief.

678 F.2d at 421-22. The Court then found that based upon "the

treatment historically accorded persons identified with the

Communist Party" and a survey of statutes purporting to subject

Communist Party members to civil and criminal liability, the

minimal government interest in obtaining the information could

not justify the restraint upon the First Amendment rights of

the committee and its supporters. 678 F.2d at 422. Indeed, the

Court admonished the FEC that in light of this factual record,

it had proceeded with an "appalling disregard for the needs of

the free and open political process safeguarded by the First

Amendment." 678 F.2d at 424.

Subsequent to the decisions in Buckley, Brown v.

Socialist Workers Party 1974 Campaign Committee (Ohio) and

Hall-Tyner, there have been no reported decisions raising the

constitutionality of forced disclosures under FECA. In 1979

and again in 1985, the Federal Election Commission entered into

voluntary consent decrees which acknowledged that the SWP was

exempt under the First Amendment from disclosure under FECA.

See Stipulation of Settlement, filed January 3, 1979, and
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Stipulation of Settlement, filed July 24, 1985, in Socialist

Workers 1974 National Campaign Committee v. Federal Election

Commission, Civil Action No. 74-1338 (D.D.C.)-

In a series of decisions beginning in 1975 and

continuing through last year concerning state law disclosure

requirements, the SWP has been exempted from reporting

requirements in Florida, Minnesota, Wisconsin, California,

Washington, the District of Columbia, and Illinois. See, e.g.,

1980 Illinois Socialist Workers Campaign v. State of Illinois

Board of Election, 531 F.Supp. 915 (N.D. 111. 1982); Wisconsin

Socialist Workers 1976 Campaign Committee v. McCann; Doe v.

Martin, 404 F.Supp. 753 (D.D.C. 1975); In Re Manual No. AE

77,005 (California Fair Political Practices Commission, March

1977); Socialist Workers 1974 Washington State Campaign v.

Washington Public Disclosure Commission, Nos. 52,505, 54,772

(Wash. Sup. Ct., April, 1977) (transcript of oral opinion), AR

at 427-59; In the Matter of Minnesota Socialist Workers 1974

Campaign Committee Request for Exemption, No. H-0001 (Minn.

State Ethics Comm., October, 1974), AR at 692-97.̂

Last year, the United States District Court for the

Southern District of Florida held that election laws requiring

disclosure of contributions or recipients were unconstitutional

as applied to individuals associated with, or seeking to

- Various materials reflecting incidents of harassment and
violence were submitted to the FEC in connection with that
case.

One court refused to grant the SWP an exemption. Oregon
Socialist Workers 1974 Campaign Committee v. Paulus, 432
F.Supp. 1255 (D. Or. 1977).
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associate with, the SWP and a campaign committee supporting an

SWP candidate. The evidence there showed that "compliance with

the challenged provisions would subject the plaintiffs to

threats, harassment and reprisals from private persons. This

evidence completely satisfies the Supreme Court's test. . . ."

McArthur v. Smith, 716 F.Supp. 592, 594 (S.D. Fla. 1989).

Factual Background

1. Facts With Respect to the SWP

The SWP has consistently nominated and run candidates

for elective office since it was founded in 1938 and has had a

candidate in every presidential race since 1948, and numerous

other federal, state, county and municipal offices. No SWP

candidate has ever been elected to public office in a partisan

election and the votes recorded for the candidates of the SWP

remain quite small. In the three most recent Presidential

elections, the SWP candidates received 15,604 votes in 16

states in 1988, 24,681 votes in 24 states in 1984, and 40,105

votes in 29 states in 1980.—/ The SWP has asserted its First

Amendment right not to disclose names of contributors or

recipients since the FECA was enacted, and no SWP campaign

committee has ever disclosed contributors7 names or recipients

under FECA.

—' In the 1988 senatorial elections, SWP candidates received
11,239 votes in New York, 5,192 votes in New Jersey, 4,821
votes in Michigan, 3,105 votes in Minnesota, 3,026 votes in
Wisconsin and 1,233 votes in Utah.
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In addition to participation in election activities

such as petitioning, literature distribution, speaking

engagements and the like, SWP candidates have been faced with

formidable barriers to their appearing on ballots such as

loyalty oaths and overly burdensome requirements. These

barriers have resulted in substantial litigation over the

years.-'

These cases include: Socialist Workers Party v. Hechler,
890 F.2d 1303 (4th Cir. 1989), cert, denied, U.S. , 110
S.Ct. 2173 (1990); Munro v. Socialist Workers Party, 479 U.S.
189 (1986) (upholding requirement that minor-party candidate
receive at least 1% of all votes cast in primary before
candidate's name placed on general election ballot); Illinois
State Board of Elections v. Socialist Workers Party, 440 U.S.
173 (1979) (challenge to petitioning requirements); Jenness v.
Fortson, 403 U.S. 431 (1971) (challenge to petitioning
requirements); Socialist Workers Party v. Hardy, 607 F.2d 704
(5th Cir. 1979) (challenge to loyalty oath for candidate);
Socialist Workers Party v. March Fong Eu, 591 F.2d 1252 (9th
Cir. 1978), cert, denied, 441 U.S. 946 (1979) (challenge to
ballot requirements); Socialist Workers Party v. Hill, 483 F.2d
554 (5th Cir. 1973) (challenge to loyalty oath); Socialist
Workers Party v. Davoren, 378 F.Supp. 1245 (D. Mass. 1974)
(challenge to petitioning requirements); Baird v. Davoren, 346
F.Supp. 515 (D. Mass. 1972) (challenge to ballot requirements);
Jennes v. Miller, 346 F.Supp. 1060 (S.D. Fla. 1972) (challenge
to filing fee); Socialist Workers Party of Illinois v. Ocfilvie,
357 F.Supp. 109 (N.D. 111. 1972) (challenge to age
requirements); Socialist Workers Party v. Welch, 334 F.Supp.
179 (S.D. Tex. 1971) (challenge to property requirements and
registration fee for candidates); Socialist Workers Party v.
Rockefeller, 314 F.Supp. 984 (S.D.N.Y.̂ , aff'd, 400 U.S. 806
(1970) (challenge to petition requirements); Socialist Workers
Party v. Hare, 304 F.Supp. 534 (E.D. Mich. 1969) (challenge to
petition requirements); Jenness v. Litwle, 306 F.Supp. 925
(N.D. Ga. 1969), appeal dismissed, 397.U.S. 94 (1970)
(challenge to filing fee); Socialist Workers Party v. Secretary
of State, 412 Mich. 571, 317 N.W.2d 1 (1982).
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2. The Harassment and Hostility Directed
At the SWP and It's Members

In view of the history of th-j United States over the

past five decades, it is beyond dispute that the FECA cannot be

constitutionally applied to require the disclosure of the

contributors to the campaigns of candidates of the Socialist

Workers Party, or recipients of disbursements, particularly in

view of the decisions of the Supreme Court in Brown v.

Socialist Workers Party '74 Campaign Committee (Ohio), 459 U.S.

87 (1982) and Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976). This

history makes apparent that there is a reasonable probability

that disclosing the names of contributors and recipients will *

subject them to threats, harassment or reprisal. It is that

history which we now briefly summarize, mindful of the Supreme

Court's conclusion after reviewing part of this history in 1982

that this "hostility toward the SWP is ingrained and likely to

continue." Brown, 459 U.S. at 101.

For decades the SWP and its supporters have been

selected out for investigation and harassment by the

government, subjected to repeated violations of their civil and

constitutional rights, their landlords and employers

interviewed repeatedly, their homes anci offices burglarized by

government employees, their political plans, events and

relations affirmatively disrupted by government employees,

their telephones and offices tapped and bugged, their files

stolen and their ranks infiltrated by government informers.

This governmental and private animus was intended to, and did,
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interfere with individuals lives and employment and continues

in the form of harassment and violence directed at the SWP, its

candidates and its supporters.

Beginning in 1941, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation began a generalized investigation of the SWP

which was to last for at least the next 35 years. Socialist

Workers Party v. Attorney General, 642 F.Supp. 1357 (S.D.N.Y.

1986).̂ / The investigation began in roughly the same time

period that 18 members of the SWP were prosecuted and convicted

for conspiring to advocate the violent overthrow of the

government under the Smith Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2385. Dunne v.

United States, 138 F.2d 137 (8th Cir. 1943), cert, denied. 320

U.S. 790 (1943).

In the course of its investigation, the FBI amassed

over 8 million documents. Between the years 1960 and 1976, the

FBI employed approximately 1,300 informers, of whom

approximately 300 became or were members of the SWP, paying

over $1.6 million to the informers alone. The informers

routinely and regularly reported upon the lawful political

activities, discussions, and debates of the SWP as well as

—' The facts concerning the government's generalized
investigation of the Socialist Workers Party are drawn from
this decision unless otherwise noted. In 1976, over the
objections of the FBI, the Attorney General ostensibly
terminated the generalized domestic security investigation of
the SWP, 642 F.Supp. at 1400. In doing so, he specifically
left open the possibility of reopening the investigation in the
future, instructing that information concerning an asserted
link between the SWP and a foreign-based political group
"should be carefully watched" and that the emergence of "new
facts or circumstances" may "justify investigation" and "a
reconsideration would be in order." 642 F.Supp. at 1401.
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reported the names, addresses, descriptions and places of

employment of members and their families. The informers

reported, again on a regular basis, a host of personal

information including information on marital or cohabitational

status, marital strife, health, travel plans and personal

habits.̂ /

The SWP was also the subject of the Counterintelli-

gence Programs implemented by the FBI ever a period of at least

25 years. The avowed purpose of the program was to disrupt

"'the SWP on a national, as well as local level.* Socialist

Workers Party v. Attorney General, 642 F.Supp. at 1384. Under

the Cointelpro Program directed specifically at the SWP,-/ at :

least 46 specific disruption operations were conducted by the

FBI. The disruption included, among other activities,—'

attempts to embarass SWP candidates, cause the arrest of

candidates, foment racial strife within the SWP and between the

SWP and other groups, and cause strife between SWP supporters

and others in a variety of political movements and coalitions.

— ' Annexed as Exhibit A hereto is the Report of the Special
Master in the litigation against the Attorney General, the
Honorable Charles D. Breitel. This report was prepared at the
direction of the district court on the basis of a review of 18
informer files which served as a representative summary of the
total of 1,300 informer files amassed between 1960 and 1976.

The SWP was also targeted for disruption under the auspices
of the Cointelpro Programs directed against the Communist Party
and the "New Left."' 642 F.Supp. at 1385.

— ' An overview of the disruption activities is set forth in
Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 642 F.Supp. at
1385-1389. A more detailed descriptiovi of many of the
disruption activities can be found in kelson Blackstock,
COINTELPRO; THE FBI'S SECRET WAR ON POLITICAL FREEDOM (Vintage
Books 1976) .
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For a period of approximately 20 years the FBI

conducted warrantless electronic surveillance of the SWP, the

conventions and National Committee meetings of the SWP, the

home telephones of a number of leaders, the office of one

leader and the hotel rooms of other leaders. 642 F.Supp. at

1389-90. In total, electronic surveillance was conducted for

32,000 days. Id. The electronic eavesdropping resulted in the

collection of all manner of information on political matters as

well as a host of information on more personal matters.

In the same time period, the FBI conducted at least

204 black bag jobs, i.e., burglaries of the offices of the SWP.

642 F.Supp. at 1393. These burglaries were, of course, not the

only means by which the government obtained documents; the

informers regularly provided documents to the FBI and indeed

themselves stole documents which were then given to the FBI.

642 F.Supp. at 1382.

From 1940 until at least 1976, the FBI maintained

lists of the names, addresses, and employers of SWP members —

variously identified on the Custodial Detention List, the

Security Index and the Administrative Index — which targeted

individuals for detention in the event of a "national

emergency.47 642 F.Supp. at 1395. The purpose of these lists

was to identify those individuals "considered by the FBI to be

. . . potentially dangerous to the public safety and the

internal security of the United States." Id. From at least

1946 until 1976, membership in the SWP was a basis for

inclusion on these list. Id. Aside from the designation
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itself and the potential for detention of the individual, the

fact of listing led to interviews of the individuals' landlords

and employers which, at least until 1971, were conducted every

45 days. 642 F.Supp. at 1395.

Beginning in 1948, the SWP was included on the

Attorney General's list of organizations designated pursuant to

Executive Order 9835 establishing the Employee Loyalty Program

for certain employees of the executive branch of the

government.—' Under the program, an employment application by

a member of a listed organization was subjected to a full field

investigation by the FBI, questioned concerning his or her

loyalty and this fact was used to determine whether to hire the

individual.̂ / 642 F.Supp. at 1396-97.

=-* E.G. 9835 provided that in determining loyalty to the
government, one of the factors to be considered was an
individual's membership in an organization designated by the
Attorney General

as totalitarian, fascist, communist, or
subversive, or as having adopted a policy of
advocating or approving the commission of acts
of force or violence to deny others their
rights under the Constitution of the United
States, or as seeking to alter the form of
government of the United States by
unconstitutional means.

Executive Order 9835 was subsequently amended by Executive
Order 10241 and superceded by Executive Order 10450 so as to
include all government civilian employees. The Attorney
General continued to maintain his list including the SWP
throughout these changes.

—' There have been a number of instances in which the fact of
the individual's association with the SWP affected his or her
employment. See 642 F.Supp. at 1398-93.
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Even after the Attorney General's list was terminated

in 1974, the FBI continued to report an individuals' membership

in the SWP. In later years, the FBI is prepared to described

the SWP as follows:

The SWP is a revolutionary, Trotsky ist-
communist organization which has as its
purpose the overthrow of the--. U.S. Government
and the institution of a dictatorship of the
working class and the eventual achievement
of a communist society.

The FBI ceased investigating the
YSA/SWP in September 1976, pursuant to the
Attorney General's Guidelines for Domestic
Security Investigations. Therefore, receipt
of an allegation that an individual is a
member of the YSA/SWP would no longer
warrant an FBI investigation.

642 F.Supp. at 1399.

It is, of course, against this extensive background

of government harassment that any application of FECA must be

gauged. Standing alone this background provides an

overwhelming basis for non-disclosure under FECA. Indeed, as

noted earlier, the history of political life in this country

over the last five decades makes clear that persons associated

with the SWP are reasonably probable to be the subject of

harassment or threats from the government or private

individuals.

—' In 1986, after 13 years of litigation, the SWP received a
damages award for the violations of its rights against the
United States for the acts of the FBI in burglarizing its
premises, conducting affirmative disruption operations against
it, and employing informers to report on the SWP, its members,
meetings and activities.
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Lest there be any question that this general and

specific hostility which has been part, of national policy for

decades has continued, we briefly address some of the

manifestations of this hostility in just the last few years.

As recently as 1987, in opposing a prohibition on the

use of information obtained illegally by the FBI, the federal

government asserted an interest in and need to know and record

the names of members and individuals associated with the SWF.

See Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 666 F.Supp.

621, 623 (S.D.N.Y. 1987). The government asserted its needs

because, in its words, "it was — and is — reasonable for the

FBI and other agencies of the Government to believe that the •••

SWP and its members have a revolutionary ideology whose goal is

the violent overthrow of our democratic processes and form of

government." Ex. B at 9. In the government's view, this

'revolutionary ideology . . . poses a threat to the fundamental

interest of self-preservation," id. at 10, and the information

on members was still essential to the government's loyalty-

security program. Id. at 10-11.

Representatives of various government agencies

expressed their intent to use such information, and their

fundamental antagonism toward the SWP in clear terms. For

example, the Office of Personal Management argued that such

"information [is] important because these organizations in the

past were opposed to our form of Government and the national

interest. " Declaration of Gary B. McDaniel 1 6, Exhibit C

hereto. The Department of State asserted its need for access
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to these files because of a need for information about, in its

representative's words, "interaction with a group advancing a

hostile ideology" for security clearances, and "information

about any hostile organization which has consistently posed a

threat to free governments. . . ." Declaration of Roger H.

Robinson, fH 4, 6, Exhibit D hereto. The Immigration and

Naturalization Service claimed a need no know the identities of

SWP supporters in order to enforce law;* making an individual

who advocates world communism or the establishment of

totalitarian dictatorship deportable from this country,

excludable from this country or ineligible for naturalization.

Declaration of Edwin W. Dornell, <n 5/ 6/ Exhibit E hereto.—'

See also Exhibit F, Declaration of Thomas J. O'Brien U 3-9 ••'•

explaining need for access to FBI files on the SWP because they
i

"may serve to corroborate or establish an affiliation with "an

organization "characterized by Executive Order 10450" for the

purposes of investigations of members of the armed services,

civilian employees and employees in industry by the Defense

Investigative Service.

see 8 U.S.C. §§ 1182(2)(23) (D) and (F), 8 U.S.C.
§ 1251(a)(6)(D) and 8 U.S.C. § 1424(a)(3). There are numerous
statutes in addition to these immigration provisions which
place supporters of the SWP in danger of legal sanctions or
harassment if their associations were made public. In addition
to the Smith Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2385, there is a host of other
legislation which potentially expose individuals to civil and
criminal sanctions. See discussion in FEC v. Hall-Tyner
Election Campaign Committee, 678 F.2d it 422 and statutes
surveyed in Appendix to Brief of Defendants-Appellee filed in
that case.
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In ordering that illegally obtained information in

the files amassed by the FBI not be made public or used in any

way,̂ / the court specifically included in its order a

presumption that the identity of "members" of the SWP were

presumed to be protected from disclosure precisely because such

information was not made public by the SWP and the individuals

and precisely because such information was a primary goal of

the extensive use of informers outlined previously. 666

F.Supp. at 626.

These assertions of need and pronouncement of

intended uses, make clear that, at leaat in the government's

view, membership in and association with the SWP still provides

a basis for harassment on the job, investigation and other

deleterious impacts.==/ Indeed, where the government

characterizes the SWP as a "hostile organization which has

—' The order provided that the information could not be used
except pursuant to a court order or in response to a Freedom of
Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552 request. Of course, FOIA
itself provides privacy protection. See 5 U.S.C. § 552a.

15, The potential negative impacts of even a minor association
with the SWP continues as is illustrated in Clark v. Library of
Congress, 750 F.2d 89 (D.C. Cir. 1984). There, a relatively
low level employee of the Library of Congress was subjected to
a full investigation by the FBI and apparently refused
promotions to numerous low level positions based on the
individual having attended several meetings of the Young
Socialist Alliance (a group supportive of the SWP) and his name
appearing on a mailing list of that group. Moreover, as the
district court indicated in Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney
General, there may be situations in which the fact of
association with the SWP would be the subject of inquiry in a
loyalty-security investigation in connection with employment.
See 642 F.Supp. at 1427-28 outlining the factors which would be
relevant.
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consistently posed a threat to free governments", the

reasonable probability of negative consequences from disclosure

is readily apparent.

An equally open indicator of the reasonable

probability of harassment is reflected in an article published

in the Midlands Business Journal of April 21-27, 1989. The

article promotes a security firm's services in connection with

labor disputes and urges the companies to "screen" their

employees. The services offered include access to an

"extensive data base and information index on violent domestic

organizations and communist and Marxist groups. . . "

including both names and photographs. Exhibit G. The security

firm identified as an example of the problems the firm

addresses the "local union involved in the strike against :

Hormel [which] was absolutely infiltrated by the Socialist

Workers Party, which is largely Marxir,;;/Leninist", and claimed

that in another case purportedly involving "sabotage of

products17, they checked their index and found several names of

people "involved . . . with the Socialist Workers Party."

Exhibit G.

An employee of the same company testified at a

hearing over the firing of a meatpacker by Geo. A. Hormel & Co.

in Fremont, Nebraska. The individual was fired, for among

other reasons, speaking at a meeting in Des Moines, Iowa

sponsored by the Militant, a socialist newsweekly that reflects

the views of the SWP, on the labor bat. :le against Hormel in

Austin, Minnesota. Exhibit H. The employee admitted that he
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had videotaped a rally in support of the union. At the same

hearing, another private investigator -admitted that he had

taped the meeting sponsored by the Militant newspaper by

perching in a trash dumpster and holding a tape recorder to an

air vent. Exhibit H. See also Exhibits I and J.

Other private groups have also harassed individuals

associated with the SWP. From 1979 until 1989 an individual

brought suit against the SWP and six of its leaders as well as

various government agencies. After 10 years of litigation,

the court dismissed the case, finding that the individual used

the litigation in furtherance of his "motivation to disrupt the

SWP", and had engaged in abusive, harassing discovery which had

as one of its "main purposes ... to generate material for

political attacks on the SWP" by other groups. Exhibit K at

8-9. Indeed, the same private group which played a role in

supporting this harassive litigation published materials

identifying various individuals as members of the SWP, accusing

SWP members of participating in intelligence-gathering for the

government and coal companies and urged that "their activities

should be treated accordingly." Exhibit LL.

The continued antagonism toward the SWP and the

principles for which it stands has been reflected in a series

of threats and violence over the last few years. For example,

in February 1990, the local office of the SWP (located in the

same premises as a bookstore in New York City) received

threatening telephone calls the night before a meeting on Cuba
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was to be held in the premises. The callers referred to "you

communist bastards" and threatened the individuals receiving

the calls. Exhibit L.

In January, 1990, a series of threatening telephone

calls were made to the storefront where the local SWP

headquarters are located in Kansas City immediately after a

meeting criticizing the U.S. invasion of Panama. Exhibit M.

The calls included the threat ". . . we're going to get you,

you pinko pigs" and "... you should be shot." Exhibit M.

Shortly thereafter, a rock was thrown through the window.

16/Exhibit M.

In December 1989, an anonymous caller threatened to ,

bomb the building in which the SWP national offices are located

in New York City. The caller stated that "we're going to blow

you up" and that "we're going to kill you commie

motherfuckers." Exhibit O.

The telephone threats were proceeded by newspaper

articles criticizing the preparation o: a mural on the side of

the building, known as the Pathfinder Mural, celebrating and

depicting a number of revolutionary socialist figures and labor

leaders, including Farrell Dobbs, James P. Cannon, Fred

Halstead, Joseph P. Hansen, Evelyn Reed (all longtime leaders

of the SWP), Karl Marx, Vladimir Lenin and other leaders of the

Communist International, Fidel Castro, Ernesto Che Guevara and

—' In March 1989, the plate glass windows of the SWP office
in Omaha, Nebraska were.broken by bricks thrown through the
windows. Exhibit N. Similar incidents have occurred over the
years. See, e.g., Exhibit MM (brick thrown through window of
campaign office).
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Malcolm X. Exhibit O. One newspaper denounced the mural as a

"celebration of totalitarianism" and questioned "whether . . .

it's appropriate to inflict such a mural on the sensibilities

of ordinary New Yorkers" under the headline "Off the wall - and

that's where it belongs". Exhibit P, New York Post, November

19, 1989. Another suggested that the words "R.I.P." and "never

again" be added to the mural in the course of an editorial

denouncing it. Exhibit Q, The Daily News, November 19, 1989.

Shortly after the telephone calls, the mural on the

building was defaced with paint thrown in bottles bearing

swastikas. Exhibit O.—-/

In Miami, Florida, over the past 10 years, there have

been a series of fire bombings, thread and harassment of

individuals who espouse or associate with individuals who

espouse left-wing political views. See Exhibits R, S, T, U, V,

X, Y, Z, AA, BB and CC. These incidents range from the fire

bombing of the bookstore in which the SWP maintained its local

office in 1983, Exhibits S and T, to the bombing of a local

community college professor's home in 1988. Exhibit V. The

Socialist Workers Party was specifically denounced in 1985 by a

mayoral candidate in Miami for what she described as setting

17/—' There have been a number of other incidents of violence
and attempted intimidation over the years. See, e.g., Exhibit
NN (shot fired into campaign headquarters), Exhibit W (crowd
chanting "Kill Communists" and "Communists out of San Jose"
outside SWP offices forcing evacuation of offices).
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"up a stand to sell openly communist books'7 as "these

communists, enemies of liberty and democracy, openly conspire

against the stability of this nation. . . ." Exhibit X.̂ /

Aside from these acts of violence, individuals

continue to be harassed by government authorities. On numerous

occasions individuals distributing campaign and/or other

literature have been subjected to harassment including arrest.

For example, an SWP candidate was forced by police officers to

remove a campaign literature table in 1988 in Charlestown, West

Virginia, with the police telling the ;andidate "I don't like

what you have on your table and I order you to take it down."

Exhibit DD. A week later, the candidate returned and was again

ordered to remove the table under threat of arrest. Exhibit EE

and Exhibit DD. A number of individuals have been arrested for

distributing such literature and convicted for connected

offenses,—' in February 1989 a contribution form was return to

the SWP in an official Minneapolis-St. Paul Police Department

envelope with "Bullshit" stamped on the form (Exhibits HH and

II), and in 1987 the University of Houston revoked the YSA's

—' The incidents set forth in Exhibits S-V, and X-CC were
submitted to the court in McArthur v. Smith, 716 F.Supp. 592
(S.D. Fla. 1989).

19/—' Each of the convictions was subsequently reversed on
appeal on First Amendment grounds. For example, in 1987, an
individual selling The Militant was arrested in Masontown,
Pennsylvania, convicted and fined $350. His conviction was
reversed on appeal because his "primary purpose was to discuss
political ideas and topics contained in The Militant." Exhibit
FF at 4-5. In 1986, an individual was prosecuted for selling a
book when she was handing out political fliers and selling
books on the streets of Newark. Exhibit GG. Her conviction
was overturned on appeal on First Amendment grounds. Exhibit
GG.
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campus organization status after a literature table was opened

on the campus. Exhibit JJ. In Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in

1987, armed security guards ordered a campaign literature table

removed from a public sidewalk, and two weeks later a

literature table was overturned while local police officers

watched. Exhibit KK.

Conclusion .•.

Based on the foregoing, there is a reasonable

probability that the compelled disclosure of the Socialist

Workers Party's contributors and recipients will subject them

to threats, harassment or reprisals. Brown, supra, 459 U.S. at

100. The showing reflects a deeply held hostility by the

government and certain private groups against the SWP spanning

decades and which for long periods of time was implemented by•

an intrusive investigation, harassment of. members, burglaries,

wiretaps, disruption and other equally oppressive activities.
i

The hostility on the part of the federal government has

continued with various agencies expressing their need to know

of individuals' associations with a group espousing a "hostile

ideology". The hostility has erupted in numerous acts of

violence, and threats of violence, including bombings and

smashing of windows of SWP offices as well as other harassment.

Individuals in the course of campaigning or distributing

political literature have been harasses i, threatened, and

subjected to arrest.



The FEC should recognize, as-i it has in the past, that

under the First Amendment the Socially'-. Workers Party campaign

committees can not be compelled to disclose information

concerning their contributors or recipients.

Sincerely yours,

Edward Copeland
Counsel to the Socialist
Workers Party National
Campaign Committee

EC:anb
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Workers Party v. Attorney General, 73 Civ. 3160 (TPG)
(S.D.N.Y.).

C Declaration of Gary B. McDaniel dated March 4, 1987 filed
in Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, No. 73 Civ.
3160 (TPG) (S.D.N.Y.).
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filed in Socialist Workers Party v. Attorney General, 73
Civ. 3160 (TPG).

G Midlands Business Journal, April 21-27, 1989.

H "Hormel Company Spying Unmasked1" Tne Militant, June 16,
1989.
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The Militant, March 31, 1989.

J Excerpts from Transcript of Proceedings in In re Geo. A.
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12789, 12828, 13426, 13428-2 (N.L.R.B. 1989).

K Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, filed August 15,
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L Declaration of Anna Schell, dated July 1, 1989.

M "KG bookstore angry over recent threats,m The Kansas City
Times, January 4, 1990 and "Kansas City activists protest
attack on Pathfinder Bookstore," The Militant, January 12,
1990.



N "Omaha campaign office vandalized", The Militant, March 24,
1989.

O Declaration of Meryl Lynn Farber.

P "Off the wall — and that's where ^.t belongs", New York
Post, November 19, 1989. :

Q "A timely monument, with missing pieces," Daily News,
November 19, 1989.

R Stipulation filed in McArthur v. Smith, Case No. 85-3070-
Civ. - King (S.D. Fla.).

S "Check terrorism, or else," Miami News, June 15, 1983.

T "Leftist bookstore firebombed," The Miami Herald, June 14,
1983, p. 5D.

U "Miami Nice?", The New Republic, October 3, 1988, pp. 16-
18.

V "Get the bombers!", The Miami Herald, May 28, 1988, p. 26A.

W "Right-wing violence in San Jose denounced", The Militant,
May 10, 1985.

X La Nacion, June 28, 1985, p. 5.

Y "Bombing fails to halt U.S.-Cuba forum," The Miami Herald,
May 27, 1988, p. 1A.

Z "Freedom of Speech Is a Debatable Issue for Many in Miami,"
The Wall Street Journal, June 2, 1986, p. 1.

AA "Eggs and rocks weaken democracy," The Miami News, March
25, 1986, p. 16A.

BB "A Ticking Bomb," The Miami Herald, June 17, 1983, p. 24A.

CC Collection of Articles.

DD Affidavit of Andrew Pulley.

EE "W. Va. cops harass candidate," The Militant, May 13, 1988.

FF Satinoff v. Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, No. 130 C.D. 1989
(Com. Ct. Pa. 1989).

GG "SWP wins right to distribute political literature in
Newark," The Militant, November 4, 1988.
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HH "Socialist Workers Party claims Minneapolis police
harassment," St. Louis Pioneer Press & Dispatch, February
16, 1989.

II Letter to Minneapolis Chief John Laux, enclosing copy of
material received in police department envelope.

JJ "Houston young socialists defend rights," The Militant,
December 18, 1987, p. 7.

KK "YSA campaigns in Philadelphia, Berkeley," The Militant,
October 2, 1987.

LL "'The Militant and the Miners,19 Bulletin, September 19,
1989.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, et al.,

Plaintiffs,

- against - 73 Civ. 3160 (TPG)

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
UNITED STATES, et al.,

Defendants

FINAL REPORT OF SPECIAL MASTER

The undersigned was appointed Special Master in

this action by order dated April 30, 1979. The following

is the final report to Your Honor.

INTRODUCTORY COMMENTS

As the Court is aware, this reference grew out of

the Government's refusal to turn over 18 informant files as

directed by order of May 31, 1977. In vacating the July 6,

1978 order of contempt that followed, the Court of Appeals

suggested that the district court explore issue-related



sanctions available under Rule 37, F.R. Civ. P. 596 F.2d

at 67.*

Early in the reference, the Government argued that

the Court of Appeals' mandate limited the District Court, and

consequently the Special Master, to making the representative

findings suggested by the Court of Appeals. The Government

argued that plaintiffs could then apply for additional sanc-

tions, if warranted, based on those findings. As the Govern-

ment put it, "it is the Government's position that pursuant

to the mandate in SWP in representative findings regarding

the 18 informant files and summaries must be made before ad-
•

ditional issue-related sanctions can even be considered."

Government's Memorandum Of Law With Respect To Sanctions,

filed April 16, 1979 at 4. '•

The Government* s argument imposes too narrow a read-
i
ing on the Court of Appeals' opinion and the District Court's

power under Rule 37, F.R. Civ. P. The Court of Appeals' opin-

ion makes it clear that: . .

"... the district court should of
course impose those sanctions which,
so far as possible, put plaintiffs
in the position that they would have
been in if the Government had dis-
closed the information [in the files]."
Id.

The Court of Appeals noted that "the most severe sanction
of ... default be imposed only if the failure to comply
is due to willfulness, bad faith, or fault, and not to an
inability to comply [citations omitted]." 596 F.2d at 66.

/ vhp undersigned has not been requested to, and is not in a
/ position to, make a recommendation in that regard.



The order of reference implements, that mandate by directing

the Special Master:

11... to recommend to the Court both
representative findings from the 18
informants' files to provide plain-
tiffs with the available support for
their position, without disclosing or
creating a serious risk of disclosing
the identity of any of the informants,
and such other sanctions, if any, as
he may deem necessary and appropriate
to toe imposed against: deiendant Attor-
ney -Gelieraj. ror nis ranure to comply
with this Court's May 31, 1977 Order."

I have reviewed the files with a view to putting

plaintiffs, as nearly as possible, in the position they would
•

have been in had they reviewed the files themselves. As a

natural consequence of that approach, the information dis-
••,

closed and the sanctions recommended in this report go beyond

the suggested representative findings.

The Summaries

The Court of Appeals suggested that representative

findings gleaned from the FBI-prepared summaries of the files

"would supply the plaintiffs with much of the information

that they need to establish their claims or to propose other

sensible sanctions, if any are needed, without compromising

the identity of the informants." The Court noted that in

making those representative findings, recourse could be had

at least in the first instance solely to the summaries. In

the language of the Court of Appeals, "The findings can usually



be based upon the summaries alone. If the summary's descrip-

tion of an important matter is too vague or incomplete, how-

ever, the district court or master may refer to the original

informant file." 596 F.2d at 67.

At a conference held with all counsel on May 8,

1979, the Government requested that I examine the summaries

as suggested by the Court of Appeals. Plaintiffs' counsel,

however, made it plain that they would not be satisfied with

representative findings based solely on the Government-pre-

pared summaries. Their position may have been the outgrowth

of the Government's having earlier conceded that interroga-
•

tory answers supplied in June 1976 with respect to the con-

tents of the file of an informant named Redfearn were inaccu-

rate and possibly deliberately so. Petition And Brief Of The

Attorney General Of The United States And Other Defendants-

Appelldnts, filed August 15, 1978 in the United States Court

of Appeals for the Second Circuit, at 20-21.

Plaintiffs' counsel urged and I agreed to consider

under advisement that some or all of the actual files be re-

viewed. My ultimate view that all the files be reviewed was

greatly influenced by my understanding that it was consistent

with Your Honor's own view of how I should proceed, which is

reflected in subparagraphs 2(a) and (b) of the order of ref-

erence.

As everyone had realized, reviewing- the hundreds of

volumes of files required the efforts of a number of file



reviewers. Each file reviewer was briefed by me personally

on the nature and background of the reference and the issues

in the case. There was also available a memorandum of in-

structions which contained the three-page list of suspected

"Cointelpro" activities by the FBI that had been supplied at

my request by plaintiffs' counsel. They were requested to

and did take notes on the files they read. Simply as a con-

trol measure, the file reviewers were denied access to the

summaries.

Review of the files and the summaries revealed that,

with some exceptions, the summaries seemed .to contain at least
•

general references to pertinent information in the files. We

did find many instances in which the summaries either did not

mention an event or the description of .the event in the sum-

mary did not particularize enough to suggest inferences or

possible inferences that came easily to mind when the files

themselves were examined. Those additional items are, of

course, reflected in this report. In no circumstance, how-

ever, was there any indication of duplicity on the Government's

part.

Security Clearances

The Government and I agreed that persons on my staff

who were to have direct or indirect access to the files or

summaries should undergo a security clearance check by the

FBI. Plaintiffs' counsel objected to this procedure on the



ground that I should have the unfettered right to chose those

I wished.

While I had earlier agreed, on the Government's
•

representation that the security checks could be accomplished

within ten days, to wait for the clearances before allowing

persons to read the files, it became evident after the passage

of that period that the FBI checks would take much longer.*

I therefore allowed the Government only a two-week further

period to conduct whatever investigation was felt to be appro-

priate and I requested that I be advised during that period of

any possible problems warranting further investigation. I re-

ceived no such indications from the Government and I thereafter

assigned various files to the file reviewers, although by that

time vacations, not my own which I did not take, further de-

layed the reading of the files.

As matters eventuated, the Government raised no se-

curity problems concerning anyone whose application was sub-

mitted.

The Four Files

Early in the reference a question arose as to whe-

ther four of the 18 files, arbitrary code designations 6, 220,

* In fact, persons whose applications were submitted on July
2 and 9, 1979 did not receive clearance until August 29 and
September 13, 1979.



1123 and 1321, should be produced to plaintiffs' counsel un-

der some form of protective order. The Government was willing

to make the files available but argued that plaintiffs should

not be allowed to disseminate 'generally information from those

files and particularly not the identity of the informants.

The Government therefore proposed making the files available

for general discovery purposes under a form of protective or-

der limiting their use "to proper purposes in this litigation."

Affidavit of Griffin B. Bell, dated June 13, 1978.

Plaintiffs1 counsel had earlier expressed to the

Court (by letter dated May 11, 1979) a desire to receive the
•

files "subject to whatever protective order Your Honor deems

appropriate." At a meeting held with counsel for both sides

on June 12, 1979, I raised the subject of the four files be-

cause, as I then explained, I thought it would be useful for

plaintiffs to accept the files, for the time being, under the

conditions suggested by the Government. This would enable

.them to inform themselves further* as to the nature of the

materials contained in the informant files.

I therefore suggested that they accept the files

under the Government's suggested form of protective order,

reserving their right to apply later for less restricted use

I was, of course, aware that plaintiffs had already re-
ceived as many as eight informant files previously made
available by the Government.



of those files. Plaintiffs1 lead counsel indicated he would

consider the suggestion and advise me of his decision.

By letter dated June 21, 1979, Mr. Boudin advised

that "plaintiffs cannot acquiesce as a matter of principle

in the conditions imposed by the Government. We will, of

course, accept the files under whatever protective order you

or Judge Griesa should deem appropriate ...."

On July 6, 1979, I signed a form of protective or-

der submitted by the Government and modified by me as des-

cribed below. The protective order provides in pertinent

part that the four files would be produced to plaintiffs1

counsel "solely for use in this litigation" under the follow-

ing conditions: ';

(1) All copies of material from the files are to

be maintained at the offices of Rabinowitz, Boudin & Standard,

30 East 42nd Street, New York, New York;

(2) Plaintiffs' counsel and Larry Seigle may take

material or information from the files available only to SWP

and YSA members and only to the extent necessary for purposes

ul Liie litigation. Prior to disclosing any such material to

any such SWP or YSA member, plaintiffs1 counsel must show that

person a copy of the protective order which prohibits any such

person from copying material or disclosing information in the

files; and



(3) Upon completion of this litigation copies of

the material from the files shall be returned to the United

States Attorney.

I modified the proposed order to provide that at

the coming in of this final report plaintiffs may apply to

the District Court to be relieved of any or all of the order's

conditions and restrictions.

The order as signed by me was approved by the Court

and filed on July 16, 1979.

I have been informed that the four files were placed
•

in the possession of plaintiffs' counsel on July 31, 1979. On

September 21, 1979, I returned to the Government the copies of

the four files it had earlier provided to me.

Phase One

By the middle of December 1979, the review of the

files and the preliminary drafting of the report had been

completed. On December 18, 1979, I met with counsel for both

sides to advise them that I expected to submit this report to

the Court in the near future. I suggested that it might be

appropriate, as well as consistent with the Court of Appeals'

mandate to protect the informants' anonymity, that the draft

report be submitted to the Government first and ex parte for

the limited purpose of obtaining its opinion as to whether

the report would, in light of information plaintiffs already



possessed, create a substantial .risk of disclosure to any of

the informants (Phase One). I explained that I would then

submit the report to counsel for both sides for their comments

and suggestions prior to submitting it to the Court (Phase

Two).*

The Government embraced the suggestion. Plaintiffs'

counsel agreed with Phase Two but objected to Phase One on the

general ground that they were opposed to any ex parte submis-

sion to the Government.

Under the unusual circumstances present here, I'de-

cided to overrule plaintiffs' objection to Phase One and to

allow the Government a short period to review the draft report

for the limited purpose stated above. A copy of the report

given to the Government at that meeting is submitted with the

Court's copy of this report as Exhibit 1.

By letter dated December 21, 1979, counsel for the

Government stated that, "It is -our strong view that the Re-

port, if made available to plaintiffs in its present form,

would provide all the additional information plaintiffs would

need to identify most of the fourteen informants ...." The

Government suggested that its concerns could be alleviated in

large measure by:

I informed all counsel present that I was-still revising
the report myself and would continue to do so even as
counsel were reviewing it.



(1) deleting citations.to arbitrary
code numbers and pages of the
files;

(2) restricting or eliminating .refer-
ences to specific locations and
cities, to the gender of infor-
mants, and to individuals easily
identifiable with particular SWP
or YSA branches; and

'(3) revising certain findings to elim-
inate specific references to easily
identifiable incidents that place
informants at particular locations
at particular times with a small
group of people.

I met with counsel for the Government ex parte on

December 27 and 28 to discuss the Government's objections.•
The Government submitted various analyses in tabular form of

information already -in plaintiffs' possession concerning the

identity of the 14 informants gleaned from interrogatory an-

swers and pre-trial conferences. The Government also submit-

ted a suggested list of redactions to the draft report.

Based on the Government's submissions, I concluded

that the report did indeed necessarily enlarge an already sub-

stantial risk to the anonymity of several of the informants.

Some of the Government's objections were easily met by changes

and deletions that, in my opinion, still leave plaintiffs

with as much useful information as they would have had from

the draft submitted to the Government. For example, I de-

cided to delete all citations from the copy of the report to

be given to plaintiffs. Those citations are of little use to

plaintiffs because they do not have the files. The citations



had been inserted only for the Court's convenience. Simi-

larly, specific date, city, and gender references in Part

II(b) of the report add nothing of any moment to the find-

ings there.*

The Government's principal objection was to the

naming of cities, events, and individuals easily identifi-

able with particular cities in Part III of the report. Be-

cause of the nature of the information contained in Part III,

see pages 48-69, infra, the Government's suggested deletions

could not be made without compromising the potential value

to plaintiffs of the information in that Part. Accordingly,

I informed the Government that.any deletions made to that

Part would have to be replaced with other sanctions in the

form of conclusive presumptions against the Government. I

explained that since, for the items deleted, plaintiffs would

have no satisfactory opportunity to make their own investiga-

tion, to suggest additional discovery, cr to verify indepen-—

dently other information the Government might supply, the

sanctions to be imposed in their place would make assumptions

that in many instances would exceed what plaintiffs or the

fact finder would have been entitled to infer from the deleted

information.

* The only objection the Government raised to Part II(a) of
the report was to the mention of certain specific cities
in the first finding there. I have deleted the names of
some of those cities because I believe their inclusion
does, not add measurably to plaintiffs1 case.

12



After consideration, the Government decided to ac-

cept the concept of sanctions in the form of conclusive pre-

sumptions in place of the disclosure of dates, persons, and

places it believes would create a substantial risk to the ano-

nymity of certain informants. I have developed such sanc-

tions and have included them in Part IV of this report.

Phase Two

On January 8, 1980, a copy of the report as revised

during Phase One (one with file references and one without).

was delivered to all counsel with the request that any com-

ments be submitted by January 22, 1980. Both Mr. Boudin and

Mr. Williams sent letters, each dated January 22, 1980, and

each containing a handful of comments and suggestions.

Counsel met with me on January 28, 1980 to discuss

their letters, copies of which are submitted with the Court's

copy of this report as Exhibit 2.

Of the three suggestions the Government offered, I

adopted only the first; the second was rejected because it

would have blunted the intended sanction, and the third was

rejected because I did not have sufficient information to make

the suggested statement.

Almost all plaintiffs' suggestions were adopted,

either precisely as proffered or in large measure. Changes

were made to the report, as well as to the General Final

13



Comment at the end of the report, to reflect concerns urged

by plaintiffs. No action was taken concerning the merits

of certain of plaintiffs' arguments (those directed to what

was then page 31, paragraphs f and g) because they raised

questions of admissibility more properly resolved by the

Court.



SANCTIONS

The review of the files had disclosed information

falling into several categories and the balance of this re-

port is divided accordingly. I note that no attempt was made

to include all informant activity involving groups clearly un-

related to the plaintiff organizations such as the Communist

Party, SDS, and others.*

I. It appeared from the submissions to the Court

of Appeals and from conferences with counsel, that the Govern-

ment was prepared to concede many relevant facts. In the in-

terests of narrowing the issues, removing any controversy over

some of the representative findings I would be making, and lim-

iting the cost of this reference, I requested that Government

counsel submit proposed responses to questions 7 and 9 in the

Court of Appeals' appendix to its opinion.

I had at first asked that this submission be in the

form of a bilateral stipulation. Plaintiffs' counsel objected,

contending that they were not in a position to stipulate to

anything. I therefore requested that the Government submit its

proposed concessions ex parte subject to my being satisfied

* In addition, although the Government made available and we
have read informant files preceding the 1960 discovery cut-
off, I have limited the inclusion of information in this
report to the period subsequent to 1955. The files in some
instances precede 1950. I chose 1955 as the cut-off because
some of the information between 1955 and 1960 seemd to be
the type that might be of general interest to the plaintiffs



with their coverage based on my examination of the files.

Plaintiffs' counsel then objected "to the transmittal of any-

thing, including Proposed Findings ... ex parte** (August 7,

1979 letter).

The Government's admissions are set out in Part I be-

low. In many instances/ the concessions go beyond what I could

have found based on the 14 files alone. To the extent those

concessions did not reflect material found in the files, those

additional items are included in other parts of the report.

I recommend that the facts contained in the Part en-

titled, "Government's Admissions" be taken as established

against the defendants only and without limitation on plain-

tiffs' proof for purposes of this case.* ;

II. The next Part is entitled, "Representative Find-

ings ." it comprises what I have called general and specific

representative findings.

Specific representative findings were made where the

risk of disclosure of particular facts found in the files cre-

ated too high a risk to the informant's anonymity. General

representative findings were made mostly where facts were re-

peated too often to be manageable in individual form and were

believed to illustrate a pattern of activity.

* It should be noted at this juncture that it is not my in-
tention to convey any suggestion, let alone a recommenda-
•Lion, concerning the ultimate relevance, as the issues in
this case may eventuate, of any of the material in any part



An example of a type of specific representative

finding is an informant having attained some position of

prominence in an SWP or YSA branch where giving the speci-

fics would be. to disclose or to create a substantial risk of

disclosure of the informant's identity. In such cases the

facts are put .in the form of a finding without names or places

but with as much detail as practicable and should be consid-

ered non-rebuttable by the Government for purposes of the case.

An example of a general representative finding is

the FBI's having received thousands of reports containing on-

ly what appears to be peaceful and lawful SWP activity. I

recommend that this type of representative finding with re-

spect to the content of the files be taken as proved for ..pur- •

poses of.the case, including trial, but may be rebutted gener-

ally by information not contained in the files withheld from

plaintiffs. I believe that allowing the Government to make

selective use of information in files denied plaintiffs would

be unfair.

III. Where it was possible to give plaintiffs infor-

mation as reported in the files without revealing or creating

a substantial risk of revealing the informant's identity, I

have done so in this third Part. For example, plaintiffs

should be given data of specific or suspected Cointelpro ac-

tivities and their effect, uf)disclosure of the facts does not

tend unduly to reveal the informant's identity. (Compare the

disposition of items in Part IV where sanctions are suggested



in instances where the Government plausibly argued to my sat-

isfaction that the risk of disclosure is too great). Through-

out I have attempted to disclose as much detail as feasible

even to the extent of quoting portions of the informant re-

ports .

These facts, if offered by plaintiffs, should be

considered admissible, if otherwise relevant to the eventual

issues, but subject to specific rebuttal since with respect to

these items plaintiffs have been only slightly handicapped by

their inability to see the files.

• i
The items in this category may be useful to plain-

tiffs in light of information they already possess, such as
•

the redacted Cointelpro files, or they may suggest to plain-

tiffs additional discovery applications to be made to the

Court.

IV. The sanctions in this Part of the report are
•

in place of items deleted from* Part III of the report at the

Government's instance as described supra at 12-13. Each sanc-

tion is conditioned on the Government's continued refusal to

disclose all the information contained in the corresponding
-̂*x

item or items deleted from Part III.

The omission of the specific information contained

in the deleted Part III items will necessarily preclude plain-

tiffs from proving an exact measure of damage attributable to

the events described in those deleted items. However, that



handicap is greatly outweighed by the benefit received from

the suggested conclusive presumptions. Moreover, the handi-

cap is reduced by the Court's ability, in a proper case, to

assign a measure of damage, if needed and if better evidence

of damage is not available.

. V. The fifth Part notes areas of interest to

plaintiffs concerning which no useful information was found

in the files.



Part I

Government's Admissions

The concessions noted in this section were derived

almost verbatim from various submissions by the Government.

(See pages 15-16, supra)

A- Plan of investigation

From approximately 1961 to 1971, the FBI maintained

a counter-intelligence program (Cointelpro) against the SWP and

YSA entitled the "SWP Disruption Program", which consisted in
•

part of the dissemination of information by the FBI designed

to impair the ability of the SWP and YSA to function.

The FBI also maintained counterintelligence programs

against the Communist Party, USA and the New Left- These two

programs involved a number of activities against the SWP and

YSA.

The tactics utilized in these programs included dis-

closing to the press the criminal records of SWP candidates,

and sending anonymous letters to SWP members, supporters,

spouses, and employers.

Informant involvement in the counterintelligence pro-

grams consisted in part of providing the FBI with information

it utilized in anonymous letters and of reporting to the FBI

on the effects of counterintelligence programs.



The FBI's investigation of the SWP and YSA was con-

ducted pursuant to the instructions contained in Section 87

of the FBI Manual of Instructions ("the Manual").*' Pursuant

to the instructions in Section 87 of the Manual,. FBI Special

Agents investigating the plaintiff organizations were respon-

sible for obtaining and recording information concerning:

a» The location of the organizations' (1) national

headquarters and (2) chapters and local branchesr

b. The stated aims and purposes of the organiza-

tions;
•

c. The identity of the organizations' leaders and

members;

d. The size and composition of the organizations'

membership;

e. The contents of the organizations' publications;

f. The sources of the organizations' funds and the

nature of their expenditures;

g. The organizations' connections with and infil-

tration of other groups; and

* I am advised that Section 87 of the Manual, with the revi-
sions made to it during the period covered by plaintiffs'
discovery, has been produced to plaintiffs under a protec-
tive order.



h» The organizations' activities.

From at least 1960 until 1976, Section 87 of the

Manual instructed FBI field offices to develop informants on

all levels of organizations, such as SWP and YSA, which were

the subjects of domestic security investigations- These in-

formants were utilized as a source for obtaining information
£•

concerning such organizations. Other methods of obtaining in-
.-~f

formation included interviewing- past and .present organization

members and persons associated with them, and monitoring or-

ganization bank records, publications, and public meetings.

Between 1960 and 1976, the FBI in its investigation

of the plaintiff organizations also obtained information by

the following means: . '.

a. Direct electronic surveillance of the SWP be- I

tween at least 1960 and 1963;
.̂ ^̂ •̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ •̂ •̂ ^̂ ^̂ —«̂ ^̂ ^̂ "̂

b. Surreptitious entries of SWP and YSA facilities I

'by FBI Special Agents between at least 1960 and 1966; and

c. A mail cover of the SWP in 1973.

The FBI informants who were members of the SWP and

YSA were instructed to and generally did provide detailed re-

ports to the Special Agent with whom they were in contact.

These reports (1) described the subject matter of every party

meeting or activity the informant attended and (2) identified,

gave physical descriptions and background data, such as



employment, residence and marital status, concerning the peo-

ple they came in contact with in the SWF or YSA. In addition,

each member informant was instructed to and generally did pro-

vide the FBI with copies of SWF and YSA documents, including
* .

mailing and membership lists, to which they had access by rea-

son of their relationships with other members or their posi-

tions within the organizations.

B. Scope, extent,and comprehensiveness
of infiltration of the SWP and YSA
by FBI informants between 1960 and
May 1976

Since 1960 there were approximately 300 FBI infor-

mants who were members of one or both of the plaintiff organi-

zations and 1,000 non-member informants.* 'During this period,

the numbers of FBI informants in the plaintiff organizations

were as follows:

SWP

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

52
54
53
51
52
49
47
39
34
32

YSA

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

9
11
10
7
9
11
12
14
23
38

* The non-member informant count is limited to persons who
provided information to the FBI on at least two occasions.



SWP • YSA

1970 30 1970 58
1971 32 1971 77
1972 33 1972 83
1973 28 1973 77
1974 24 1974 75
1975 23 1975 62
1976 19 • 1976: 41

Because approximately 20 informants were members of both or-

ganizations at the same time, the foregoing list to that ex-

tent overstates the total number of member informants.

There are a total of 59 FBI field offices. During

the years at issue, the number and percentage of the FBI

field offices to which SWP and YSA member informants were

reporting were as follows:

Year SWP YSA

1960 16 (27.1%) 8 (13.6%)
1961 17 (28.8%) 7 (11.9%)
1562 17 (28.8%) 7 (11.9%)
1963 17 (28.8%) 6 (10.2%)
1964 17 (28.8%) 5 ( 8.5%)
1965 16 (27.1%) 7 (11.9%)
1966 15 (25.4%) 7 (11.9%)
1967 14 (23.7%) 8 (13.6%)
1968 13 (22.0%) 13 (22.0%)
1969 13 (22.0%) 21 (35.6%)
1970 14 (23.7%) 28 (47.5%)
1971 14 (23.7%) 29 (49.2%)
1972 15 (25.4%) 28 (47.5%)
1973 15 (25.4%) 30 (50.8%)
1974 13 (22.0%) 29 (49.2%)
1975 14 (23.7%) 28 (47.5%)
1976 13 (22.0%) 23 (39.0%)

In fifteen or more of the almost 17 years covered by

plaintiffs1 discovery, one or more SWP or YSA member informants



were reporting to each of the following FBI field offices*

Boston St. Louis
Chicago San Diego
Cleveland . San Francisco
Los Angeles Detroit!
Minneapolis New York.

During at least seven of the years at issue, one or

more SWP or YSA member informants were reporting to each of

the following FBI field offices:

Denver Baltimore
Newark Cincinnati
Houston Indianapolis
Milwaukee San Antonio
Philadelphia . Washington
Seattle New Haven
Atlanta

Approximately 55 FBI informants held offices or com-

mittee positions in the SWP and YSA between 1960 and 1976.

With one exception, none of the informants held any of the fol-

lowing national offices or national committee positions in the

SWP or YSA:

Position

SWP - National Committee
SWP - Political Committee

YSA - National Committee
YSA - National Executive Committee

* The FBI field office to which one informant reported is not
listed because to do so would risk revelation of the infor-
mant's identity.



Position

SWP - National Secretary
SWF - National Organization Secretary

YSA - National Chairperson
YSA - National Secretary
YSA — National Organization Secretary

One informant held a national position in the YSA. i

This was a national committee position and was held by an in-

formant whose service to the FBI began in mid-1960 and ended

in 1962. The highest SWP office held by an FBI informant, No.

220, was as an alternate member to the SWP National Committee.*

Approximately 21 informants served on branch or lo-

cal executive committees of SWP and two served as branch or

local, organizers. In addition/ John Hollowell, whose file was

produced to plaintiffs in 1976, served as an acting organizer

ot the San Diego Branch of the SWP.

Approximately 30 informants served on local or city

executive committees of the YSA and six served as local or city

organizers of the YSA.

In each of the years 1960-1976, the numbers of infor-

mants who served in either SWP or YSA committee positions were

as follows:

* The informant No. 220 files were given to'plaintiffs' coun-
sel under the protective order. See pages 6-9, supra.



1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

9
7
10
9
6
4
4
4
3

1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

3
3
5
11
7
3
4
0

In each of the years 1960-1976, the numbers of in-

formants who served as SWP or YSA organizers were as follows

SWP

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

1
1
1

' 1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0

YSA

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
2
4
1
1
1
0

Luring the period 1960-1976, a total.of three infor-

mants ran for elective office as SWP candidates; one ran for

congressional office and two ran for state or local office.



C. Payments to informants*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Code
Number

6
53
73
148
162
176
220
306
311
317
616
675
1007
1121
1123
1211
1321
1350

Total
Payments

$ 43
42
5
18

15
46
35
14
23
22
7
18

33
27

,675.52
,256.85
,679.25
,062.42
None
,858.90
,930.35
,973.28
,427.39
,454.01
,185.19
,814.67
,388.15
45.00

,941.00
None
,135.43
,320.97

Totals $358,648.38

Services

$ 32,184.72
36,786.70
4,766.50
13,125.50

13,286.61
29,130.00
24,290.85
10,902.34
16,706.00
16,541.87
5,498.32
15,607.00

45.00
2,325.00

25,128.00
17,915.00

$264,239.41

Expenses

$ 11,490.80
5,470.15
912.75

4,936.92

2,572.29
17,800.35
11,682.43
3,525.05
6,748.01
5,643.32
2,316.35
3,281.15

616.00

8,007.43
9,405.97

$ 94,408.97

Informant code No. 6 received a total of $43,675.52.

Payments for services ranged generally from $160.00 to $180.00

a month; while payments for expenses ranged generally from

$40.00 to $70.00 a month.**.

* This list summarizes payments made to the 18 informants
from January, 1960 until May, 1976.

** Unless otherwise indicated, payments to individuals for
services and expenses are indicated in a general range.
At times, payments outside the indicated range were made;
but such payments are not representative. For example,
during some periods of little or no activity, no payments
were made. On other occasions, payments outside the gen-
eral range were made in connection with the payment of
"assessed pledges" or attendance at SV7P Conventions.



Informant code No. 53 received a total of $42,256.85.

Payments for services ranged generally from $80.00 to $325.00

a month; while payments for expenses ranged generally from

$15.00 to $65.00 a month.

Informant code No. 73 received a total of $5,679.25*

Payments for services ranged from $25.00 to $100.00 a month;

while payments for expenses ranged from $3.25 to $25.00 a month.

Informant code No. 148 received a total of $18,062.42,

Payments for services ranged generally from $200.00 to $300.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $40.00

to $75.00 a month.

Informant code No. 176 received a.total of $15,858.90.

Payments for services ranged generally from $100.00 .to $125.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $15.00

to $40.00 a month.

Informant code No. 220 received a total of $46,930.35.

Payments for services ranged generally from $175.00 to $225.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $75.00

to $125.00 a month.

Informant code No. 306 received a total of $35,973.28

Payments for services ranged generally from $100.00 to $375.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $30.00

to $150.00 a month.

Informant code No. 311 received a total of $14,427.39



Payments for services ranged generally from $50.00 to $225.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $40.00

to $70.00 a month.

Informant code No. 317 received a total of $23,454.01.

Payments for services ranged from $120.00 to $130.00 a month;

while payments for expenses ranged generally from $40.00 to

$50.00 a month.

Informant code No. 616 received a total of $22,185.19.

Payments for services ranged generally from $100.00 to $375.00

a month; while payments for expenses ranged generally from

$40.00 to $100.00 a month.* .

Informant code No. 675 received a total of $7,914.67.

Payments for services ranged generally from $15.00 to $60.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $5.00*

to $25.00 a month.*

Informant code No. 1.007 received a total of $18,838.15

Payments for services ranged generally from $50.00 to $130.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $15.00

to $40.00 a month.

* The Government reports that the aggregate figures for in-
formants Nos. 616 and 675, obtained from FBI headquarters*
records, differ somewhat from the aggregate figures reflec-
ted in the summaries of the informant files. Headquarters'
files for informant No. 616 reflect $517.98 less in pay-
ments than do the summaries; headquarters' files for in-
formant No. 675 reflect $5.30 less in payments than do the
summaries.



Informant code Mo. 1121 received several payments

totalling $45.00, all of which represented payments for ser-

vices-

Informant code No. 1123 received a total of $2,941.00.

Payments for services ranged from $50.00 to $190.00 a month;

while payments for expenses ranged from $12.00 to $64.00 a

month;

Informant code No. 1321 received a total of $33,135.43,

Payments for services ranged generally from $125.00 to $160.00

a month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $30.00

to $80.00 a month.

Informant code No. 1350 received a total of $27*320.97,

Payments for services ranged generally from $75.00 to $150.00 a

month. Payments for expenses ranged generally from $30.00 a

month to $80.00 a month.

The unweighted average of payments made to the 18 in-

formants for the years involved was $19,924.91 ($358,648.38 T

18).



; Part II

Representative Findings*

A. General

1» The 14 files include reports by informants in

at least 12 different cities, including Boston, Chicago, New

York,. Berkeley, San Francisco, San Diego, and Minneapolis-St.

Paul. Informants who were members of either or both plaintiff

organizations generally reported on each SWP or YSA meeting

they attended. The 14 files contain•literally thousands of

such reports since meetings were held most often on a weekly

basis.

2. Two of the 11 member informants were recruited

by the FBI, seven made the initial contact and volunteered to

become informants, some generally, others specifically in the •

SWP or YSA, and for two Member informants there is insufficient

information in the files to determine whether they volunteered

or were recruited. Of the three non-member informants, one

volunteered, one was recruited, and for one there is insuffi-

cient information to determine whether that person volunteered

Informant and page citations are included in copies of the
report filed with the Court and given to the Government.
All citations have been deleted from the copy furnished to
plaintiffs. The citations are included only for convenience
and should not be considered in any way as' a limitation. No
attempt was made to include a citation to every page that
:r.ight conceivably support any particular representative find-
ing.



or was recruited. FBI headquarters frequently instructed the

FBI local office to ensure that the prospective informant was

not a "plant."

3. The 14 informant files contain thousands of re-

ports concerning the activities of SWP and. YSA. All the re- .

ports describe facts apparently consistent with peaceful, law-

ful political activity insofar as the SWP and YSA are concerned,*

with the following arguable qualifications:

(a) SWP and YSA members/ on numerous occasions,

were requested or instructed to participate in public assem-

blages described as rallies, demonstrations, pickets, or marches

in some of which some kind of violence or disorder occurred.

•In some instances persons were arrested (in some such* instances

they were members of one or both of the two organizations) with-

out any facts, other than the fact of arrests, showing or other-

wise suggesting that such members had or had net committed %ny

unlawful acts.

In fact, there are recurring instances of advice and in-
structions to the members to abstain from acts of violence
and physical disorder, and from using marijuana because it
would embarrass the organization. There are also instances
of members openly disavowing the appropriateness of owning
or possessing firearms and there are repeated references by
SWP and YSA to the nonviolent nature of plaintiff organiza-
tions and their consequent unwillingness to associate with
organizations known or believed to advocate violence.



(b) In at least one instance, arising from

apparently defensive preparation for anticipated possible

violence, members were instructed not to bring weapons (un-
s

described) from home, but that the organization would provide

whatever weapons (undescribed) would be necessary.

(c) There are a number of occasions in which

informants..asserted that the SWP was divided into a majority

and minority faction, the latter of which was committed to

the Internationalist Tendency, that is, the Fourth Interna-

tional majority, calling for the immediate use of violence and

terrorism to facilitate the onset of revolution. There was

talk from time to time of the SWP majority rejoining, planning

to rejoin, and having rejoined the Fourth International ma-

jority.

(d) Materials in the files invariably suggest

that at some unspecified future time the development of class

conflict and oppression of the working class in the capitalist .

society will inevitably require the offensive or perceived de-

fensive use of force to bring about a socialist society.

There are also

at least a handful of SWP members or other persons, as reported

by some informants, addressing SWP meetings giving voice to

views that could reasonably be regarded by some as contemplating

violence or unlawful activity on behalf of the plaintiff



organizations.

(e) Reference is made by informants to organ-

izing rallies "to stop", to interrupt, or to embarrass at pub-

lic assemblies those speaking whose views were unacceptable to

the organizations. There is no indication that the efforts in

volved would include particular physical acts or violence.

(f) There are many instances reported in which

members travelled outside this country to meet with party mem-

bers in other countries and to consult with party members at

the headquarters in Europe of the Fourth International. Mem-

bers also met with officials of foreign governments.

(g) There are many instances of nationals from

foreign countries and some instances of representatives of for-

eign countries speaking at SWP and YSA assemblies.

4. The informants reported constantly on the names,

addresses, telephone numbers, places and changes of employment,

unemployment, marital or co-habitational status, marital strife,

health, travel plans, and personal habits of SWP and YSA mem-

bers. The FBI was made aware, through the efforts of the infor-

mants, of the identity of evidently every SWP or YSA member in



each branch during the period there was an informant active

in that branch. Active/ "hard core", and leader SWP or YSA

members were often identified as such.

5. Informants were encouraged to advance in the

SWP and YSA,by, among other things, cultivating and maintain-

ing'relationships with SWP and YSA leaders so as to develop

sources of information and to be in a position to be consid-

ered for future leadership positions.

6. The FBI rendered assistance, both through ad-
•

vice and through interference, to informants who were ques-

tioned by the IRS about reported income representing payments

from the FBI. On at least one

occasion the informant was instructed to mislead the IRS as to

the source of income.

7. There are repeated indications of friction and

in some instances violent confrontations between the SWP and

the Communist Party and other leftist groups.

8. The informants supplied the FBI repeatedly with

(1) information concerning the personnel, finances and organi-

zational strategy of the SWP and YSA; and (2) SWP literature

given them as SWP or YSA members with the instruction that it

was for members only.



9. Informants served in the following positions

in the SWP or YSA: member of branch executive committee1,
2branch treasurer , chairman and member of branch financial

committee , branch secretary , chairman of meetings , finan-

cial secretary6, alternate to branch executive board7, re-

cording secretary8, acting organizer9, head of social commit-

tee10, and branch organizer11. Informants participated in

literature sales, other fund-raising activities, and at least

one informant was director of a local fund-raising drive.1^>

10. Informants were requested to and did report

constantly on upcoming SWP or YSA demonstrations. The FBI

frequently alerted local police or other law enforcement agen-

cies
i,

and photographed per-

sons attending such events.

11. Informants constantly apprised the FBI in advance



of upcoming visits by SWP Presidential and Vice-presidential

candidates and by other SWP and YSA national officials.

•

12. Informants frequently identified SWP and YSA

members from photographs shown them by the FBI and also pro-

vided the FBI with photographs they had taken of SWP and YSA

members.

13. . Many informants reported on other groups clas-

sified by the FBI as being so-called "leftist" organizations.

14. Many informants reported violent confrontations

with and disruptions caused by rightist groups.

15. Twelve of the informants were repeatedly ad-

vised by the FBI that both their relationship with the FBI

and any information they reported were to be kept confiden-

tial. At least five informants signed statements agreeing to

keep their relationship with the FBI confidential. At least

one informant was told by the FBI that his identity would not

be disclosed.

16. Five informants expressed a willingness to tes-

tify in open court or before an administrative hearing board.

Of these informants, two later expressed fears of harassment

if their identities became known and two later advised that

they no longer wished to testify.

Six informants have advised that they are unwilling



to testify and three informants expressed concern over the

consequences of having their identities revealed without ex-

pressly stating their willingness or unwillingness to testify.

B. Specific

t
1. Informant No. 1121 was approached by the FBI

in the fall of 1973 to inquire generally of his knowledge

about SWP-YSA, the local headquarters of which were in the

building served by him as janitor. This informant had pre-

viously furnished trash to-the FBI in an investigation unre-

lated to SWP or YSA. The informant was never an SWP or YSA

member. The informant offered to provide the FBI with SWP-

YSA. trash and did so. %

The local FBI bureau requested permission to

use this informant on a regular basis, probably as a so-called

11 trash cover." The FBI headquarters responded to that request

as follows:

"Authority not granted to use cap-
tioned individual as an informant or con-
fidential source inasmuch as you intend
to utilize this individual's services as
a trash cover.

This denial is based upon the con-
troversial nature of your request; as a
matter of policy it is not deemed advis-
able at this time to approve your request.

Under no circumstances are you to
utilize the services of captioned individ-
ual as you intended without Bureau 'approval.



There is no indication in the file that this

informant was used after receipt of this communication.

The SWP-YSA trash previously furnished the lo-

cal FBI office by this informant contained pamphlets, sales

reports, minutes of meetings, notes about SWP matters, mem-

bership lists, financial records, and miscellaneous papers

and notes including references to YSA as a "revolutionary youth

organization" and to "Stalinists as our major opponent ...."

2. One informant was elected Treasurer of the YSA

branch on which the informant was reporting. The informant

promptly furnished the FBI with a list of YSA members in that

branch and their dues payment record. This information was

taken from records available to the informant as Treasurer.

3. One informant became the Educational Director

(literature agent) of the SWP branch to which the informant

belonged. This informant was also consulted on policy deci-

sions, gave lectures, and, according to FBI reports, was re-

quested to start new SWP branches.

4. One informant was elected to the local YSA

Executive Committee and on a number of occasions furnished

names and assignments of YSA members and financial data taken

from Executive Committee records.



5. One informant was assigned to organize sales

of the "Young Socialist11 and furnished the FBI with a list

of locations where papers were regularly sold.

6. An informant, who had consistently been rated

reliable by the FBI, reported that: (1) during the informant's

six-year association with SWP and YSA during the 1970's, nei-

ther organization advocated violence or terrorist tactics; and

(2) SWP and YSA members who advocated violence or disorder as

an organizational policy were expelled.

7. One informant was named an SWP branch Treasurer

and reported to the FBI that all membership and financial re-

cords were now in the informant's possession. The informant

regularly furnished copies of those records to the FBI.

8. A member-informant repeatedly supplied the FBI

with trash from an SWP branch for a period of years in the

1950fs. The trash included, inter alia, something the FBI

described as the key to the Party membership code, original

Party member cards, dues payment records, contributions, length

of membership records, minutes of regular branch and executive

committee meetings, correspondence, reports, and memoranda.

FBI reports noted that the "trash" information the informant

had provided was regarded as of "considerable value and the

informant was given additional compensation for ... trash re-

!....•. 1 M
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9. One informant, was designated to collect mail

and to handle other business for an SWP branch organizer in

his absence. The informant reported to the FBI that first-

hand pertinent information could therefore be furnished. The

informant later supplied information on SWP finances, long

distance phone calls, membership lists, and SWP organizational

'plans.

10. One informant was often asked to handle all

branch business in the absence of the SWP branch chief offi-*

c&r.

11. An informant was the financial and recording \

secretary of an SWP branch and provided the branch financial

statements to the FBI.

12. Several informants enjoyed the confidence of

branch organizers and were thus able to secure information

not otherwise obtainable. One of these informants also en-

joyed the confidence of a member of the SWP National Commit-

tee.

13. An informant served as director of a local fund

drive for the "Militant".

14. An informant who held various offices, includ-

ing member of the Executive Committee, of a western YSA branch
•

"reported [to the FBI] miscellaneous information obtained

from — YSA office records." The file indicates that the



informant's positions gave the informant "access to other-

wise unavailable information."

15. There is a January 28, 1974 memorandum from

FBI headquarters to a branch FBI office concerning informant

No. 615 who had risen to prominence in a local YSA branch

that included the following instruction:

"Insure that informant's activity
in the Socialist Workers Party in no
way enhances the development or pro-
gress of the organization."

16. One member informant "made available [to FBI]

copies of documents prepared solely for internal dissemina-

tion in the IT "
•

17. An informant who is reported by the FBI to have

had "legal access" to the apartment of a local YSA organizer

made available documents, principally lists of members and po-

tential members and minutes, obtained from the organizer's

apartment. The documents were*photocopied by FBI agents.

18. One informant was instructed by the FBI to "in-

filtrate" a western SV7P branch soon after its formation so

that the FBI would have an informant in that branch.

19. A November 1972 letter from a local FBI office

to FBI headquarters reported that the informant involved "had



the ability.to provide complete membership lists and finan-

cial statements of the SWP without being compromised." The

file in fact contains copies of such documents furnished by

the informant. The file con-

tains no information indicating that the informant had autho-

rized access to such documents.

20. One informant who was employed at a hospital

periodically supplied the FBI with dozens of hospital records

(medical and admittance records) of SWP members, relatives of

SWP members, and persons identified with other groups being

surveilled by the FBI.

For example, one FBI memorandum reads:

• "'•

"The attached [hospital] record
was furnished by [informant] to [FBI]
on .... It pertains to the subject's
son, who was a patient at ... Hospital
during January of this month [sic].
The record contains background informa-
tion not previously in possession of
this office.

The source of this information
should be concealed if the information
is used and information carefully para-
phrased to protect [the informant's]
identity.

A copy of the record is not being
attached to the 134 file but to main
file only."

Another FBI memorandum covering a hospital adxnit-

tir.cs record furnished by the informant notes:



"Care should be exercised in dissemina-
tion of this information since hospital
records are confidential."

21» One informant served as Secretary to a local

SWP branch and on numerous occasions furnished transcripts

of both closed branch and executive board meetings.

22. One informant worked in a local SWP office

ever a ten-year period opening all mail and regularly fur-

nished the FBI with mailing lists, minutes of meetings, card

file, flyers, leaflets not publicly available, financial re-

ports, projections and budgets, and all incoming and outgoing

correspondence.

23. One informant served as an SWP branch organizer

for many years. The informant periodically reported to the

FBI that the branch was making no effort to recruit new mem-

bers.

An FBI memorandum reported that 'the informant

is the SWP branch "organizer ... and as such used [the infor-

mant's] influence as well as [that of another informant] to

suppress Branch activities and recruiting by the Branch as

well as other related activities."

The informant had access to most, if not all,
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branch correspondence and made available such correspondence

to the FBI.

24. During November 1960, one informant reported

to the FBI the names of all persons who showed any interest

in the SWF during the election campaign that year.

25. At least two informants, following FBI instruc-

tions, periodically urged at SWP meetings that contributions

and dues be lower than they were or lower than figures sug-

gested by other members.

26. A memorandum from a local FBI office to FBI

headquarters dated September 13, 1956 and captioned

"Socialist Workers Party Internal
Security - SWP"

contained the following entry:

"Re Bulet to New York, 8/29/56

In view of the size and activity
of the branch and the present status
of the informants it is not believed
the program as suggested by the Bu-
reau could be placed in operation
[here]. It is suggested that liter-
ature criticizing the Communist Par-
ty indicating it might emanate from
the SWP, might be mailed to security
index subjects or subjects on a more
selected basis to prolong the cur-
rent troubles of the CP and to also
act as a softening of the CP member
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for contact by Bureau agents under
the current informant program."

A December 31, 1956 memorandum from the same local

FBI office contained the following entryt

"COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
COUNTER-INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM
IS - C

Re Bulet to [local FBI office],
11-5-56 and Bulet to NY, 12-18-56.

The [local FBI] Office has been mail-
ing SWP literature as authorized in
relet, 11-5-56. To date no reports^
have been received of any results ob-
tained from such mailing."

27. In the early 1970's, an informant gave the fol-

lowing evaluation of the SWP and YSA in a western city:

"I have observed the SWP and YSA in
[a western city] for'over 10 years
now, and have been acquainted with
several of its members and former
members. They have been devoted
Marxists, but have advocated change
by working through the system, and
have made a point of having no mem- •
bers that advocated violence."
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Part III

Actual Facts Reported in Files

Many of the items identified in this section of

the report may be totally innocuous or may be part of the

FBI disruption program; the 'files do not provide sufficient

information to resolve the issue.

The items are grouped into rough categories that

should be useful for comparing the items against information

plaintiffs already have and for seeking additional discovery

should plaintiffs be so advised.

A. Items relating to the employment
of SWP or YSA members

1. The Chairman of SWP, Boston, Barry Sheppard,

whose relationship had previously been disclosed to the FBI

by an informant, was forced to give up his job in January

1961 because his employer adopted a security clearance check.

2. An informant reported an announcement at a

1962 SWP meeting to the effect that Wendell Phillips had been

discharged from his teaching position at a junior college in

California because of his affiliation with the Communist Par-

ty and SWP.

3. In 1962, the FBI was informed that Ann



Zielinski, possibly an SWP member, was to begin work as a

school teacher.

4. In 1963, an informant reported that a Mike

Johnston was interested in the Minneapolis SWP branch but

was afraid the FBI would find out. Johnston was reported

to have said he would like to go into Army Intelligence and

that he had taken tests for that work.

The FBI distribution sheet covering this in-

formant's report contains the following entry: "Bill Glaus

of INTC was advised re Mike Johnson by SA ...on 12/30/63."

5. A 1973 informant's report of a local SWP meet-

ing contained the following entry:

"Marc Stretter is having trouble in
California. The hospital where he
woiks is trying to fire him. His em-
ployer has been contacted by the FBI.
His attorney is Ronald Merlino. He
plans to sue the hospital and perhaps
the U.S. government or FBI."

6. In 1974, it was reported to the FBI that SWP

member Reiko Obata was then employed at Oakland naval base.

7. In 1976,an informant reported that Susan Walton

Banks,.a supply clerk in the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
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was an active YSA and SWP member In Oakland, California,

8. In 1976, an informant reported that Patricia

Anne Mayberry, a Medical Radiology Technician, Letterman Gen-

eral Hospital, Department of the Army, was still active in

the San Francisco YSA and was on the executive committee.

B. Reports of arrests and threatened
arrests of SWP or .YSA members

1. In February 1962, a YSA member was arrested

during a freedom-ride/sit-in picket in Easton, Maryland.

2. Several YSA members were arrested in Washington,

D. C. in January or February 1963, while picketing on behalf of

William Worthy.

3. In April, 1967, it was reported that at a fund-

raising party given by the Student Mobilization Committee two

SWP members were arrested.

C. Threats, violence, and other dis-
ruptive activity directed at SWP
or YSA

1. The FBI was informed that in February 1955,

there was theft of money and supplies from SOT Minneapolis



2. An informant supplied the FBI with a sketch

of the floor plan of Minneapolis SWP headquarters in Sep-

tember 1955.

3. The FBI was informed that in May 1956

there was a break-in at and theft of beverages from SWP

Minneapolis headquarters.

4. An informant reported that at an October 1960

Minneapolis SWP meeting Carl Feingold reported that SWP head-

quarters had been broken into and $50 taken from the strong

boxes. Feingold is reported to have added'that whoever took

the money got into the headquarters by key and knew where the

keys to the strong boxes were kept.

5. At a 1965 SV7P meeting, it was stated that

Wilson Graves has been showing up at meetings and causing

trouble.

6. In 1968, one informant reported being told by

a member of an organization whose espoused purpose was to end

the war in Vietnam that the headquarters of that organization

had been broken into and that he was puzzled because of the

amount of work it took to get in and yet only a typewriter

was taken. The informant reported that he suggested to the

member that the break-in may have been to copy records or to

"bug" the place.

The FBI distribution sheet covering this report



shows a cross-reference to an FBI file on an SWP branch.

7. In 1971, two Blacks entered a Pathfinder Book-

store and broke up an SWP meeting.

8. An informant reported that at a weekly SWP

meeting in 1971, a report was given concerning harassment

directed by the Klan (United Klans of America) at the local

SWP and its leaders, including the use of menacing stickers

and harassing telephone calls.

9. There are references in 1973 informant reports

to physical attacks by the National Caucus of Labor Committees

(NCLC) against SWP and YSA and the resulting cancellation of

several scheduled SWP-YSA events. One of the

reports indicates that several SWP members were hospitalized

as a result of an NCLC attack. The informant's report con-

tains no information about NCLC itself but there is a cross-

file reference on NCLC of 100-165744.

10. During a 1973 meeting reference was made to

the bombing of PRDF and related offices by undescribed right-

wing terrorists in conjunction with the Federal Government.

11. In 1975, a description of a bombing of the

Los Angeles SWP headquarters was read at an SWP meeting in

San Francisco.



12. An informant reported in 1975 that the mimeo-

graph machine belonging to the Chicago I.T. new faction had

been stolen. The informant report attributed the theft to

"members of the Chicago RMOC,' Chicago Red Circle Study Group.11

13. In 1970r an informant reported having been told

that an individual (apparently an SWP member) had been asked

by members of an organization apparently unrelated to the SWP

to hide their weapons for them because the FBI had questioned

members of that organization, and such questioning had been

followed some time later by acts of violence by persons not

otherwise connected with the FBI or any other group. The in-

dividual refused to become involved in hiding the weapons.

14. A 1973 informant report contained the following

"Sid Stapleton said that the same group
of Cubans (CIA) who broke into the
Ellsberg's Psychiatrist's office broke
into the Los Angeles headquarters of
the SWP in 1970. He said the FBI has
been the driving force behind encourag-
ing acts aimed at discrediting the left -
such as planning and encouraging groups
of the left to plant bombs/ etc.

Sid Stapleton said the SWP has continu-
ally been subjected to harassment by the
government, and denied equal protection,
and that the Ervin committee has not dis-
closed all it knows, or it would be tell-
ing about the harassment of the left. He
said that the Left can now present to the
public the situation, since the political
climate has changed, and the people are



more aware - that it is now more diffi-
cult for the government to convict peo-
ple with leftist ideology - because of
the court battles that the SWP and
others have fought and won. The left
has more public sympathy than ever be-
fore, so now the SWP can go on the of-
fensive, try to gain full support -
through the law suit against Nixon, and
demands to gain full civil liberties -
to make it illegal for the government
to wiretap or infiltrate political par-
ties in the left. Sid Stapleton said
that if the government tries to convict
anyone in the left/ they should have to
prove that the information was not from
these tactics."

Items that may bear on the peaceful
nature of the plaintiff organizations

1. In 1964, a CABS* spokesman was reported to have

said, "YSA didn't advocate the violent overthrow of the U.S.

Gov't as long as democracy prevailed."

2. One informant's.file contains a copy of an

April.1965 communication from a branch FBI office to FBI head-

quarters transmitting details of a proposed march in the Wash-

ington, D.C. area. Some of the information appears to have

been obtained by an FBI agent posing as an interested college

student.

The FBI communication reflects that:

Committee To Aid The Bloomington Students.



"The sources stated that no dis-
turbances are planned in conjunction
with the Student March on Washington."

3. At a meeting of a local SWP branch in 1967, a

discussion was held on whether the SWP should cooperate with

a draft-resistance group. A decision was made to send an SWP

observer to the next meeting of that group to determine if it

was a non-violent group.

4. In 1969, an informant reported being told by

an SWP member that, the Socialist Workers Party was the one

left-wing group from which the FBI had to back down.

5. At a 1972 meeting, it was reported that SWP

docs not stress participation in Attica demonstrations, in New

York City because it fears violence and "they consider them-

selves to be a nonviolent organization."

6. One file contains a May 1973 description of

SWP's attempt to form an international minority tendency in

opposition to the majority of the Fourth International which

advocates guerrilla movements to establish Marxist-Leninist

governments in South America.

7. The appendix to a February 1975 FBI report des-

cribes the SWP and the Fourth International as follows:



'SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY

The Socialist Workers Party (SWP)
is a revolutionary, Trotskyist-coxnmunist
organization, which is headquartered in
New York City. Its purpose, as stated
in its Declaration of Principles, is the
overthrow of the U.S. Government and the
institution of a dictatorship of the
working class and the eventual achieve-
ment of a communist society. It was
founded in 1938 and maintains close as-
sociation with international Trotskyist
organizations as a 'sympathizing1 group,
but it denies formal membership in any
foreign group to escape application of
the Voorhis Act, which regulates certain
types of organizations subject to for-
eign control. While the SWfc does not
openly advocate the use of violence at
the present time to overthrow the U.S.
Government, it believes that eventual
violent revolution in the U.S. is in-
evitable. Its objection to the current
use of violence is based on the-ground
that it believes violence is premature
at this time. The SWP seeks to precipi-
tate a revolution when conditions are
ripe and to ssize control of the revolu-
tion and to direct it when it occurs.

FOURTH INTERNATIONAL

The Fourth International (FI) was
founded in 1938 at Paris, France, em-
bodying the ideological position of
Leon Trotsky of 'continuing revolution1

in the application of Marxism. The FI
is the largest Trotskyist group with
worldwide representation. The'Socialist
Workers Party (SWP), a U. S. based
Trotskyist group, participates in FI ac-
tivities and leads a faction of the FI,
although it does not maintain formal mem-
bership in the FI. The dominant faction



of the FI, in February, 1974, took the
position of favoring the current use of
guerrilla warfare and armed struggle to
achieve a revolution in Latin America
if local conditions indicate that such
violence would enhance the revolution."

8. On November 10, 1975 an informant, rated reli-

able by the FBI, reported that SWP refuses to support advocacy

of guerrilla activities in South and Central America, whereas

the Internationalist Tendency does support such activity.

E. References to this lawsuit

1". In 1973, an informant reported that an SWP memr

ber had spoken about a branch's involvement in the SWP lawsuit

and had said:

"1. 5 supporters of the SWP in Seattle
were contacted by the FBI, and the FBI
tried to scare-them off by informing them
that it was a subversive organization -
that the parents of a highschool girl
were told by the FBI that their daughter
was involved with a 'violent organiza-
tion.1 2. The [Washington State] At-
torney general turned over to the FBI
petitions of signatures to put minority
parties on the ballots, which the FBI
then used to contact these people. 3.
The SWP has concluded that the shotgun
blast of the Militant Bookstore - before
Linda Jiness visited Seattle before the
'72 election may be connected with the
CIA.11



2. One informant's administrative file contains

the following entry dated August 1974: "[The informant],

through attendance at branch meetings, affords coverage on

the activities of the PRDF [Political Rights Defense Fund]

and the SWP-YSA legal suit against the U.S. Government."

That same file contains an almost identical en-

try dated February 1975.

3. There is an entry in one informant's adminis-

trative file dated April 1974 that says the informant has

"provided information on the upcoming lawsuit against the FBI

in New York.11

F. FBI instructional memoranda

1. The following is a March 1955 FBI memorandum

apparently sent to local FBI offices:

ii
"Loyalty Oaths and Forms

As you have been advised, SAC Letter
53-55, Section I, set forth procedures
to be followed whenever an informant
is required to sign a loyalty oath or
form. You were advised that the Depart-
ment had stated that it is their opin-
ion that an informant can legally and
morally deny on loyalty oaths and forms
any subversive activity undertaken by
the informant solely for the purpose of
assisting the Government. You were fur-
ther advised that the Department agreed
that activity prior to informant status
had to be admitted by informants con-
fronted with loyalty oaths inasmuch as
such activity was undertaken in good
faith and during that period the infor-
mant was actively serving the aims and



interests of the subversive organiza-
tion rather than those of the Govern-
ment of the United States. The Bureau
in SAC Letter 55-20, Section T, has
advised that it has reexamined the
problem of loyalty.oaths as it pertains
to security informants and in view of
present conditions, it is felt that
the procedure of having an informant
deny subversive activity undertaken
for the benefit of the Government .
should be discontinued. Henceforth,
no informant is to be advised to sign
such a loyalty oath or form in the nega-
tive, even though the informant may have
undertaken his entire subversive activ-
ity solely in order to furnish informa-
tion. You should attempt to guide your
informants away from situations requir-
ing loyalty oaths. It should be ex-
plained to them that the Bureau is not
in control of situations of this type
and, therefore, cannot guarantee to the
informant that it will be able to pro-
tect the informant1s interests if he is
confronted with a loyalty oath or form.
You should be alert to the possibility
of any of your informants signing loy-
alty oaths and all informants should be
cautioned to keep the ... Office fully
advised of any possibilities along this
line.

It is realized that there will be situa-
tions where the signing of a loyalty oath
or form by an informant will be inescap-
able. Henceforth, each such situation
will be considered on its individual mer-
its and as a last resort the Bureau will
consider advising the interested agency
of the relationship of the informant to
the Bureau and of pertinent facts con-
cerning the informant's activity on be-
half of the Bureau. Such situations
must be held to a minimum, however, in
view of the obvious threat of exposure
of an informant through this action.
You should carefully consider each and
every situation wherein one of your in-
formants is to be confronted with a loy-
alty oath and you should furnish to the
Bureau full facts concerning the situa-
tion together with your recommendation



for proposed action. In no instance,
howeverr should you permit an informant
to sign a loyalty oath in the negative
and your recommendation for proposed
action should be submitted sufficiently
in advance for the Bureau to give full
consideration thereto.

Captioned informant should be advised
as indicated above and a notation should
be placed on this serial that same has
been done. The serial should be returned
to the informant's file.

Development/ Indoctrination and Con-
trol

SAC Letter 55-21, Section (H), dated
3/10/55, sets out that it is essential
during initial development of a security
informant and consistently thereafter,
that the informant be impressed with the
absolute necessity that he refrain from
divulging, through any media, any infor-
mation regarding his relationship with
the Bureau. The instructions to the in-
formant in this regard must be properly
worded and phrased so as to prevent any
possibility of the Bureau1s being accused
of attempting to impose censorship.
These additional precautions have been
deemed necessary in view of recent iadi-
dents where disclosed informants have
evidenced a desire to write articles on
the basis of their past relationship with
the Bureau.

In the future when furnishing informa-
tion to the Bureau regarding stability
of security informants every three months
in accordance with SAC Letter 55-15 dated
2/17/55, and as previously set out in
nemorandum of SA MOONEY dated 3/3/55, a
copy of which was routed to this file,
it must also be stated that every oppor-
tunity has been taken to properly indoc-
trinate the informant against making any
disclosure of his relationship with the
Bureau through any media.

In summary, the following are specific



comments which must be made in justifi-
cation letters on security informants
as set out in the Manual and SAC Letters:

1. It must be stated that all per-
tinent information received
from the informant has been dis-
seminated to the proper case
files at ... and that the Bur-
eau and interested offices have
been apprised of the appropriate
information made available by
the informant.

2. It must be stated that informa-
tion received from the informant
has been checked where possible
against reports submitted by
other sources and has been found
to be reliable (or unreliable,•
if such is the fact).

3. Comment must be made regarding
personal weaknesses/ domestic
difficulties, indication of un-.
trustworthiness or unreliability,
or similar problems with regard
to the informant, and comment
must be made as to the steps be-
ing taken to prevent informant
from becoming a source of em-
barrassment to the Bureau.

4. A statement must be incorporated
to the effect that every oppor-
tunity has' been taken to properly
indoctrinate the informant against
his making any disclosure of his
relationship with the Bureau
through any media.

5. Justification letters should con-
clude in the following fashion,
I therefore recommend that autho-
rity be granted to continue (in-
crease, decrease) payments to the
above informant up to $ per
(month, week) for services, plus
$ per (month, week) for ex-
penses actually incurred for a
period of three months, effec-
tive (date).11



2. The following is an FBI memorandum dated De-

cember 1955 apparently sent to local FBI offices:

"Reference is made to my memo to SAC
dated 11/4/55 which set out instruc-
tions contained in SAC Letter 55-68(M)
dated 11/1/55.

SAC Letter 55-73 (M) dated 11/29/55 fur-
ther advises with regard to COMMUNIST
PARTY ATTEMPTS TO ASCERTAIN IDENTITIES
OF BUREAU INFORMANTS AND POTENTIAL
GOVERNMENT WITNESSES and the procedure
to be followed by current confidential
informants should they be requested to
make an oral admission or sign a state-
ment to the effect that they had never
heard the defendants in a Smith Act or
other security trial or hearing teach
or advocate overthrow of Government by
force and violence, .that this matter
has again been taken up with the De-
partment and the Department has decided
that due to the delay experienced in
bringing security cases to trial, cur-
rent confidential informants scheduled
to testify at security trials or hear-
ings should make such an oral admission
or sign such a statement, if requested
to do so, up to the time the trial or
hearing actually begins. If contacted,
these informants should, of course, im-
mediately (on the same day if at all
possible) submit a report to the field
office setting out complete details of
the contact, the nature of the admis-
sion made or the contents of the state-
ment signed. The report should clear-
ly state that the admission was made
or the statement signed not because it
was true but solely to protect the in-
formant 's status. Once the trial or
hearing actually begins, however, in-
formants scheduled to testify should
not make such oral admissions or sign
such statements if they are not com-
pletely true, although their refusal
to do so may result in their exposure
as informants or in their expulsion
from the Communist Party.



The Department specifically requested
that informants scheduled to testify
at the Cleveland, New Haven, and Buf-
falo Smith Act trials remain under in-
structions not to make such ah admis-
sion or sign such a statement since
the Cleveland and New Haven trials are
currently in progress and the John
Noto membership trial in Buffalo is
scheduled to begin in the immediate
future."

3. The following is an FBI memorandum dated Feb-

ruary 1956 apparently sent to local FBI offices:

"SAC Letter 56-8 (E) reiterates that
Section 107 (F) of the Manual of In-
structions requires certification let-
ters be sent to the Bureau on paid and
unpaid security informants regarding
informant's stability and his indoc-
trination against divulging relation-
ship with Bureau through any media.

Effective immediately above certifica-
tion letters regarding unpaid security
informants must also set out informa-
tive summary of information furnished
by the informant during the past three-
month period.

The above SAC Letter further states
that in order to increase the effec-
tiveness and value of both paid and
unpaid security informantsf the Bureau
desires that all informants not only
engage in normal organizational activity,
but when feasible, accept direction from
their leaders, request instruction and
interpretation of the organization's
precepts; and request leaders to fur-
nish sources for study purposes.x In-
stead of quietly sitting back as"ob-
servers, informants should be instruc-
ted to enter into discussions being held.
Instruct your informant to promptly re-
port changes in an organization's



conduct, policy or strategy and give
their opinions, clearly labeled as
such, of the motivation behind such
changes.

The above informant should be instruc-
ted concerning the Bureau's desires as
set out above, an appropriate notation
should be placed on this memorandum
showing that same has been done, and
it should be returned for filing*1*

4. The following is an FBI memorandum dated April

1957:

"SAC Letter 57-22 (L). dated 4/16/57
sets forth the following with regard
to indoctrination, development and
control of security informants:

Failure of security informants to ad-
vance to higher positions in subversive
organizations can be directly attri-
buted in many instances to their
failure to contribute anything to ac-
tivities of organizations in which
they hold membership except personal
attendance and money. It is axio-
matic that value of informants in-
creases with their advancement to
higher levels in subversive movements.
As you have been previously advised,
the Communist Party in particular
looks with suspicion upon an indi-
vidual who is unable to grasp com-
munist ideology and is reluctant to
participate in theoretical discussion.
The Party presumes that such an in-
dividual limits his participation for
fear of exposing his ignorance of
Party theory. It is reasonable to
assume that the attitude of leaders
of other subversive organizations
would be the same.



Section 107-F, paragraph 13, Manual
of Instructions, provides that se-
curity informants should engage in
normal activity of subversive organi-
zations in which they hold membership
and should enter discussions rather
than sit back quietly as observers.
In view of current dissension, fac-
tionalism and important discussions
within ranks of CP, these instruc-
tions should be reiterated to infor-
mants at this time. In order to en-
hance informants* effectiveness in
this respect, afford them continuous
and systematic instruction in theory,
background and aims of subversive
organizations in which they hold mem-
bership, utilizing to fullest extent
research material furnished by Bur-
eau. Additional material suitable
for this purpose is in preparation
and will be furnished to field in near
future.11

G. Miscellaneous items

1. In at least 1956 a Post Office Inspector in

San Francisco made available to the FBI outgoing copies of

Daily People's World that had been delivered to the post of-

fice for shipment.

2. A Minneapolis FBI memorandum dated April 1957

contains the following: "... informants have been used to a

great advantage in connection with the Communist Party counter-

intelligence program in which great strides have been made

during this period in SWP members making contacts with local

CP members." The informants referred to were SWP

members.



An FBI memorandum dated July 1957 contains a sim-

ilar entry which is followed by: "During the period in ques-

tion on three separate occasions informants have furnished

information used in connection with 'Cinal1.11

•

3» A memorandum from the Minneapolis FBI office

to FBI headquarters dated September 1958 contained the fol-

lowing entry: "... informants, during the period in question

have been utilized effectively in connection with the CP

counterintelligence program, in connection with the SWP phase

of this program."

•

4. Shortly after informant 1350 volunteered his

assistance to the FBI (1960), the local FBI office .recommended

to FBI headquarters that the informant be considered for :Panel

Source Program. The file contains no explanation of the Panel

Source Program.

5. One informant's administrative file contains

the following entry dated May '1963:

"The informant is concentrating
[the informant's] efforts on reporting
business activities which, of course,
should be done, but [the informant] is
not furnishing sufficient information
to show the subversive nature of the
meetings and activities. Therefore,
it is suggested that this informant
be developed along the lines of fur-
nishing higher quality information
of a subversive nature and at the
same time furnish the details of busi-
ness activities, as [the informant]
is already doing. Discussion by [the



informant] with those active in sub-
versive activities along these lines,
must, of course, be discreet, and you
should furnish [the informant] care-
ful guidance in this respect."

6. In 1964, an informant reported having been told

that two Minneapolis YSA members, Bob Hears and Ernie Swanson,

had been elected to go to Cuba the following summer under YSA

auspices and that the Cuban Government would pay most of the

expenses.

The FBI distribution memorandum covering this report

contains the following entry: "Will follow possible applica-

tion for passports by Mears & Swanson & take proper action."

7. In 1966, the FBI was informed that Mary Walter,

who had worked with 5WP on demonstrations, had been evicted

from her apartment.

8. A 1969 FBI memorandum from an FBI agent to SAC,

Minneapolis contained the following:

"Relet points out -that the Com-
munist Party, USA, held a meeting in
New York City, ... 1960, where GUS
HALL, Communist Party, USA, General
Secretary, discussed a number of sub-
jects, including factionalism. HALL
remarked that factionalism is the
'tool1 of the FBI and has been used
by the Bureau to cause disruption in
the Party. He remarked the FBI uses



factionalism to its own advantage and
constantly interferes in the affairs
of the Communist Party. HALL stated
factionalism will no longer be tol-
erated and any CP member who engages
in factional disputes will be consid-
ered to be working in behalf of the
'enemy.' In his.remarks HALL stated
that from now on the Communist Party
will publicize approaches to inter-
view CP members by the FBI and casti-
gate the FBI.

The Bureau points out that in
view of remarks made by HALL, confi-
dential informants must again be
alerted to be extremely discreet in
their day-to-day CP activities and
contacts. Confidential informants
should not engage in any factional
disputes or other activity which
might cast suspicion on them as being
FBI informants. The Bureau points
out that this does not mean that in-
formants should not continue to criti-
cize the Communist Party when such
criticism has a logical and legiti-
mate foundation.

Agents handling confidential in-
formants who are participating in the
Counterintelligence Program must be
particularly careful in directing the
activities of these informants, so as
not to cast suspicion on them or their
activities which tend to disrupt the
Communist Party."

9. A 1974 informant report contained 'the following

entry:

"The Woman manager of the hotel in St.
Louis where the YSA plans its national
convention was visited by the FBI. She
informed either the YSA or SWP and'they
in turn sent an attorney to visit her

e o



and she gave him the details and signed
a statement."

10. One of the informants attended the National

Convention of the Students for a Democratic Society held in

June 1968 at which a workshop entitled/ "Sabotage and Explo-

sives" was held. The informant reported that the discussions

at the workshop included methods to disrupt Selective Service

facilities.



Part IV

Conclusive Presumptions*

A. Items relating to the employment
• of SWP or YSA members

1. In 1960, an SWP member reported that the FBI

had "contacted" his "boss" about him. Unless the Government

is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in

the corresponding deleted Part III item,** it should be con-

clusively presumed that the employee lost his job as a result

of FBI activity. (Item A(l))***

2. In 1961, an SWP contact whose relationship had

earlier been given to the FBI lost his position as a minister.-

Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all

the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the loss of the posi-

tion resulted from FBI activity. (Item A(2))

3. In 1961, an SWP member was discharged from his

job at a company in the steel industry. Unless the Goverment is

* The subsections of this part of the report correspond to
those of Part III. As stated earlier (at page 12), these
conclusive presumptions make assumptions that in many in-
stances exceed what plaintiffs or the fact finder would
have been entitled to infer from the deleted information.

** The reference to all information should.be understood to
exclude the citations following the Part III items.

*** All citations are to Exhibit 1, Part III.



prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be .conclu-

sively presumed that the loss of employment was attributable

to FBI activity. (Item A(3))"

4. In 1963, an informant reported that a YSA mem-

ber was employed by a company in the aerospace industry. Un-

less the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all

the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the employee lost his

job as a result of FBI activity. (Item A(7))

5. In 1963, an informant reported that a member

of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee had applied for a job with

a company in the aerospace industry. Unless the Government

is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III items, it should be conclusive-

ly presumed that the person failed to obtain the job because

of FBI activity (Items A(8) and (9))

6. In 1964, an informant reported that an SWP mem-

ber was employed by a large manufacturing company. Four months

later, it was reported that the SWP member was employed in a

different industry. Unless the Government is prepared to al-

low disclosure of all the information in the corresponding

deleted Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that

the person lost the first job as a result of FBI activity.

(Item A(ll))



7. In 1964, an informant reported that a certain

named person held a security position with the Government and

that that person's spouse was employed in the aerospace in-

dustry. Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure

of all the information in the corresponding deleted Part III

item, it should be conclusively presumed that both persons

were SWP members and that both lost their employment as a re-

sult of FBI activity. (Item A(12))

8. In 1965, an informant reported that a named SWP

member was planning to do SWP work at the member's place of

employment. The FBI memorandum covering this informant's re-
•

port reflects a request to the informant to obtain the employ-

ment record of the named SWP member. Unless the Government

is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusively

presumed that this person's job was lost as a result of FBI ac-

tivity. (Item A(25))

9. A 1966 FBI memorandum reports that a named SV7P

member was then employed. The FBI gave that information to

the State agency in charge of the State's unemployment compen-

sation program because the FBI was aware that the SWP member

had been receiving unemployment compensation. Unless the Gov-

ernment is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information

in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be con-

clusively presumed that that person ceased receiving unemploy-

ment compensation as a result of FBI activity. (Item A(24))



10. A 1967 FBI memorandum states that a certain

named individual, who was then applying for a position with •

the United States Government, had been in attendance at an

SWP meeting 14 or 15 years earlier. The FBI memorandum also

states that the informant involved would not recommend this

person for a position of trust with the United States Gov-

ernment. Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclo-

sure of all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that that

person did not obtain the position sought as a result of FBI

activity. (ItemA(13))

•
11. In 1968, an informant reported that a certain

named individual, who was then a Post Office employee, had

formerly been a member of the Fair Play for Cuba Committee

and the SWP. Unless the Government is prepared to allow dis-

closure of all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that this

person lost the Post Office position as a result of FBI acti-

vity. (Item A(26))

12. Unless the Government is prepared to allow dis-

closure of all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that: (1)

a certain named person, who had attended an SWP nominating

convention and who was, in the early 1970's, employed by the

United States Government, was questioned by the Government con-

cerning the person's association with the SV7P; (2) the FBI



conducted an investigation of this person which included the

questioning of friends and associates; and (3) the persons

involved severed all relationships with the SWP as a result

of these actions taken by the Government. (Item A(27))

13. In 1971 and 1973, an informant reported that

two named individuals, who were described as hardworking.YSA

members, were public school teachers. Unless the Government

is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusive-

ly presumed that they 3ost their positions as a result of FBI

activity. (Item A(14))

14. In 1972, an informant reported that an SWP mem-

ber was employed by the Postal Service. Unless the Govern-

ment is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information

ir. the corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be con-

clusively presumed that the person lost his position with the

Postal Service as a result of FBI activity. (Item A{15))

15. In 1972,the FBI was informed that a certain

named individual was then employed in the aerospace industry.

Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all

the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the person was an SWP

member and that he lost his job as a result of FBI activity.

(Item A(16))

16. A 1972 FBI memorandum reports that a YSA member



had applied for a job in the automotive industry. The memo-

randum also contains a. request that the prospective employer

be contacted with respect to the YSA member's application.

Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all

the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the person did not

obtain the job sought as a result of FBI activity. (Item A

(17))

17. In 1974, the FBI was informed that two SWP and

YSA members were teachers. Unless the Government is prepared

to allow disclosure of all the information in the correspond-

ing deleted Part III items, it should be conclusively presumed

that both-lost their teaching positions as a result of FBI ac-

tivity. (Items A(20) and (21))

B. Arrests and threatened arrests
of SWP and YSA members

1. In late 1961 or-early 1962, two SWP members

were arrested by local police while selling papers on a col-

lege campus. Unless the Government is prepared to allow dis-

closure of all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that the

arrests resulted from information transmitted by the FBI with-

out there being any presumption as to the lawfulness or un-

lawfulness of the arrests or whether they were grounded on

criminally culpable conduct. (Item B(l))



2. In 1962, an informant reported that a named

SV7P member and another individual not identified as an SV7P

member were arrested by local police while speaking at a

street meeting. Unless the Government is prepared to allow

disclosure of all the information in the corresponding de-

leted Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that

the arrests resulted from information transmitted by the FBI

without there being any presumption as to the lawfulness or

unlawfulness of the arrests or whether they were grounded on

criminally culpable conduct. (Item B(3))

3. In 1964, an SWP member was arrested by local
t

police for loitering and resisting arrest. Unless the Gov-

ernment is prepared to allow disclosure of all the informa-

tion in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be

conclusively presumed that the arrest resulted from informa-

tion Transmitted by the FBI without there being any presump-

tion as to the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the arrest or

whether it was grounded on criminally culpable conduct. (Item

B(5))

4. In 1971, an informant reported that a certain

named individual had been prevented from speaking at a cer-

tain named school by local police who threatened to arrest

the individual for loitering. Unless the Government is pre-

pared to allow disclosure of all the information in the cor-

responding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusively

presumed that the threatened person was an SWP member and



that the described actions resulted from information trans-

mitted by the FBI without there being any presumption as

to whether an arrest would have been lawful or unlawful or
</

whether it would have been grounded on criminally culpable

conduct. (Item B(7))

5. In 1972, SWP members were arrested by local

police for selling beer at a fund-raising party. Unless

the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all the

information in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it

should be conclusively presumed that the arrests resulted

from< information transmitted by the FBI without there being

any presumption as to the lawfulness or unlawfulness of the

arrests or whether they were grounded on criminally culpable

conduct. (Item B(8))

6. In 1972, local police harassed persons by ac-

cusing their, of selling beer without a license. No one was

arrested. Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclo-

sure of all the information in the corresponding deleted Part

III item, it should be conclusively presumed that the persons

harassed were SWP members and that the harassment resulted

from information transmitted by the FBI. (Item B(9))

7. In 1973, an informant reported that local po-

lice had been harassing people selling the Militant in that

City's parks. Unless the Government is prepared to allow .

disclosure of all the information in the corresponding deleted



Part III item, it -should be conclusively presumed that the

harassment resulted from information transmitted by the FBI.

(Item B(10))

C. Threats, violence and other
disruptive activity directed
at SWP or YSA members

1. In 1962, a number of persons, trying to enter

a YSA sponsored film showing without paying, caused a dis-

turbance requiring YSA to call the police. Unless the Gov-

ernment is prepared to allow disclosure of all the informa-

tion, in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it should

be conclusively presumed that the described event was the re-

sult of FBI activity. (Item C(5))

2. Unless the Government is prepared to allow

disclosure of all the information in the corresponding de-

leted Part III item, it should bo conclusively presumed that

in 1962, the FBI told the parents of an SWP member who had

never been a member of the Communist Party that: (1) the SWP

member was being investigated for activities in the Communist

Party; and (2) the SWP member should drop all involvement

with radicals. (Item C(6))

3. In 1963, an informant provided the FBI with a

diagram of a local SWP headquarters. Unless the Government

is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusively



presumed that the FBI requested the diagram to facilitate

clandestine entries to the SWP headquarters. (Item C(7))

4. At a 1965 SWP meeting, a member announced

that he had received an anonymous letter telling him that

another, named SWP member was working for the FBI. Unless

the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all the in-

formation in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it

should be conclusively presumed that the letter was sent by
•

the FBI. (Item C(8)) '

5. At a 1965 SWP meeting, a member reported hav-

ing received a threatening letter with an illegible signature

saying that American citizens were tired of the Jews .and Reds

trying to take over the U. S. and that very soon they would

learn that Hitler was mild by comparison. Unless the Govern-

ment is prepared to allow disclosure of all the information

in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be con-

clusively presumed that the letter was sent by the FBI. (Item

C(9))

6. In 1966, it was reported that SWP members were

receiving anonymous letters mailed from Boston and Los Ange-

les addressed to Trotskyites. The content of the letters is

not disclosed. Unless the Government is prepared to allow

disclosure of all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that the

letters contained information harmful to the SWP and that they

were sent by the FBI. (Item C(ll))
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in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be

conclusively presumed that the telephone call to the local

police was attributable to FBI activity. (Item C(18))

11. An informant reported that smoke bombs had

been tossed at a YSA assemblage. Unless the Government is

prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusive-

ly presumed that the smoke- bomb tossing was attributable to

FBI activity. (Item C(19))

12. In 1972, an informant reported that the FBI

had visited a YSA member and the YSA member's family concern-

ing the member's association with the local YSA branch. The

FBI is reported to have stayed several hours and to have said
f~

that it had wiretapped the member's telephone. The FBI is

also reported to have said disparaging things about the YSA

to the member and to the member's family including a statement

that in the FBI's opinion the member was being duped by the

YSA. Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure

of all the information in the corresponding deleted Part III .

item, it should be conclusively presumed that the foregoing

occurred as described. (Item C(20))

13. In 1972, an informant reported that a local SWP

office had been broken into and that a typewriter and approxi-

mately $100 in cash had been taken. Unless the Government is

prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the



corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusive-

ly presumed that the break-in and the taking of the property

were attributable to FBI activity. (Item C(21))

14. A 1973 informant report discloses that an SWP-
V

sponsored debate between an SWP member and a member of a rival

organization was disrupted by a fight when two people tried

to gain entrance to the debate without making the required

donation. Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclo-

sure of all the information in the corresponding deleted Part

III item, it should be conclusively presumed that the disrup-

tion was attributable to FBI activity. (Item C(23))

15. In 1973, an informant reported that a local

SWP headquarters had been broken into and that all working'

files including membership files, national office correspon-

dence, literature, and a large number of books had been taken.

Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of a31

the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the break-in and the

taking of the property were attributable to FBI activity.

(Item C(24))

16. In 1973, an informant reported that a letter,

had been sent to the NCLC, an organization opposed to the SWP

and suspected by the SWP of having committed unlawful acts

against its members, under the names of SWP members. The let-

ter listed the names, home telephone numbers and addresses of



the SWP members. Unless the Government is prepared to al-

low disclosure of all the information in the corresponding

deleted Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed

that the letter was sent by the FBI. (Item C(26))

17. In 1974, an anonymous caller telephoned the

local SWP headquarters and warned that the NCLC planned

either to attack or to disrupt a forthcoming meeting. Un-

less the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all

the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the FBI either made

the-telephone call or caused it. to be made. (Item C(28))

18. In 1975, an informant reported that a group
».

of young men had attacked SWP and YSA members at a local 'SWP

headquarters. Unless the Government is prepared to allow

cLisclcsure of all the information in the corresponding

deleted Part III item, it should be: conclusively presumed

that the attack was attributable to FBI activity. Item C(30))

19. In 1975, an SWP member was attacked while sell-

ing newspapers. Unless the Government is prepared to allow

disclosure of all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that the

attack was attributable to FBI activity. (Item C(3D)

20. In 1974, an informant reported that damage had

been done to a local SWP headquarters in the amount of $300.

ee *-ho Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all



the information in the corresponding deleted Part III item,

it should be conclusively presumed that the damage was at-

tributable to FBI activity. (Item C(33))

21. An informant reported that someone had taken

shots at a local SWP headquarters. Unless the Government is

prepared to allow disclosure of all the information in the

corresponding deleted Part III item, it should be conclusive-

ly presumed that the shooting was attributable to FBI activity,

(Item C(35))

D. Items that bear on the peaceful
nature of the plaintiff organi-
zations

The Government did not request the deletion of 'any

Part III items in this subsection.

E. References to this lawsuit

The Government did not request the deletion of any

Part III items in this subsection.

F. FBI instructional memoranda

The Government did not request the deletion of any

Part III items in this subsection.



G. Miscellaneous items

1. In 1966 and 1967, the FBI was informed of .

personal differences among members in a local SWP branch.

Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all

the information in the deleted Part III items, it should

be conclusively presumed that an informant in that branch

was instructed to take advantage of those personal differ-

ences and thereby to assume a leadership position. (Items

G(9) and (10), and C(13))

2. Unless the Government is prepared to allow

disclosure of all the information in the corresponding

deleted Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that

in 1971 the FBI threatened an SWP member with arrest by the•
local police for traffic violations unless that member

became an informant. (Item G(12))

3. An informant reported that a named individual

had dropped from SWP membership (but not from YSA member-

ship) due to pressure from the individual's parole board.

Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclosure of all the

information in the corresponding deleted Part III item, it

should be conclusively presumed that the parole board pressure

was attributable to FBI activity. (Item G(13))

4. In 1974, an informant reported that an SWP

member and an unnamed student alien had entered into a con-

venience marriage. The FBI reported this information to the



INS. Unless the Government is prepared to allow disclo-

sure of-all the information in the corresponding deleted

Part III item, it should be conclusively presumed that the

information provided by the FBI resulted in the deportation

of the alien student. (Item G(14))



Part V

Negative Findings

1. There are no explicit assessments (or data

capable of evaluation) by the informants or by the FBI of

any injury inflicted on either of the organizations by in-

formant or FBI activity.

2. There were no clear references to any of the

possible Cointelpro activities suggested by plaintiffs in

their May 11, 1979 memorandum, except to the extent that acts

described in Parts II and III above may reflect Cointelpro

activities.



GENERAL FINAL COMMENT

Although every effort was made to have the con-

tents of this report provide plaintiffs with a substitute

for access to the files, in the nature of things it is not

a certainty that inevitably subjective factors involved in

interpretation did not limit achievement of the goal. On

the other hand, the significance of access to the 14 files,

considered alone, is diminished by several factors. First,

the Government's admissions (even if as plaintiffs view them

they fall short of all the facts in the case, or even what

has been established elsewhere in discovery) with regard to

the activities of the FBI are extensive and indeed go well

beyond what could have been determined from the 14 files 'alone.

Second, plaintiffs have had access to four of the original

18 files (as well as other files on prior discovery) subject

to the present discovery procedures which should give them an

excellent idea of the contents of the informant files gener-

ally, even if that, too, falls short of actual inspection of

the files. Third, the four files also demonstrate, illustra-

tively, that all of the.files examined are productive of lim-

ited data that may be of use to the plaintiffs.

The comments above would be incomplete if it were

not also noted that there is a dearth of data detailing ex-

plicit Cointelpro activities by the FBI and the informants.

In view of the broad admissions made by the Government, and
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from the distribution sheets appended to the files indicat-

ing that other files (some denominated Cointelpro files)

include copies of the informants1 reports, the inference may

be drawn that the informant files do not cover all Cointelpro

activities in which the informants may have been somewhat or

somehow involved. In short, for purposes of elaboration of

Cointelpro programs, it is evident to me that the files are

not fully self-contained, although presumably complete and

undeleted or redacted.

Charles D. Breitel
Special Master
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organizations, with approximately 51 informants serving on

executive committees or executive boards. Id. at 1381-82. The

Court also found that informants supplied the FBI with approxi-

mately 12,600 SWP and YSA documents of which 7,000 were intended

to be available only within the organizations. Id. at 1382. The

information obtained through surreptitious entries was contained

in documents photographed or removed from SWP or YSA premises.

Id. at 1394. Such information necessarily has verbatim accuracy.

Information obtained through electronic surveillance, both

microphone and telephone, id. at 1389, has a similar degree of

accuracy. In any event, the Court made no finding that the

information obtained by the FBI is inaccurate. The factor of

accuracy should accordingly be weighed in favor of the Government.

The Governmental Interests Involved;

The governmental interests affected by denial of use or

dissemination of information concerning the plaintiffs held or

prcvidcd by the FBI are legitimate and substantial. The

information, regardless of how it was obtained, serves, in this

Court's formulation, "a legitimate purpose for the agency which

possesses them." 642 F. Supp. at 1432. Those legitimate

governmental interests, which are reflected in the declarations

submitted as exhibits to this memorandum, present a basis for the

Court to include a provision in its order for injunctive relief

permitting the FBI or other affected governmental agencies to

apply ex parte to any federal court for an order permitting use

or disclosure of particular information otherwise barred by this

Court's order, and permitting disclosures in advance of such an

order in extreme emergencies.

- 8 -
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The governmental interests in question principally

concern federal statutes establishing loyalty requirements for

federal employees, related executive orders and directives

requiring security clearances for federal employees and employees

of government contractors involved in providing classified

equipment and services, and the needs of certain agencies having

responsibilities to provide physical protection to persons and,

where possible, to prevent acts of terrorism. We will relate

those interests to the findings of this Court and to recognition

accorded them by the Supreme Court and other courts with

reference to applicable federal statutes and executive orders.

This Court found that the SWP subscribes to the

political and economic doctrines of Marx and Lenin as further

articulated by Trotsky. 642 F. Supp. at 1369. It also found

that although the SWP appeared too small to implement its goals,

id. at 1370, it nevertheless viewed itself as a revolutionary or
15combat" party, id. at 1371, which "has not deserted the theory

and example of Lenin and Trotsky favoring ultimate violent

revolution." Id. at 1373. The Court also found the SWF's stated

opposition to terrorism to be unconvincing: through the Fourth

International the SWP remained affiliated with other Trotskyist

groups that both advocated and practiced terrorism. Id. at

1373-75. For those and other reasons it was -- and is --

reasonable for the FBI and other agencies of the Government to

believe that the SWP and its members have a revolutionary

ideology whose goal is the violent overthrow of 'our democratic

processes and form of government. See id. at 1370.

- 9 -
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Inasmuch as revolutionary ideology is an ingredient in

the body of information about the plaintiffs obtained by the FBI

during its investigation, it implicates the vital interest of

self-preservation of this Nation's form of government under the

Constitution. The Supreme Court has noted that self-preservation

is "the ultimate value of any society.11 Dennis v. United

States. 341 U.S. 494, 509 (1951). Revolution — replacement of

the present form of our government by means not provided for in

the Constitution — necessarily poses a threat to the fundamental

interest of self-preservation. "This governmental interest

outweighs individual rights in ... associational privacy

. . .." Uphaus v. Wyman. 360 U.S. 72, 80 (1959). "[WJhile the

Constitution protects against invasions of individual rights, it

does not withdraw from the Government the power to safeguard its

vital interests." United States v. Rebel, 389 U.S. 258, 267

(1967), citing Kennedy v. Mendoza-Martinez. 372 U.S. 144, 160

(1963). In light of the teachings of these authorities, this

Court should avoid entering an order for injunctive relief that

puts the Nation's vital interest of self-preservation at risk.

The principal area where the Court's proposed

order may adversely affect the Government's recognized vital

interests concerns the responsibilities of the defendant

agencies in providing, receiving, or acting upon information

concerning the loyalty and security of government employees

and government contractors. In 5 U.S.C. § 7311 Congress

prohibited the employment of anyone who is a knowing member

of an organization that advocates the violent or forceful

- 10 -
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overthrow of the Government. Executive Order 10450 effectu-

ates that statutory mandate. Section 3(a) of that order

prescribes that the appointment of each civilian employee

shall be made subject to investigation, with a national

agency check being the minimum investigation. The scope of

any investigation pursuant to that order is to be initially

determined with reference to the degree of adverse effect

the occupant of a position could have on the national secur-

ity. Ibid.

The Executive Order further directs that where

questions arise in an investigation indicating that "the

employment of any such person may not be clearly consistent with

the national security, there shall be conducted with respect to

such person a full field investigation . . ."or such lesser .

investigation as will be sufficient for the agency head to

determine whether the employee's retention is clearly consistent

with the interests of the national security. Ibid. Applicants

for critical sensitive positions must be subjected to full field

investigations, and applicants for non-critical sensitive

positions may be required to undergo full field investigations at

the discretion of the relevant agency head. Federal Personnel

Manual Ch. 736, Subchs. 1-4, 2-3(a). As this Court noted, "[T]he

basic loyalty-security program of E.O. 10450 remains in place."

642 F. Supp. at 1399.

The effectiveness of the government's loyalty-secur-

ity program rests in the first instance on investigations that

are as thorough in their execution and accurate in their product

- 11 -
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as each situation warrants. Where the issuance or denial of a

security clearance for access to classified information or

equipment is in question, the public interest is best served when

all information pertinent to the subject of an investigation is

available so that the decision-making process is an informed

one.* The obvious starting point for any investi-gation is

information that the responsible agency has on hand or information

available to it through a file search of other agencies, such as

the National Agency Check. See 642 F. Supp. at 1396. That
i

information, even though it may appear to be stale because of

its date of acquisition and may not directly bear upon the
i

ultimate security clearance determination, is important for
i

the leads that it affords the investigator and for identifying

questions requiring resolution through inquiry to other -- and

ultimately contemporary — sources of information. It is also

important for assessing an individual's credibility and truth-

fulness: for example, whether a candidate for a security

clearance admits or denies past SWF membership where information

obtained through a surreptitious entry shows him to have been an

* The Supreme Court tacitly endorsed this position when
it said, "(T]here is a reasonable basis for the view that an
agency head who must bear the responsibility for the protec-
tion of classified information committed to his custody
should have the final say in deciding whether to repose his
trust in an employee who has access to such information.11
Cole v. Young. 351 U.S. 536, 546 (1956).

- 12 -
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active member in 1976 or earlier.* As this Court observed, "On

these matters, the record before the court indicates that each

case turns on its own individual facts, involving the attitude

and conduct of the person, the nature of the service to be

performed for the Government, the sensitivity of the information

which the person will handle, and other factors." 642 F. Supp.

at 1428.

Unless the Court permits the defendant agencies in

emergency or exigent circumstances to make ex parte applica-

tion to a federal court to permit use of the information

concerning the plaintiffs obtained by the FBI, the decision

whether or not an individual's access to sensitive or classi-

fied information "is clearly consistent with the interests of the

national security," E.O. 10450 § 3(a), will be made on the basis

of an investigation that is inherently not thorough. Where, as

here under the proposed injunction, a body of information that is

relevant to the investigative process and which may be relevant

to the decision-maker in the ultimate determination of whether to

issue or deny a security clearance is arbitrarily excluded from

the entire process, the national security interests at stake are

* Even in a criminal case, the Government would be entitled
to use illegally obtained information to impeach the false
testimony of a defendant. E.g.. Harris v. New York, 401 U.S.
222 (1971); Walder v. United States, 347 U.S. 62 (1954). The
Government should be no worse off when assessing the credibility
of an applicant for employment who will be entrusted with the
most sensitive secrets of state.

- 13 -
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necessarily compromised.* As the Supreme Court has taught,

however, the power to safeguard its vital interests should not be

denied the Government. See United States v. Robel, supra.

Similar considerations apply to the responsibility

of the FBI to make name check information available to the

Department of Defense in connection with the latter'• respon-

sibilities for maintaining the industrial security program

pursuant to Executive Order 10865, as amended by Executive Order

10909. The Department of Defense has an obvious interest in

having all available information in order to conduct thorough

background checks before issuing security clearances in connection

with its industrial security program. That program affects

private sector employees for whom a security clearance is

required by virtue of their involvement in research, development.

* it appears that the Court may not intend this result.
Toward the end of its opinion it said:

Any indication that the SWF or YSA has a
current program of carrying out violent
revolution or acts of violence or terror*
ism would not reflect the presently known
facts. This does not, of course, prevent
legitimate inquiry about the actions and
attitudes of an individual to the extent
that they bear on relevant questions of
loyalty and security.

642 F. Supp. at 1428. Nevertheless, the present and the
past, particularly in individuals' .lives, are inextricably
linked in a continuum. The past illuminates the present.
An order that excludes from consideration virtually all
information obtained in a certain period perforce frustrates
the accuracy of any determination regarding an individual's
present circumstances.

• 14 -
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or production contracts for classified matters.* See Adams v.

Laird. 420 F.2d 230 (D.C. Cir. 1969), cert, denied. 397 U.S.

1039 (1970), for a general outline of the operation of Executive

Order 10865. See Smith v. Schlesinger, 513 F.2d 462, 465 n.l

(D.C. Cir. 1975), for citations to decisions concerning investi-

gations and security clearance matters in the industrial security

program. See also Gaver v. Schlesinger, 490 F.2d 740 (D.C. Cir.

1973), and WoIfson v. United States. 492 F.2d 1386 (Ct. Cl. 1974)

(loss of security clearance and employment because of membership

in Communist front organization and association with Communist

Party sympathizers).

The Supreme Court has expressly recognized that

the Government's interest in preventing espionage and sabo-

tage in the Nation's defense plants is "not insubstantial."

See United States v. Robel, 389 U.S. at 264. There the

Supreme Court recognized the right of the government to deny

access to its secrets to those who would use that informa-

tion to harm the Nation.

We are not unmindful of the congres-
sional concern over the danger of sabotage
and espionage in national defense indus-
tries, and nothing we hold today should
be read to deny Congress the power under
narrowly drawn legislation to keep from
sensitive positions in defense facilities
those who would use their positions to
disrupt the Nation's production facili-
ties.

389 U.S. at 266-67. By the same token, agencies of the

* The court did not find any actionable conduct arising
in the industrial security context. See 642 F. Supp. at
1427, last paragraph.

- 15 -
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Executive Branch should not-berSeHiecT through court order

the authority to conduct specific focused investigations

based upon realistic national security concerns. See Alii*

ance to End Repression v. City of Chicago, 742 F.2d 1007,

1014-16 (7th Cir. 19B4). The governmental interest in

having valid and reliable lead information in this context

to conduct an appropriate investigation is the same as that

noted in connection with the federal employee loyalty and

security program, supra.

In addition to the foregoing areas of responsibil-

ity, the Government has important interests in having timely

access to FBI file information in a variety of special

situations. Foremost among these in terms of sensitivity

are verification of suitability for White House staff

employment and the protection of the President and foreign

dignitaries. See Declaration of Secret Service Special

Agent Richard McCann and Declaration of FBI Special Agent
• •

Robert Scherrer. Similar interests of somewhat less sen-

sitivity arise in connection with providing all available

background information on law clerks and other employees of

the United States courts who occupy positions of trust.

Whether a particular SWP or YSA member is susceptible or

responsive to the Fourth International and predisposed to

carry the party's program into effect through unlawful means

or to commit a violent act is a valid subject of inquiry.

Again, party membership, although not determinative, is a

starting point for inquiry to rule out the prospect of

injury to recognized governmental interests in special

- 16 -
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situations. It raises questions about reliability and

stability requiring resolution by the agency that has the

responsibility for carrying out the governmental interests

discussed above and reflected in the exhibits submitted

with this memorandum. The responsibilities imposed by

those interests are ongoing and inescapable.*

The foregoing considerations, particularly the

criteria for expungement set forth in Paton, Chastain, and

Hobson, dictate that no injunctive relief should be

entered at all. See also pp. 21-22 infra. At the very

least, relief should be drawn as narrowly as possible, and

should allow for ad hoc use even of illegally obtained

information where exigent circumstances warrant.

II. The Court's Proposed Order Presents Practical.
Problems in Implementation and Compliance

Insofar as it would bar the Government from using or

disseminating information about the plaintiffs and their members

that was obtained by the FBI by methods which the Court

determines to be unlawful, the proposed order presents certain

practical problems of compliance for the defendant agencies and

their employees. These problems are indicated in the exhibits

submitted with this memorandum. They exist apart from any

provision for ex parte emergency relief that the Court might

include pursuant to the considerations presented in Part I of

this memorandum.

* An ironic feature of the proposed relief is that
information governed by the proposed order, no matter how
accurate and pertinent to an agency's mission, would not be
available to the Government even though the same information
would be available to Soviet intelligence services through the
freedom ot Information Act. See 642 S. Supp. at 1432.

- 17 -
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earlier date of 1955 is appropriate because of this Court's

finding that from the early 1950*8 onward the FBI's investigation

was a national security investigation. However, that fact did

not of itself make the investigation or the techniques used in it

illegal — the FBI was and is authorized to conduct such

investigations. The Government respectfully submits that the

cutoff date suggested by the court is more reasonable than that

proposed by plaintiffs.*

CONCLUSION

The governmental interests and responsibilities

discussed above and reflected in the exhibits submitted with

this memorandum are legitimate, substantial and important.

They merit this Court's protection. While the Government urges

that no injunctive relief whatever should be granted, in the

context of the Court's proposed injunctive relief some protection

is effectuated by including in any order a provision such as that

set forth in Paragraph 3 of the defendants' proposed order which

will permit any affected agency of the Government in exigent or

emergency circumstances to apply ex parte to any federal court

for an order permitting use, disclosure, or dissemination of

* We reiterate that nothing in this memorandum should be
construed as consent by the Government to the entry of any
injunction, or to any particular terms of the injunction the
Court intends to enter. The Government continues to maintain
that no injunction at all is warranted by the record in this
case or by law.
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information otherwise barred from use, dissemination, or

disclosure by other provisions of the order for injunctive

relief.

Dated: New York, New York

March 6, 1987

Respectfully submitted,

RUDOLPH W. GIULIANI
United States Attorney for the
Southern District of New York
Attorney for Defendants

By:.
PETER C. SALERNO
Assistant United States Attorney
One St. Andrew's Plaza
New York, New York 10007

Of Counsel:

RICHARD K. WILLARD
Assistant Attorney General

JOHN J. FARLEY, III
Director, Civil Division
Torts Branch

GORDON W. DAIGER
Attorney, Civil Division
Torts Branch
U.S. Department of Justice
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY,

Plaintiff,

v«

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE
UNITED STATES, et al . ,

Defendants.

No. 73 Civ. 3160

AFFIDAVIT OF GARY B. McDANIEL
OF THE OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

Gary B. McDaniel, being duly sworn, states as follows:

1. I am the Chief of the Investigations Operations

Division, Office of Federal Investigations (OFI), U.S. Office of

Personnel Management (OPM). In that position, I have oversight

responsibility for the performance of the personnel background

investigations done nationwide by OPM, including the assembly

and transmittal of the final product to the customer agency. I

have served as Chief of the Investigations Operations Division

since June 1984, and I have worked in the area of personnel

investigations, both for OPM and its predecessor, the U.S. Civil

Service Commission, for a total of about ten years. The

statements made herein are based upon knowledge and belief

obtained in the course of performing the official duties

assigned to me by OPM.
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2. 0PM1s OFI conducts approximately 250,000 background

checks or investigations each year on individuals who are

applicants for or holders of positions in the United States

Government or Government contractors. Approximately 150,000 of

these are on individuals who will have access to sensitive

classified information, materials, or sites. All of these

latter investigations are done under authority of Executive

Order 10450 and the Atomic Energy Act of 1954. Both the Order

and the Act require that persons who will be granted such access

be, among other things, loyal to the United States and its

democratic system of Government.

3. OPM does not itself grant security access clearances

(except to its own employees) but, rather, conducts a variety of

background investigations on a reimbursable basis as a service

to almost all Executive branch departments and agencies except

for the Department of Defense and some other investigative

agencies. These customer agencies grant or deny security

clearances based largely on the reports of investigation

furnished by OPN. To provide an adequate investigation upon

which such critical decisions can be made, OPN must have access

to as much information as possible. This is necessary to

present a complete picture of each individual investigated as to

their suitability, reliability and loyalty. Among OFI's sources

of information are the various investigative and intelligence

agencies of the United States, including the Federal Bureau of

Investigation (FBI).
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4. Mere membership in the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) or

the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA) would not, in and of itself,

be an issue under E.O. 10450 or be the final determinant in the

granting or denying of a security clearance. The information

is, however, a lead that 0PM must fully address and resolve

through its investigation. Such factors as the extent of

involvement, the recency of it, whether such involvement was

with full knowledge of the intents and aims of the organization

and, if the person is no longer a member, the nature and extent

of the person's activities since being a member, all must be

considered when making a security clearance adjudication.

Consequently, 0PM's investigation cannot consist only of a fact

of membership but must delve into all these other aspects to

present as complete and accurate a report as is possible..

Access to the information thus permits OPM to conduct the

investigation in such a manner to assure that all relevant

tacts, including favorable or mitigating information, are

included in the report and are considered by the agency making

the security determination.

5. Either OFI or the customer agency which receives OFI's

report of investigation does a subject interview in almost all

cases. During this interview, individuals being investigated

are made aware of the information developed and afforded the

opportunity to explain, refute, or make a statement regarding

the information. All such responses are made a part of the

investigative file. In addition, OPM's investigative files are \
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rigorously safeguarded from unwarranted disclosure, and the

subjects of OFI investigatory records have the protections of

the Privacy Act and the Freedom of Information Act.

6. If OFI were denied access to, or could not use,

information on membership in the SWP or the YSA obtained by the

Federal Bureau of Investigation between July 1, 1955 and

September 1976,. either now in OFI files or gained in the future

from FBI name checks, the OFI investigation and the customer

agencies' security programs could be seriously compromised. OFI

considers this information important because these organizations

in the past were opposed to our form of Government and the

national interest. A person who.successfully conceals such

membership or activities and seeks security access for purposes

inimical to the national interests or security could gain such

access and be in a position to do extreme damage to the United

States. The access in question could include classified defense

information and nuclear weapons materials and sites.

7. Any information obtained from the FBI through a name

check request, including information on SWP or YSA membership,

becomes part of the file on the particular individual involved.

All files are maintained, either as hard copy or on microfilm,

in secure, locked storage with access limited only to authorized

personnel. Release of these files is governed by and in

accordance with established security procedures and law. Since

the information in question is maintained by individual file, it
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is not accessible by subject natter* Any effort to retrieve

information specifically concerning the SWF or YSA could only be

done by retrieving and reviewing each and every one of the over

four and one-half million files currently in the system. No

files are maintained concerning the SWP or YSA per se.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this ¥•• of March,
1987, in the City of Washington, District of Columbia.

otary Public

My Commission expires: 3- 3 />
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Socialist Workers
Party* et al,

Plaintiff,

v.

Attorney General of the
United States, et al.

Defendant.

Civil Action No. 73-CIV-3160 (TPG)

DECLARATION OF ROGER ROBINSON OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

I, Roger H. Robinson, declare and say as follows:

1. I am the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Operations for the

Bureau of Diplomatic Security, Department of State. At present I am

also acting on behalf of the Deputy Assistant Secretary for the

Diplomatic Security Service, Bureau of Diplomatic Security. In such

capacity, I am familiar with the above captioned litigation and the

policies and procedures of the Bureau. I make the following statement

based upon personal knowledge, my professional judgment and information

made available to me in the performance of my official duties.

2. I have been advised that the court intends to enter an injunction

that would bar the Government from using or disseminating information

regarding the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) and its members that was

obtained by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) in its

investigation of the SWP through methods that the court has determined



to be unlawful. I understand that the information that will be subject

to the injunction will, in effect, include nearly all information that

the FBI obtained about the SWP and its members during its investigation

until it was terminated in September, 1976.

3. The Bureau of Diplomatic Security does not maintain a subject

file on the Socialist Workers Party in our records system. However, two

offices within the Bureau of Diplomatic Security (DS) do perform security

functions for the Department of State involving information review that

may include information from the FBI and other sources relating to the

Socialist Workers Party. Those DS components are the Office of

Investigations (DS/I) and the Threat Analysis Division (DS/TAD) within

the Office of Policy Coordination (DS/P). Both offices assert their

need for continued access, maintenance and use of information that may

relate to the Socialist Workers Party obtained from the FBI or other

sources in connection with a specific investigation or threat inquiry.

4. DS/I is responsible for granting security clearances for

employment in the Department of State and the Foreign Service.

Executive Order 10450 dated April 27, 1953, as amended, requires that a

sensitive position "be filled or occupied only by a person with respect

to whom a full field investigation has been conducted." A thorough

investigation is essential to ensure that only persons of demonstrated

loyalty and trustworthiness fill these sensitive positions at home and

abroad. Foreign Service employees in particular spend the majority

of their professional careers posted overseas; they are subject to more

opportunity for hostile intelligence development and to an environment



offering reduced constraints against improper activities. Certainly any

information about the activity of an applicant or encumbent which

includes interaction with a group advancing a hostile ideology would be

relevant to a security clearance determination under E.O. 10450.

Although mere membership in an organization itself would not

automatically preclude a clearance, it would be weighed with other

significant factors.

5. DS is responsible for making informed decisions and therefore

has the obligation to avail itself of any such information developed by

the FBI or other sources. Even though this information may be 10 to 30

years old, this does not make it stale for investigative purposes; it

may indeed be extremely relevant to current investigations. The

integrity of the process requires that all possible information be

available in order to reach an informed determination. This integrity

is necessarily compromised if useful or relevant information is

excluded. Failure to obtain this significant information would risk

granting clearances to applicants or encumbcnts who could act to affect

adversely the security of the United States.

6. The mission of DS/P/TAD is to evaluate threats to our diplomats

and other Americans abroad as well to as analyze potential threats

to those visiting foreign dignitaries who might need U.S. Government

protection. In carrying out these responsibilities, it is imperative

that TAD has access to information or resources that could even remotely

impact on the health or safety of their charges. This holds true of any

group, regardless of its ideological perspective. To prohibit access to



information about any hostile organization which has consistently

posed a threat to free governments, would inhibit TAD from fulfilling

its critical role as well as establish an adverse precedent concerning

the flow and use of essential information.

I declare under the penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true

and correct to the best of my knowledge.

Executed .' . . - . . , ,-. /•'/

Roger H. Robinson, Acting
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Diplomatic Security Service
Bureau of Diplomatic Security
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY,

Plaintiff,

v.

THE ATTORNEY GENRAL OF THE
UNITED STATES, et al.,

Defendants.

No. 73-CIV-3160-TPG

DECLARATION OF EDWIN W. DORNELL
ACTING ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER

IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE

I, EDWIN W. DORNELL, state as follows:

1. I was appointed as Acting Assistant Commissioner for

Intelligence, Office of Enforcement, Immigration and Naturaliza-

tion Service on January 5, 1987.

2. I have been an immigration officer for 18 years.

3. In my position as Acting Assistant Commissioner, I am

responsible for the supervising and policy direction of the INS

intelligence gathering function.

4. I have been advised that the Court is considering an

injunction in the above case that would bar the FBI from

providing information to the INS about the Socialist Workers

Party and its members that was gathered by surreptitious entry

and informants between 1948 and 1976. I am also advised that

under the injunction, INS would be barred from using any

derivative information gathered from the above means.

5. INS is entitled to gather information and make deter-

minations about individuals pursuant to 8 U.S.C. and
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1182(a)(28)(D) and (F), 8 U.S.C. and 1251(a)(6)(D) and 8 U.S.C.

and 1424(a)(3). Further, criminal authority exists to prosecute

certain of these cases under 8 U.S.C. 1327. These sections

govern whether or not an individual who advocates world communism

or the establishment of totalitarian dictatorship can be

deported, excluded or naturalized. The new Immigration Reform

and Control Act also denies legalization to individuals who

espouse the above aims.

6. The inability to receive information from the FBI re-

garding membership in the Socialist Workers Party during the

proposed time period could adversely affect the ability of INS to

make informed decisions about an individual's political views.

Although membership in the Socialist Workers Party would not

alone result in any change to one's immigration status, it is

certainly a factor that would need to be examined in accordance

with our statutory mandate. Failure to have the information

could impact on our ability to properly determine an individual's

proper immigration status.

7. INS maintains a file in its central index that contains

information about the Socialist Workers Party from 1948 to 1976.

The information is segregated from other files. There are

approximately 25 folders containing information about the

Socialist Workers Party. It is not cross referenced by

individual names, and it only contains general information. To

my knowledge, the information is at most background information

and is not used in any particular case. Most of the information

in the file is compiled from and consists of FBI reports. There
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is no information in the file after April 30, 1976. There are no

indicia of the means by which the FBI gathered the information in

the files.

8. To my knowledge, INS maintained no specific file after

that date regarding the Socialist Workers Party. I have checked

with our office of Investigations, and they advise me that they

also do not keep a file on the Socialist Workers Party. The same

is true for our offices of Adjudications and Inspections.

9. INS gathers information about individuals on a case-by-

case basis. Files are set up by individual name and case number.

There is no other way of determining what is in the file.

10. There is no way INS can go through its tens of millions

files developed since 1945 to determine if any of the information

in the SWP file is in individual files. Information can only be

checked by name, date of birth or by file number. INS would have

r.o *»«y of knowing whether or not there is any information about

the SWP or YSA activities obtained from the FBI in individual

files.

11. If INS was to initiate a new case, it would go to

various investigative agencies to check on an individual's

status. It would not rely on our segregated file on the SWP.

Thus, for example, if there was information that the INS could

not receive from the FBI because of the means in which it was

obtained by the FBI, it would be deprived of the information.

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is

true and correct.
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Executed on March 3, 1987

.A.<• e. •.

EDWIN W. DORNELL
Acting Assistant Commissioner
for Intelligence
Immigration and Naturalization
Service
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

SOCIALIST WORKERS PARTY, et al., )
)

Plaintiffs )
) 73 Civ 3160 (TP6)

-against- )
)

ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE UNITED )
STATES, et al., )

)
Defendants )

DEFENSE INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT
OF DEFENDANTS' MEMORANDUM ON PROPOSED ORDER OF

INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

I, Thomas J. O'Brien, do hereby state and declare:

1. I am currently the Director of The Defense Investigative
Service (DIS), Department of Defense (DoD). I have held this
position since August 1981.

2. In my position I am knowledgeable of the DIS personnel
security investigative mission, including the authority for and
the scope of these investigations.

3. The authority for DIS to conduct Personnel Security
Investigations (PSD is found in Executive Orders and directives.
Executive Order 10450 (April 29, 1953) governs the conduct of
PSI's on Federal civilian employees. It also provides for the
acceptance and retention of civilian employees in the Federal
government. Executive Order 10865, (February 23, 1960),as
amended by Executive Order 10909, (January 18, 1961), governs
investigations of industrial personnel who require access to
classified information. The conduct of PSI's on members of the
armed services is governed by DoD Directive 5200.2, "Department
of Defense Personnel Security Program" (December 20, 1979).
Director of Central Intelligence Directive No. 1/14 (April 14,
1986) governs investigations of persons who require access to
sensitive compartmented information. It provides for an investi-
gation which encompasses a 15 year period of time.



4. Executive Order 10450, section 8(a)(5), provides that

Membership in, or affiliation or sympathetic association
with, any foreign or domestic organization, association,
movement, group or combination of persons which is totali-
tarian, Fascist, Communist, or subversive, or which has
adopted, or shows a policy of advocating or approving the
commission of acts of force or violence to deny other
persons their rights under the Constitution of the United
States, or which seeks to alter the form of government of
the United States by unconstitutional means

is of security significance.

5. Within the DoD these national security policy mandates
are implemented by DoD 5200.2-R, "Department of Defense Personnel
Security Program," which provides D1S with investigative
jurisdiction over this issue for personnel security purposes.

6. In the course of conducting PSl's the D1S routinely
requests that the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) review
its files for information pertaining to the subject of our
investigations. These records checks may, among other things,
disclose that the subject of a DIS investigation has been
affiliated with an organization characterized by Executive Order
10450.

7. The information obtained from the FBI may serve to
corroborate or establish an affiliation with such an organiza-
tion. However, the membership in such an organization, per se,
is not the security concern. Rather the establishment of this
affiliation provides a basis for expanding the investigation.

8. Because DIS files are not organized, segregated,
indexed, or retrievable by political party affiliation it is
virtually impossible to assess the quantitative value of this FBI
information. However, this information is valuable because it is
otherwise unavailable since investigative subjects may not
disclose their affiliation on their personnel security forms.

9. Without access to this information the DIS will lose a
valuable source of investigative leads, and may be hindered in
its efforts to further its investigative mission. In addition,
when evaluating this information for its investigative purposes
the DIS is and would be unable to determine the manner in which
the FBI obtained it.



Z declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is
true and correct*

Executed this 5th day of March 1987 at Washington, D.C.

<=*£-/&&»»
THOMX&rj. O'BfclEN
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April 21-27,1989 Midlands Burincffi Journal
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Baker & Associates
expands security work
on worldwide basis

•
Alter nearly • decade and a hair in the domestic market,

E Gary Baker is expanding his security services firm for a
bigger share of the world market

•Two years ago. we made the decision to do a link more
in the security officer area," said the founder and chairman
of Baker & Associates in Omaha. "For years we had been
doing background information and psychological and per-
sonnel testing for guard and law enforcement agencies.

•One of the problems in the industry, however, is the
low pay. Companies are taking applications from people off
'>•? street and putting a hadgr and a gun cm them: Nebraska
has no licensing for such people and that makes it even
worse."

Baker had been providing guard service for one of his
clients, with highly-paid security guards in a corporate
office. He decided to expand that service; consequently, he
made a bid on guard services for the US. Embassy hi Ireland
and succeeded in winning it in negotiation. The contract
amounts to about half a million dollars a year and has since
been renewed, he said.

"Normally, the federal bids are let annually,"said Baker.
•If you do a good job, you're usually locked, in and they
often lead to additional contracts."

Which isn't all that easy; each project takes some in-
oountry research, he said, and to even make a bid requires
prior authorization from that country's government. "It can
be very costly because you have to establish yourself as
viable and operating in that couniry«.just to bid on one
terrific contract." ,

Baker already has investigative services established in
Sri Lanka, Luxembourg, Guatemala and Costa Rica, servic-
ing US. clients doing business there in preparation for bids
on government work. Baker & Associates has also estab-
lished a partnership with the largest security and armored
car firm in Italy. ("Our expertise in investigative protection
and security consultation; theirs in manpower," he said.)

Baker sees an opportunity for dramatic expansion in
Europe in the next few years. In 1992, the European
Economic Community (EEC), or "Common Market", will
eliminate tariffs between member nations. "1 suspect we'll
see a ten-fold increase because of it, which is why we're
dealing so strongly in Europe now," he said, "It will be like
a United States of Europe with a free flow of goods and
services; with trade barriers eliminated, there will be a
natural growth in services,"

Baker said country to country expansion in services has
teen hampered by licensing restrictions imposed by each
country; the new law wDI take the licensing barriers down
and replace them with common contractual tow, he aaid, not
unlike the US.

Because of the firm's decision to branch out overseas,
, Baker has brought on three new directors—Marvin Oarrett
Jr., Victor Dikeos and M. Edward Stewart—and an opera-
tions official formerly of the State Deportment. John Swaf-
ford was a 23-year veteran with the department who
developed policy guidelines and programs for 1)3. Emtxis-

Garrett Is currently the director of security for interna-
tional travel for the President's Commission on Executive
Exchange at the White House. Dikeos was the former ex-
ecutive secretary and member of the secretary of state's
advisory panel on overseas security. Stewart, who is also
Baker's chief financial officer, held several management
positions with major US. corporations.

•Dikeos and Oarrett designed the protection of
diplomatic security service as ft relates to embassies anil
individuals," Baker aaid. "I'm damn Kicky to get those
guys."

Baker aid part of his business has grown to include
services for clients traveling to overseas markets, particular-
ly to the EEC The company gives travel briefings cm
potential hazards in each country, along with names of
officials to contact in each country in the event of a problem.

Something he said he tells all clients is avoid any US.
air carrier on the return trip. "There's no problem with a
US.-originatcd flight, but I won't fly any American airline
home," he said. "The risk (from terrorist attack) increases
after the first overseas stop, particularly in areas with a large
concentration of US. servicemen." •

Business has also expanded on the domestic scene, said
Baker. His firm performs consulting service in labor dis-
putes, along with litigation support and services for aiuir-
oeys and asset protection.

"We leach com|>anies (affected by tabor disputes) lur.v
to improve their security," he said. "We know what will
probably happen in such a dispute, as the tank* of or-
ganized tabor are pretty similar, from picket line problems
and lulls in activity to rallies, storages and assaults."

His firm provides documentation of unfair labor prnc-
lices in strike violations and violence, and will go so fur us
to investigate sabotage incidents like product cunumiiraiiinn
and arson.

Baker said the work in tabor disputes has enabled his
firm to compile an extensive data bnse and information
index on violent domestic organizations and communist :md
Marxist groups..Jnformation which he said isn't that dif-
ficult to compile.

"A lot of it is available publicly, from local newspaper*
and periodicals," he said. "The local union involved in the
strikes against Hormel was absolutely infiltmtrd by the
Socialist Workers Party, which is largely Marxist/I rnintsi.
We have listings fur every left-wing and fringe group; every
time there's a rally, these people show up."

Baker said his company stalled tracking the groups
following the strikes against Hormel, compiling names nnd
photographs of agitators. "We were involvrd in anotlirr
tabor dispute in Milwaukee and the same people showed up,
demonstrating that these people move around the couutiv
quite a bit," he said. "We later had a case in Omnha involving
the sabotage of proJuct*...we were kx&ing ni n list of
employees when several names rang a bell. We checked our
index and found that all involved were with the SurL-ilta
Wxkers Parly; aome had totally falsified their applications
with the company. One was an auloworker from California
and another was a radical from Atahnma; their sole purpose,
ai my opinion, was to infiltrate the company and cause
problems.

Baker aakl every company should investigate
employees before hiring them permanently. Firms can no
longer give polygraph tests, but can make drug screenings;
they can also check police records from the previous 10
years, he mid.

•Asmall company hnsmore to lose than a large one from
hiring a nnd employee," he said. "Hiring a thief can be
devastating."

—JSB
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NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS

BOARD
Casa No. 17-CA-127M 17-CA-1282S

17-CA-13428 17-CA-13428-2

In the Matter o£:

CEO. A. HORMEL ft COMPANY,

and

fcaipondant.

ROBERT V. LANGBHEXER, an Individual,

and

UVXTED FOOD AHD COKMERCZAL If OR KERB
INTERNATIONAL UNION, LOCAL UNION
NO. 22,

Charging Party

Pagas:

?laca:

Data:

•23 - 1094

Pmont, Vabraaka

March 14, 1981

Argie Reporting Service
1000 W. 7frb T0rr.

Gry, MO *41U
016) 363.3̂ 57
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Whereupon,

E.E.NN.E.TH g_ 1Q.U.NG

was called as a witness herein* and, having

been first duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

HLB.E.G.L LSAMLNALLQLfcL

BY MR. LOEFFLER:

0. Would you state your name, please?

A. My name is Kenneth E. Young.

0. And where do you live, sir?

A. I live here in Fremont, Nebraska, on

2220 Gaph (phonetic) Street.

0. And by whom are you employed?

A. Employed by the George A. Hormel &

Company here in Fremont.

0. In what capacity?

A. I'm the personnel manager here at the

Fremon t plant.

0. Okay. Could you tell Judge Romano what

the duties of the personnel manager are?

A. There are several in this plant. I'm

the fellow that does the interviewing, hiring

of our plant workers, and also fill in on

recruiting of exempt employees. I oversee our

first aid function. I oversee our insurance
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0. Just tell us viho Chuck Clemens is.

A. Okay. Chuck Clemens is a private

investigator who was employed by the

employment manager at the Ottumwa, Iowa*

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

plant

Q.

A.

0.

A.

Q.

Whose name i s?

Whose name is Mike Maclean.

At that time he Mas in Ottumwa?

That's correct.

Okay. And Mho reported to you about

some activities of Mr. Langemeier observed by

Clemens?

A. I got reports from several people. I

believe my plant manager, Jim Jorgenson, was

one that said that there has been some

information come back to us by virtue of Mr.

Clemens* who had a meeting in Des Moines where

Bobby Langemeier spoke and addressed a

gathering over there.

0. And what was it he was saying?

MR. CHAPIN: Objection. Hearsay.

MR. LOEFFLER: Well, we're not offering

to prove the matter asserted. We're getting

now to what data he had when he issued this

letter of March 25th.
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1 JUDGE ROMANO: All right. Stop. You're

2 not expecting me to ever make a finding that

3 Mr. Langemeie'r actually made any such

4 statements attributed to him?

5 MR. LOEFFLER: Oh, yes, I am. But not

6 on the basis of this man's testimony.

7 JUDGE ROMANO: Well —

8 MR. LOEFFLER: Just a minute, please.

9 What I'm saying is I'm accounting for his

10 letter of March 25th. He had certain data

11 come into him and on the basis of that data he

12 asked Langemeier to come in.

13 JUDGE ROMANO: All right. I'll take it

14 for that purpose but I'm not going to use it

is subsequently to support a finding that Mr.

16 Langemeier did make any such statements that

17 are attributed to him. If you want that

18 finding, bring the individual in Mho heard

19 him.

20 MR. LOEFFLER: Well, we're going to do

21 that. There's no question we're going to do

22 that. And as I said, when he objected on the

23 (grounds of hearsay, I'm not at this point in

24 time offering it for the truth of the matter

25 asserted.
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JUDGE ROMANO: I'll take it

BY MR. LOEFFLER:

Q. So what was it that Langemeier was

supposed to have said in Des Moines?

A. Well, in addition to his support of the

boycott, Me also had information come back

that Me Mere really, I guess, upset about.

JUDGE ROMANO: Excuse me. But I think I

really -- this is the kind of stuff that gives

me awful difficulties later on in evaluating

testimony. Can you at all tell me in terms of

what Mr. Jorgenson, is it. Mho is reporting to

you?

THE WITNESS: I'm saying Mr. Jorgenson

give me some information about that —

JUDGE ROMANO: That Mas reported to him?

THE WITNESS: Yes.

JUDGE R O M A N O : By Mr. C lemens?

THE WITNESS: No. No.

JUDGE ROMANO: Well, then straighten me

out.

THE WITNESS: It came by May of Mr.

Maclean and the management group in Ottumwa.

They had hired Clemens for the purpose of the

people Mho Mere there from Ottumwa. They
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1 A. Okay.

2 Q. I want to go back to your —-

3 JUDGE ROMANO: IB (c) Counsel?

4 MR. LOEFFLER: IB it IB (c)?

5 JUDGE ROMANO: You know, I said earlier,

6 Nebraska laws tract the Federal Laws. Maybe, the

7 Federal Law tracts the Nebraska Law, I don't

B know.

9 BY MR. LOEFFLER:

10 Q. What was marked -for identification as General

11 Counsel Exhibit IB (c) — that's your March 25th

12 letter, where you have some data about his

13 boycotting activity. When you testified to what

14 information you had, your possession at the time

15 you sent that letter.

16 A. That's correct.

17 Q. Is there any other letter?

18 A. Yeah, there was one other piece of data

19 that was probably, the most recent -- previous to

20 this letter. And that was Bob Langemeier's trip

21 to Austin, Minnesota, to attend the Boycott

22 Hormel Parade and rally, on March 14 of that

23 year. March 14, 19B7.

24 Q. And how did you know about that?

25 A. Well it was pretty well publicized. There
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1 were -fliers out About that. The vent of the P-9

2 struggle had taken really a turn --

3 Q. HON did you know that Mr. Langemeier Mas

4 there?

5 A. I Mas informed that he Mas going to attend

6 that rally. Somebody -from the plant told me. X

7 don't recall Mho it was, but ——

8 Q. How did you know that in -fact, he Mas

9 there?

10 A. I knew, in fact, that he Mas there, because

11 MB have video tapes of the parade. X identified

12 he and his car. We have video tapes of the

13 rally. He Mas recognized from the podium, by

14 Cecil Cain, who was the MC of that boycott

J5 I ral ly.

16 Q. Coming up to the meeting of April 6. There

17 Mas some interchange about Mho Mas going to be in

18 attendance. And you said, "Well, it's okay for

19 Nutzman and Thurlow to be there. Mr. Niederdeppe

20 is there." Then what happened at that point?

21 You've got the players lined up —-

22 A. After we settled that issue, about Mho Mas

23 going to attend, Mr. Langemeier produced a

24 tape recorder, and insisted that the proceedings

25 be tape recorded.
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P R O C E E D 1 N B S

JUDGE ROM AND i On the record. First Me

have to have you sworn. Would you Just stand for

one moment and raise your right hand?

Whereupon,

DAVID UDEN

called as a witness herein, and, having been

first duly SMornv was examined and testified as

f o 1 lows i

JUDGE ROMANO: Be seated.

MR. WILLIAMS* My name is David Uden.

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. LOEFFLERi

O.

A.

And by whom are you employed?

Baker and Associates of Omaha.

O. And please describe to the Judge what

business Baker and Associates is?

A. We are a security consulting and

investigative firm.

Q. Okay. And could you elaborate on that a

bit?

A. We conduct private investigations. We

market psychological testing. We do »ome limited

polygraph examination. We do background

clearances for the nuclear industry. The security
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1 consulting division is managed by Mr. Baker and

2 that basically involves go into the Job site and

3 giving clients advice on how to deal Kith various

* problems they're experiencing.

5 Q. And for what period of tine have you been

6 employed by Baker and Associates?

7 A. I began working as an independent

6 contractor associated with Baker and Associates in

9 about August of 19B1.

10 Q. And you're presently an employe*?

11 A. 1 am an employee at this time.

12 Q. Okay. I'm going to show you what's been

13 marked for identification as Respondent's Exhibit

14 IB, and ask whether you're familiar with that '

15 photograph?

16 I A. Yes, 1 am.

17 Q. How is it you're familiar with it?

18 A. I took this photograph.

19 Q. Ail right.

20 MR. LOEFFLERs I'll move R-1B into

21 evidence.

22 JUDGE RDM AND i Of these — would you look

23 on the back of R-1B?

24 MR. LOEFFLERs Yesv Your Honor.

25 JUDGE ROMANO* Do you know whose
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El are received. Well, they're Already received.

They are DON authenticated.

(The documents above-

referred to, heretofore

marked Respondent Exhibit*

R-19 through R-E1, Mere

received into evidence.)

BY MR. LOEFFLERi

0. Okay. Mas there a time when you

photographed — or videotaped some activities in

Austin, Minnesota?

A. Yes, sir.

O. Tell us hoM you came to be engaged in that

activity.

A. There Mas actually two tines.'

Q. And turning your attention to March of

19B7f did you photograph a rally and a parade?

A. Yes, 1 did.

Q. And how Mas it you photographed that rally

and parade?

A. I sat up in front of the Labor Center and

videotaped the entire parade from that point) then

I moved out to the National Guard Armory, set up

video equipment, and again taped the rally almost

in its entirety.
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1 Q. Now on Mhos* behalf were you working at

2 that time?

3 A. Baker and Associates*

4 Q. And you know why Baker and Associates was

5 filming the parade and the rally?

6 A. I Mac told that Me had been requemted to

7 verify individual* participating in boycott

8 activities. Those individual* being either pact

g or present employees of George Hormel*

10 Q. Okay. I'll dispense Mith the

11 authentication of the tape if there's no issue.

12 NOM we're going to go into --

13 JUDGE ROMANO* Well, inquire of Counsel

14 whether or not —- :

15 MR. LOEFFLERs Right.

16 JUDGE ROMANOt — they have any question of

17 the authenticity of the tape.

18 «R. WILLIAMS* I've stated my position on

19 it. I'm not going to question the authenticity of

20 *t.

21 JUDGE ROM AND i The Mitness — has he

22 witness identified the tapes that we're about to

23 see as the tapes he took?

24 «R- LOEFFLERt Well, we can ask him that.

25 JUDBE ROMANO» Then we'll pose the question
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P R O C E E D I N G S

JUDGE ROMANO: On the record. Before we

in, as I said yesterday, one of the witnesses,

Braun, had been the object of — —

MALE VOICE: Yes.

JUDGE ROMANO: — had been the object of

some phone threats. We spoke with Special Agent

Hideman (phonetic) of the FBI as to — and he's

running the investigation now as we speak.

MALE VOICES All right.

Whereupon,

was

fir

fol

BY

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

and

Q.

CHARLES CLEMENS

called as a witness herein, and, having been

st duly sworn, was examined and testified as

lows :

DIRECT EXAMINATION

MR. LOEFFLERi

Would you state your name, please, sir?

Charles Clemens.

And how is that spelled, sir?

C-L-E-M-E-N-S.

Mr. Clemens, by whom are you employed?

I'm currently employed by Per Mar Security

Investigative Services.

Can you describe to the Judge what the
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business at Per Mar is?

A. We conduct private investigations and also

supply security services and consultation.

Q. Have you been a police officer?

A. Yes, I have.

Q. For what period of time?

A. From 197O to 1977.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Mere you in the military?

Yes, I was.

In what capacity?

X served with the United States Army in

Fifth Special Forces in Vietnam in an intelligence

gather ing position.

Q. And what was involved in intelligence

gathering?

A. Interview, interrogation, surveillance.

Q. That was your job in the military?

A. Yes.

Q. And as a police officer, you were a general

police officer?

A. Yes, I worked routine patrol and X also

worked undercover narcotics.

Q. Now, did there come a time when you

performed some services for the George A. --

George Hormel Company?
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A. Yes, I did.

Q. Turning your attention to 19B7, tell us how

you came in contact with the Hormel Company?

A. I had been conducting workmen's

compensation investigations for Hormel.

Q. Tell us briefly what is entailed in that.

A. The individual plants would contact my

employer and request that an investigator, in this

case myself, be sent to their location where I

would normally meet with a personnel manager or

someone in that type of position who would give me

the name of an — of an individual who was on

workmen's compensation — was not currently
i*.

working. And that they had received outside

information that the individual was involved in

activities beyond their rated limitations.

Q. And were you then directed to conduct a

different kind of investigation in 19B7?

A. Yes.

Q. Did somebody contact you? Do you know a

Mr. Doyle?

A. Yes, Mr. Jim Doyle. Mr. Doyle, who was at

that time involved in the worker's compensation

department for Hormel in Austin, Minnesota, the

personnel managers at the individual plants would
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contact ham when they had a —- a problem as far as

a workmen's compensation claim. And then Mr.

Doyle Mould contact my employer and give us the

name of the personnel manager, or plant manager,

or whoever that we were to contact. Then, at that

point, we would — we would get in contact with

that individual.

G. And were you put in contact with a plant

level person in Ottumwaf Iowa?

A. Yes, I was.

Q. Who was that?

A. Mike Maclean.

Q. And what was your relationship of Mr.

Maclean — what were you to do for him?

A. Initially, he had some workmen's

compensation cases that he wanted investigated.

Q. All right. And did that ever take a turn

at any point in time?

A. Yes, it did.

Q. Tell us what happened.

A. I was summoned to meet with Mr. Maclean on

February 13th, 1987, that was a Friday. At that

time, Mr. Maclean informed me that there was a

meeting to be held in Des Moines and he handed me

a flyer describing that meeting.
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Q. I'm going to show you Exhibit — Respondent

6, and ask you whether that's the flyer that was

handed to you?

A. That appears to be the flyer, yes.

Q. Okay. Thank you.

What did you guys talk about then?

A. At that point, Mr. Maclean informed me that

an individual from Ottumwa and also an individual

from Fremont were scheduled to be speakers at that

particular meeting.

Q. Did he identify those folks by name?

A. Yes, he did.

Q. And who were they?

A. The last names were Langemeier and McClurg.

Q. Please tell us what the conversation then

ensued between you and Maclean?

A. At that point, Mr. Maclean stated that

there were concerns about the boycott of Hormel

products and that Mr. Langemeier — there were

reports that he had boycott stickers on his

poi-Sonal vehicles. And he wanted me to go to Des

Moines and attend the meeting if possible,

ascertain who was attending the meeting, and, if

possible, what was said during the meeting.

Q. What did you do then, sir?
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The afternoon — well, I went back to Des

Moines. The meeting Mas going to take place on

February 14th. I went back to Des Moines and

approximately four o'clock on the 14th, I went to

the area of 21st and Forrest in Des Moines where

the meeting was to be held.

Okay. What day of the week was this?

Saturday.

Now, why did you go that address?

The meeting was to be located at a building

at S1O5 Forrest.

Were you familiar with that building?

I was familiar with the area, yes.

So what did you do?

Upon arriving, I got there about four

o'clock in the afternoon and there was not a great

deal of activity at that time. I parked my

vehicle in a lot which is southeast of that

location. It's a — it's a restaurant — a

barbecue place. And simply set up a — a loose

surveillance at that point.

Now was this the location that had been

identified in R-6 as the cite of these

meetings --

Yes, £105 Forrest.
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And that 's —- that 's why you were there?

Yes.

Q. What did you do after that?

A. After observing for a period of time, and

as X previously stated, very limited activity at

that pointv Z drove down 21st Street and noted

that there was what appeared to be an alleyway

that went in behind the buildings at 21O5 Forrest.

I turned my vehicle around, got out, and went in

and looked at that alleyway and the rear of the

buiId i ng.
•

Q. What did you observe in the alleyway?

A. After you go past the end of the building

— the buildings are — are in an L-shape. They

go down Forrest and then down Slst. If you go --

go up the alleyway past the end of the building,

you can see the rear of £105 and the buildings on

either side of it —— or the businesses on either

side of it.

I observed a rear door at S1O5 and next to

that rear door was a vent type window. It has the

glass — it's the crank open vent type window.

MR. LOEFFLER: We'll withdraw these and

have copies made.

MR. CHAPIN: Just — these were pictures —
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BY MR. LOEFFLER:

Q. Now I'm going to show you what's marked for

identification as R-33, Mr. Clemens, and ask

whether you can identify that picture?

(The document above-referred

to was marked Respondent

Exhibit R-33 for

identification.)

JUDGE ROMANO: Those are three pictures?

MR. LOEFFLER: No, R-33, sir.

JUDGE ROMANO: It's just one picture. All

right.

BY MR. LOEFFLER:

A. This is the business at £105 Forrest as it

currently appears.

Q. All right. When was that picture taken?

A. This picture was taken just before we were

up here the last time.

Q. Okay, sometime in January or February of

19B9?

A. Right, around the first of February of '89.

Q. Okay. Does that depict that building as it

appeared on February 14th, 19B7, and if not,

what's different?

A. No, there are some minor superficial
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es. The overhead and the sign are different.

lass front is exactly as it was on that day.

Okay. So the sign identifying this

Pathfinder Book Store, that's new?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

there

A.

t iffle .

Q.

for i

Yes.

And —

From February 14th of '87, yes.

— - any other changes — Mas it — - were

some embellishments on your —

Yes, before. It had another name at that

Now, I'm going to show you what's marked

dent if icat ion as Respondent's 34 and ask you

whether you can describe to the Judge that

locat
i

BY MR

:
Q.

A.

Q.

A.

as —

ion?

(The document above-referred

to was marked Respondent

Exhibit R-34 for

identification. )

. LOEFFLER:

First, did you take that photograph?

Yes, I did.

When did you take that?

This photograph was taken at the same time

all three photographs were taken at the same
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Q. What 's R-34?

A. R-34 is a view of the rear of BIOS Forrest.

There is — the rear door is located behind this

enclosure. This is the vent window' as X

previously described.

Q. So the vent window you described is

identified in this picture toward the right of the

picture, right?

A. Yes, as you face the rear of the building,

it is directly to the right.

Q. Okay. Now, I'm going to show you what's

marked for identification as R-35 and ask you

whether you're familiar with that photograph?

(The document above-referred

to was narked Respondent

Exhibit R-35 for

identification.)

BY MR. LOEFFLER:

A. Yes, this is a closer photograph of the

vent window on the rear of 8105 Forrest.

Q. Did you take that photograph?

A. Yes, Z did.

Q. When?

A. At the same time the other two were taken,
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approximately February 1.

0. Okay. ' Now, putting R-34 and 5 in front of

you, what was different about that location on

February 14th, 1987, if any?

A. At that time, there were no sawhorses here.

In fact there was a — a small dumpster — trash

dumpster that was located back there.

Q. What's a dumpster?

A. It's a receptacle for throwing trash to be

picked up by the trash company.

MR. LOEFFLER: At this point, I will offer

R-33, 4, 5 into evidence.

JUDGE ROMANO: Any objections? •.

MR. WILLIAMS: I guess I don't have any. I

assume he's going to connect them, so I have no

object ion.

MR. CHAPIN: Your Honor, I don't really

have any objections. Can I just look at —

JUDGE ROMANO: Yeah.

MR. CHAPIN: -- the pictures one more time?

I have — I have no objections.

BY MR. LOEFFLER:

Q. Okay. That February —

JUDGE ROMANO: Excuse me, Counsel. R-33

through 35 are received.
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MR. LOEFFLER: Sorry.

(The documents Above-

referred to, heretofore

marked Respondent Exhibits

R-33 through R-35, were

received in evidence.)

JUDGE ROMANO: All right, go ahead.

BY MR. LOEFFLER:

Q. Back to February 14th, 1987. What happened

as the day progressed?

A. As it moved on toward the evening hours,

the vehicles started arriving and parking along

Forrest, and along Slst, and in the parking lots.

You knoN, this Mas a continuation in the early

evening hours that these vehicles arrived.

Q. Folks got out of them and what did they do?

A. They exited the vehicles. Some people

stood around talking outside. Some people

immediately entered E1O5 Forrest.

G. All right. Did you see Mr. Langemeier at

that time?

A. Not at that time.

Q. When did you first see him?

A. Z observed Mr. Langemeier inside the

vestibule area. He Mas talking to another
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individual. The inside of the building — there

is a — the glassed in area and then there's a

doorway that goes back inside.

Q. And how did you know the person standing

there was Mr. Robert Langemeier?

A. In my meeting with Mr. Maclean, I had been

provided a photograph of Mr. Langemeier that had

been taken from a videotape.

Q. All right. Did you attempt to get into

that meeting?

A. Later on, it was sometime between 6:30 and

7:00. A table had been set up in front of the

doorway going back into the back portion and they

were checking identifications, or union cards, or

something that made it clear that — that if you

did not meet that particular requirement, you were

not going to be given admittance.

Q. As you saw it, you weren't going to get by

that —

A.

Q.

A.

I wasn't going to get in there.

Okay. What did you do then?

At that pointy I walked back out, walked

east across 21st Street, walked north on Slst,

crossed back westbound on Slst, and then returned

southbound back up to the alleyway going in behind
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he buiId ing.

Q. All right. And when you got into the

alleyway, what did you do?

A. At first, I went to the rear door and the

rear door was secured. And you could hear voice

sounds from inside, but intelligible sounds.

Nothing that you could be identified as — as —

to exactly what was being said.

Q. What did you do with respect to the vent

window?

A. On closer inspection, as you can see in the

-— in the picture, the vent window was not a tight

fitting vent. It — when it's cranked closed,

there are — there are some gaps — slight gaps in

that window.

X had no idea what was on the other side of

that window, whether it would be a bathroom, or a

kitchen, or whatever, but you could hear voice

sounds and you could identify what was being said

coming from that window.

Q. What did you do at this point?

A. At that point, the dumpster was

approximately 10 feet to the left. X moved it

over in front of the window and entered the

dumpster



Q. All right. And what equipment, if any, did

you have with you?

A. I had a tape recorder equipped with a

standard microphone.

Q. Can you describe it a bit to the Judge

what —

A. Yes, it's —- it's a Panasonic tape
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recorder. It's identified as a personal tape

recorder. It's the smaller version that ——

cassette that takes a standard cassette type, and

it was equipped with — with a microphone — an

external microphone.

Q. All right. You say external microphone.

What capacities did that microphone have —

A. It was —

Q.

A.

™ and what was its function?

—- it was simply a plug in type microphone

which allowed you to move the microphone without

moving the entire tape recorder.

Q. And did it function as a receiver?

A. Yes, it did.

Q. What happened then?

A. I had been in — in my conversation with

Mr. Maclean, he had specifically shown an interest

in Mr. Langemeier and what Mr. Langemeier had to
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say. And so X simply remained in the dumpster

listening to what was ~ what I could discern and

what I could hear through that vent window.

Q. Did someone introduce Mr. Langemeier as a

speaker?

A. Yes, on into the program.

Q. What — tell us what the person said?

A. The exact words, I ——• X don't recall other

than introducing him as — by name.

Since X — you know, at that point since

the name was stated, I assumed that that's who was

speak ing.

Q. Okay. And then did you hear a voice ''•'

ther eafter?

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Mas that voice audible to you?

Yes, for the most part.

Did you hear the words the speaker was

speak ing?

A. Yes.

Q. What did the speaker say to the best of

your recollection today?

A. Mr. Langemeier spoke concerning solidarity

and that the union people must maintain and -- and

stay together. He was talking about — and — and
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out of the dumpster and left.

G. Okay. When did you next meet with

representatives of Home! Company?

A. The following Monday.

Q. Tell us about that?

A. I was summoned to meet with Mr. Mike

Maclean; also present was the plant manager from

the Ottumwa plant. At that time —

O. Who was he?

A.

Q.

A.

Mr. Ralph Nelson.

Mr. Ralph Nelson.

At that time, we conducted a conversation

as to what — what I had done, what had

transpired, and the tape was played, and I — at

that time, I turned over the picture and the tape

to Mr. Mike Maclean.

The statement was made that Mr. Jorgenson

was going to be contacted and that was my final

contact with the — with the case.

Q. Did they identify who Mr. Jorgenson was?

A. He, I believe, was the plant manager at the

Fremont plant.

Q. Okay.

MR. LOEFFLER: Thank you, sir. I have no

further questions at this time.
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would be known by some of the people Mho could

possibly be there.

Q. Your testimony -- your previous testimony

with Hormel would have been worker's comp related

test iotony?

A. On worker's comp, yeah.

Q. How long did you remain in the alleyway?

A. Probably between two and three hours.

G. Were you recording that whole time —

A. No, I was not.

Q. — with your tape recorder?

And it's your testimony, is it — is it not

that you did not know what was on the other side

of that vent window — what room that fed into?

A. No , sir .

Q. Okay.

JUDGE ROMANO: Did you record anybody other

than Mr. Langemeier?

THE WITNESS: The only other voice that was

on the tape, sir, was — was the introduction, and

I don't know who that was.

BY MR. WILLIAMS:

Q. Did you — who spoke first, or what was

said first? What's the first thing you remember

hear ing?
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asking you about production standards and you said

you'd heard something about that. Had you heard

anybody talk about lowering those standards or

slowing down those standards? Had you heard that

in these conversations -—

A. I'm not sure I understand your question,

Counsel.

0. Well, you said that you'd heard somebody

during this —— the taping of this conversation

talk about the standards and what they thought the

standards was excessive, is that correct?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you hear anyone talk about how maybe

those should be lowered or reduced?

A. I don't recall, sir. Are you referring to

by the Company —— that those should be reduced by

the Company?

Q. Right.

A. I honestly don't recall, sir.

Q. Okay. Now, did you ever go back — you

testified — let me rephrase this question.

You testified that you went back and took

some pictures in January or late -- early February

or late January of •89 —

A. This year, yes, sir.
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Q. — of this year.

When you went back, did you, by chance, go

into the Pathfinder to determine where the vent

nas located outside?

A. No, sir, I did not.

Q. Okay. So you still don't know whether it's

a bathroom —

A. I —

Q. —- or a kitchen?

A. — that's right. I don't know what it goes

to, sir.

Q. Maybe just to clear up one little point for

me. You also testified that you had reported

licence numbers. Why —— why did you do that?

A. Mr. Maclean had — had asked me to note who

was there at the meeting.

Q. Now, do you recall — did you stay for the

entire meeting?

A. No, sir, I did not.

Q. Okay. How long did you stay?

A. I arrived on the scene at about four

o'clock in the afternoon.

Q. Okay, and so —

A. So total time — total time there, I

probably spent between five and six hours.
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JUDGE ROMANO: Back on the record.

MR. WILLIAMS: As General Counsel's

rebuttal witness, we'd like to call Pete Bucy.

JUDGE ROMANO: All right.

MR. WILLIAMS: Would you please come on up?

Whereupon,

PETER L- BUCY

was called as a rebuttal witness herein, and,

having been first duly sworn, was examined and

testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. WILLIAMS:

Q. Okay. Could you please state your full

name, spelling your last name for us?

A. Peter L. Bucy, B-U-C-Y.

Q. Okay. Mr. Bucy, first of all, we are

recording the hearing so please answer all my

questions verbally. Nods of heads and those

things don't work.

A. Okay.

Q. Okay. What — what's your —- what's your

home address, Pete?

A. It would be Rural Route 1, Decatur,

Nebraska.

Q. Are you presently employed?
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Yes, I work part-time for Xowa Beef and

farm 500 acres.

Q.

A.

Tekamah

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Beef.

worked

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

Q.

Okay.

And we also have a near new store in

.

A — a what was that?

A near new store.

A near new store?

Yes.

Okay.

Small business.

Okay. And are you married?

Yes, I am. '

And what's your wife's name?

Phyllis Bucy.

Okay. You say you work part-time for Iowa

How long has that — how long have you

for Iowa Beef?

I worked about 1O years for Iowa Beef.

Okay. Where is Iowa Beef located?

At West Point, Nebraska.

Okay. Is that a unionized facility?

No, not at the present time.

Your wife, Phyllis, she's a former Hormel

employee, is that correct?
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Yeah.

Yeah, at which plant did Phyllis work?

Fremont, Nebraska.

Okay. Do you know Bob Langemeier?

Yes.

Okay. How long have you known Bob?

About three years.

Okay. Well v how did you first come to —

to meet Bob Langemeier — under what

circumstances?

After the pickets arrived at Fremont, my

wife honored the picket line, and I believe the

first time was at a union meeting at Christians

d.

Okay. And that would have been about what

— what time period?

January of —— well, it would have been the

January after the pickets were —— uh — it's been

a while ago. What year — '86? No, '87. '86.

Okay.

I'm sorry.

No, that's all right.

It's been a few years.

Okay. Let me direct your attention to
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March 14, 1987. Did you have an occasion to go to

Des Moines, Iowa?

A. Yes, I did.

Q. Okay. Who — who did you go there with?

A. We went with my wife — my •— Phyllis and

I, my wife and I, Bob Langemeier and his wife. I

drove to Des Moines.

Q. And what was the —- what was the purpose of

your trip?

A. The SWP was having a —— a meeting in Des

Moines, Iowa, and we were -- I was interested in

going so we went.

Q. Okay. Are you in any way affiliated or

associated with SWP?

A. No.

Q. Anyone else travel with the four people

that you mentioned?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Tell us what time of day did you

leave and from — from what —— well, where did you

leave from?

A. We left from Fremont. We stopped and

picked up Bob and his wife, and -- and, if X

remember right, we stopped at Hi-Vee and got

sandwiches and headed to Des Koines. And we
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we got there.

Q. Okay. Did — do you -- do you knoN if they

asked any other people in your party for

identification at all?

A. No, I'm sure of that.

Q. You've already said there were folding

chairs. Was there — I want you to describe the

scene for the Judge. Was there a podium, or — or

how was — how were the speakers arranged?

A. There was a small podium. It — and a

table where the speakers sat.

Q. Okay. Wa there a microphone or public

address system?

A. I believe there was a microphone.

Q. Okay. Who sat up to the — — who sat at the

speaker's table, if you recall?

A. Okay. Bob Langemeier, Mac Warren —— these

are names that I can remember. Okay. Lynn

Huston, I believe, and I could — I knew the other

people but could not remember their names at this

t i me.

Q. You don't have any recollection* Do you --

first of all, before X ask you about that.

Do you know who Mac Warren is?

A. Yeah.
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1534

Who is — who is he?

Well, he's some leader of the Socialist

i Party.

Okay. Do you know Cathy Buck?

Yeah.

Do you recall if Cathy Buck was present?

Yes, she was.

Okay. Was she a speaker at the speaker's

I believe so, yeah.

Do you know Larry McClurg?

Yeah.

Okay. Was Larry present at this —

I -- yes, Larry was sitting there.

Okay, and was he at the speaker's table as

Yes.

Okay. Do you —— do you know where Larry

McClurg is employed or was employed at the time?

Ottumwa, Iowa, I think.

Within a Hormel facility?

Right, Hormel.

How about Cathy Buck, do you know where she

i?

Austin, Minnesota.
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Had you met these individuals before?

Yes, I had.

Okay. Pete, I need you to tell me about

— this Pathfinder Bookstore forum. How did

it open up and Mho Mas — Mho Mas directing this

thing? Was there a moderator and ——

Well, I Mould say Mac Warren Mas pretty

much kind of the chair person or the moderator of

Okay. NOM tell us the best you recall now

how did this meeting or forum open up?

I believe it Mas with Mac Warren

introduction speech and he brought forth the

different guests.

Okay. Before, you go any further, Mas then

any introduction of speakers?

Yes, and Mac Warren --

Okay.

— did that.

Okay. What I wanted to -- do they

interview speakers collectively all at once, or

did they interview —

X believe BO, yes.

Okay.

That *s the May.
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CLERK. U.S. DISTRICT COURT
CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA^
BY

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

CENTRAL DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

ALAN GELFAND, )

DEPUTY

Plaintiff (S) , ) CASE NO. CV 79-2710 MRP

v. ) FINDINGS OF FACT AND
) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

WILLIAM FRENCH SKITH, )
et al. , )

)
Defendants. )

\

I . BACKGROUND

••'

This case was tried to the Court commencing March 2,

1983 and concluding March 9, 1983. It proceeded to trial or

two claims presented by plaintiff Alan Gelfand ("Gelfand").

In the first claim, plaintiff alleged that each of the

individually named defendants were agents of the United

States government and that they worked as agents inside the

Socialist Workers Party in order to effect the expulsion of

plaintiff from the party. Plaintiff claimed that the

individually named defendants expelled him from the party ir

order to silence his attempts to expose them and others whon

he claimed were government agents. This first claim is

referred to as the Constitutional claim. In the second
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claim, plaintiff alleged that his expulsion was carried out

in breach of the SWP's Constitution, Organizational

Principles, and traditions. This second claim for breach of

contract is referred to as the pendent claim.

At the conclusion of plaintiff's case, the defendants

moved for dismissal under Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(b). The Court

announced that it was reserving ruling on this motion until

the conclusion of all of the evidence. Defendants then

rested.1 On March 21, 1983, the Court stated its findings

in favor of defendants in open court and announced its

intention to award attorneys' fees to the SWP defendants.

Pursuant to defendants' statement that they intended to

move, under 42 U.S.C. § 1988, 28 U.S.C. § 1927, and the

inherent power of the Court for an award of attorneys' fees

and costs, the Court and the parties then agreed upon a

briefing and hearing schedule for defendants' motions for

attorneys' fees. The motions for attorneys' fees were

briefed, argued and subsequently taken under submission.

The motion made by the individually named defendants and the

party was withdrawn on May 16, 1989 pursuant to stipulation

of the parties.

II. FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Definitions

'The Court permitted defendant SWP to present evidence
on the Constitution, Organizational Principles and
traditions of the SWP by way of direct examination of
defendant Larry Seigle during the time Mr. Seigle was on the
witness stand as an adverse witness called by plaintiff.
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a. "SWP" refers to defendant Socialist Workers

Party.

b. "SWP defendants" refers to the individually

named defendants, Jack Barnes, Larry Seigle, Douglas

Jenness, Peter Camejo, Bruce Marcus and Pearl Chertov.

c. "Workers League" refers to the Workers League

political organization.

d. "Workers Revolutionary Party" refers to the

Workers Revolutionary Party political organization.

e. "Amicus Brief" refers to the Application of

Alan Gelfand for Leave to File Brief as Amicus Curiae in

Support of Appellee and Brief of Alan Gelfand In Support of

Appellee, which was filed by plaintiff with the Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit in December 1978.

f. "Government defendants" refers to William .

French Smith, then Attorney General of the United States,

William Webster, then Director of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, and William Casey, Director of the Central

Intelligence Agency. These individuals were sued in their

representative capacity.

g. "FBI" refers to the Federal Bureau of

Investigation.

h. "CIA" refers to the Central Intelligence

Agency.

2. The SWP is a political organization. As a

condition of membership, members expressly agree to abide by

the SWP Constitution and its Organizational Principles.
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3. Plaintiff Alan Gelfand joined the SUP during the

first quarter of 1976.

4. In August 1977, plaintiff began to present .'»

questions to SWP members derived from allegations appearing

in publications of the Workers League and the Workers

Revolutionary Party that past and present party members and

leaders were government agents. Plaintiff was advised by

the SWP leadership that the allegations had been resolved

within the SWP, that the allegations were false, and that

the charges were answered in the document "Healy's Big Lie".

Thereafter, at the Los Angeles local membership meeting of

September 12, 1977, plaintiff delivered a speech concerning

those charges. On January 23, 1978, he attempted to deliver

another speech on the subject, but was ruled out of order,

which ruling was sustained by a vote of the membership '.

present.

5. Thereafter, plaintiff was warned in two separate*

conferences that his attempts to repeat the allegations

contained in his September 12, 1977 speech at successive

meetings were disruptive to the organizational functioning

of the SWP. This warning was later repeated in a letter of

April 7, 1978 to him from the Political Committee of the

party.

6. Plaintiff did not heed the warnings. He repeated

the allegations and, in addition, accused the elected

leadership of the SWP of "covering up" with respect to those

allegations. A series of letters were written by plaintiff



ill under the guise of his right to raise questions. Each of

2II these letters contains essentially a repetition of the sane

3 charges that plaintiff had derived from the Workers League

4 and Workers Revolutionary Party publications. (Letters of

5 January 25, 1978 (Ex. 12), January 29, 1978 (Ex. 14),

6 February 16, 1978 (Ex. 15), March 26, 1978 (Ex. 16), leaflet

7 of March 27, 1978 (Ex. 11), letter of April 10, 1978 (Ex.

8 22), May 6, 1978 (Ex. 26), May 8, 1978 (Ex. 27), and May 31,

9 1978 (Ex. 30)). Plaintiff's letters were not good faith

10 inquiries.

11 7. Following the warning to plaintiff in the

12 Political Committee letter of April 7, 1978, plaintiff

13 travelled to England where he met with Alex Mitchell, an

14 important leader in the Workers Revolutionary Party, which

15 is associated with the Workers League. Mitchell put

16 plaintiff in touch with David North, National Secretary of

17 the Workers League organization in the United States.

18 Following his return from England, plaintiff then prepared

19 and filed in December 1978 the Amicus Brief in which he

20 placed before the Second Circuit Court of Appeals many of

21 the same allegations, and others, which he had made within

22 the organization of the SWP. The allegations were

23 essentially the same as those found in the publications of

24 the Workers League and Workers Revolutionary Party.••
25 8. The Amicus Brief was filed in the case of

26 Socialist Workers Party, et al. v. Attorney General of the

27 United States, et al.. inter alia, in which the SWP sought

28
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an injunction against the use by the FBI and CIA of

informers against the SWP. In pretrial discovery, the

United States District Court for the Southern Districfyof

New York had ordered certain files with respect to FBI

informers produced and had held the Attorney General in

contempt for failure to comply. The Attorney General sought

review of that contempt by writ in the Court of Appeals for

the Second Circuit asserting, inter alia, that disclosure

would jeopardize the physical safety of informers. In this

setting, plaintiff filed his Amicus Brief repeating many of

the same allegations he had made within the SWP and also

appending a 1940 letter from J. Edgar Hoover containing a

report that SWP leader Joseph Hansen had killed a man named

George Mink by tying him up and throwing him into a crater.

The SWP did not consent to the filing of the Amicus Brief,

nor would it have consented to its filing if its consent had

been sought. Plaintiff's testimony that he believed the act

of filing his Amicus Brief was in the best interests of the

SWP is not credible. When the SWP leadership discovered

that plaintiff had filed this damaging Amicus Brief, Jack

Barnes, the National Secretary, formally charged plaintiff

with disloyalty to the SWP.

9. By letter of January 5, 1979, plaintiff was

advised of the charges against him and that the charges

would be considered and acted on by the Political Committee

on January 11, 1979.
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10. On January 8, 1979, plaintiff telephoned the

National Office of the SWP in New York City and was advised

by Mary Roche that if he cane to the National Office at the

tine of the scheduled meeting, the Political Committee would

consider a request by him to appear and be heard. Ms. Roche

also advised plaintiff that he could subnit any written

statement to the Political Committee and that any such

statement would be considered. Plaintiff did not appear at

the National Office at the tine of the meeting and did not

subnit any statenent or other written material.

• 11. On January 11, 1979, plaintiff was expelled from

the SWP by a unanimous vote of the Political Committee

acting as the duly elected body of the SWP responsible for

this function. In acting to expel plaintiff, neither the

Political Committee nor any of its members were acting under

the control or influence of any agency or agent of the

Ur.ited States government.

12. On January 29, 1979, plaintiff wrote a letter to

the Political Committee concerning his expulsion. This

letter was treated by the SWP as an appeal by plaintiff of

his expulsion. Plaintiff's expulsion was thereafter

confirmed and his appeal denied by the National Committee

and by the National Convention of the SWP. Plaintiff was

not denied any right he had as a member of the SWP to appeal

his expulsion from the party.

13. The Constitution, Organizational Principles and

traditions of the SWP do not provide for any hearing or
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other procedural right beyond those that were in fact

provided to plaintiff.

14. As to any action taken with respect to plaintiff•i
or conduct toward him, there is no evidence that any SWP

defendant ever acted as an agent of the United States

Government or any of its agencies.

15. There is no credible evidence that any individual

SWP defendant was or had been an agent of the FBI, the CIA

or any other agency of the United States government.

16. At all tines relevant hereto, the SWP was a bona

fide political party and was not controlled by the FBI, CIA,

or any other agency of the United States government.

17. In July 1979, plaintiff filed this lawsuit

ostensibly seeking reinstatement with the SWP based on his

allegations that the elected SWP leadership contained :

government agents who had expelled him to silence him. He

also claimed that he had been expelled in violation of the

party's procedures. Plaintiff did not then have any

substantial basis in fact for any of his allegations, nor

did .he have a good faith belief that the allegations were

true. Plaintiff had been a practicing attorney for several

years and appreciated the nature and meaning of a legal

proceeding brought in good faith. Plaintiff's initiation of

this litigation was not in good faith. His motivation was

to disrupt the SWP.

18. A large part of the discovery in this case was not

conducted in good faith. The pretrial discovery conducted

8
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by plaintiff was abusive, harassing and in large part

directed to natters which could have no probative value in

this litigation. The discovery was not conducted for .the
*•/

purpose of discovering evidence in support of plaintiff's

claims; one of its main purposes was to generate material

for political attacks on the SWP by the Workers League and

the Workers Revolutionary Party.

19. Throughout the litigation, it appears that a

substantial portion of the fees of plaintiff's counsel were

paid by funds raised by the Workers League* The Workers

League also assisted plaintiff in other ways. Plaintiff

provided the discovery in this case to persons who

channelled the information obtained to the Workers League

and Workers Revolutionary Party for publication in their

newspapers.

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. This is an action for declaratory and injunctive

relief based on the first and fifth amendments to the

Constitution, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1985(3) and 1986, 5 U.S.C. 702.

The Court has jurisdiction under the Constitution and laws

of the United States, 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1343(4). The

Court has pendent jurisdiction over the breach of contract

claim.

2. As a bona fide political party, the SWP is

entitled to the full protection of the first amendment. Any

attempt by any government agency to manipulate, control, or

secretly influence the private or public activities or
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decisions of the SWP would be unlawful. However, there is

no evidence in this case, credible or otherwise, that any

such manipulation, control, or secret influence occurred.
'•I

3. The expulsion of plaintiff from the SWP did not

violate any right or protection to which he is entitled

under the Constitution or laws of the United States.

4. Plaintiff's expulsion from the SWP did not violate

the party's Constitution, Organizational Principles or

traditions. Plaintiff therefore is not entitled.to relief

with respect to his pendent claim.

5. The SWP and the individual SWP defendants are

entitled to judgment against plaintiff.

6. The government defendants are entitled to judgment

against plaintiff.

7. The Court makes no award of attorneys' fees to any

defendant.

8. The defendants are entitled to recover their costs
\

of suit against plaintiff.

DATED: LLLLAUstf "//,

Mariana R. Pfaeleer
United States District Jud

10
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I, JJQOL 8CKELL, declare and say:

1. X aake this declaration based on personal

Knowledge.

2. On February 17, 1990, X was present at the local

office of the Socialist Workers -Party in New York City. The

local office is located at the sane premises as the Pathfinder

bookstore. On the next day, a public forum was to be held at

the offices concerning Cuba* . - .

3. The offices received a number of threatening

telephone calls that evening. I personally received a number

of these calls including one from a woman who referred to 'you

communist bastards* and one from a male who said 'watch, we're

coming tomorrow with hundreds of our friends* and 'you better

take a shit tonight because you won't have time tomorrow.*

4. Other individuals at the office that night

received telephone calls with the caller making similar

threatening statements- These /threatening telephone calls

continued through the night.

X declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

is true and correct. Executed on JoL / , 1990 at New

York, New York.

*MM* SCKBLL
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Kansas City activists
protest attack on
Pathfinder Bookstore
BY ARLENE RUBINSTEIN

KANSAS CITY. Mo. — A rock was
hurled through the window of the Pathfinder
Bookstore here during the night of January
2. A large banner demanding "U.S. out of
Panama" was still hanging after the attack.

Just three days earlier, on December 29, a
public meeting was held at the bookstore
protesting the U.S. invasion of Panama.
Speakers included church leaders, solidarity
activists, a Vietnam veteran, and others. The
meeting took place the day after a successful
press conference was held at the offices of
the Southern Christian Leadership Confer-
ence (SCLC) which condemned the invasion.

On December 31 the Pathfinder Book-
store received a threatening phone call re-
corded on its answering machine that said
in part," ... to suggest that the U.S. inva-
sion of Panama was a racist attack is ludi-
crous, it's pure demagogy ... you should
be shot."

A press conference was held the afternoon
following the attack on the bookstore and
was attended by Don McCain, a leader of
the Kansas City Inierfaith Peace Alliance:
Erikka Fox. a representative of Planned Par-
enthood; Katie Neely. an organizer for the
Central America Solidarity Coalition; Mau-
reen Flynn-Hart with a statement from St.
Mark's and St. Stephen's churches: and Paco
Sanchez of the Socialist Workers Party. State-
ments were also received from the Mayor's
Commission on Hate Group Activities and
Nelson "Fuzzy" Thompson, president of the
Greater Kansas City Chapter of the SCLC.

January 12,1990 The Militant 3
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Omaha campaign office vandalized
BY DIANE SHUR

OMAHA, Neb. — When supporters ar-
rived at (he office of the Socialist Workers
Party election campaign here March 12,
they found that the windows of the store-
front office had been shattered. Cement
bricks had been hurled through two large
plate-glass windows.

Four hours later, a news conference was
held to protest the vandalism. "We hold
Mayor Walter Calinger responsible for en-
suring the safety of all citizens to engage in
political activity free of harassment,"
stated Chris Hoeppner, the SWP candidate
for city council from District 3. "We de-
mand the full investigation, arrest, and
prosecution of those responsible for this
violence."

"Attacks like this will not prevent Joe
Swanson or myself or our supporters from
speaking out in the interests of working
people," Hoeppner said. Swanson is the
SWP candidate for mayor. The primary
election is scheduled for April 4.

Anna Schell, manager of the Pathfinder
bookstore, which is located in the same
place, chaired the news conference. "Our
bookstore will not close down because of
this attack," she said.

"This is a very basic issue — free
speech," said Ken Anderson of the Omaha
Central America Response Team. "If you
buckle under to this kind of thing, you lose
that right. The only way to end intimida-
tion is to do what you are doing. I applaud
you."

"1 wish the best for this bookstore," de-
clared Rowena Moore, founder and presi-
dent of the Malcolm X Memorial Founda-
tion. "I feel part of a bookstore that carries
so much of Malcolm X's work. When I got
a call telling me what happened here, I felt

the way you do when you learn someone
died.

"So," she continued, "I came to this
press conference the way you go to offer
condolences. But I guess condolences are
not really in order because you are organiz-
ing a response and going on with your
work."

Hoeppner announced plans for a rally at
the bookstore at 140 S. 40th St.. on Satur-
day, March 18, at 4:00 p.m. The gathering
will protest the vandalism and raise funds
to pay the cost of the damage. The news
conference was covered that evening on
Channel 6 television news and in the
Omaha World Herald.
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DECLARATION

I, MERYL LYNN PARSER, declare and say:

1. I am one of the individuals involved in the

preparation of the mural known as the "Pathfinder Mural"

located on the side of the building located at 408-410 West

Street in New York City.

2. The mural celebrates and depicts a number of

revolutionary socialist figures and labor leaders, including

Karl Marx, Frederick Engels, Vladimir Lenin and other leaders

of the Communist International in its early years, James P.

Cannon, Farrell Dobbs, Fred Halstead, Joseph Hansen, Evelyn

Reed, Fidel Castro, Ernesto Che Guevara and Malcolm X.

3. The mural itself is a collaborative effort of

many different individuals. The artists who have painted

particular portions include artists from around the world.

4. The building on which the mural has been painted

is known as the Pathfinder Building, after Pathfinder Press

which is located in the building. Pathfinder is a well-known

publishing company and has published works of Farrell Dobbs,

James P. Cannon, Fred Halstead (all longtime leaders of the

Socialist Workers Party), Fidel Castro, Ernesto Che Guevara,

Malcolm X, Nelson Mandela, Carlos Fonseca, Maurice Bishop and

Thomas Sankara.

5. The national offices of the Socialist Workers

Party are also located in the same building.



6. The mural itself has been the center of

considerable controversy . In December 1989, one New York City

newspaper printed a critical editorial with the headline "Off

the wall — and that's where it belongs." The editorial then

questioned whether it was "appropriate to inflict such a mural

on the sensibilities of ordinary New Yorkers." New York Post,

November 19, 1989. Another newspaper suggested that "R.I.P"

and "never again" be added to the mural. Daily News, November

24, 1989, p. 58.

7. Shortly after these newspaper articles appeared

on December 11, 1989 a series of telephone calls were received

in an office in the building threatening violence. The caller

asked a question about the mural and then stated that "we're

going to blow you up" and "we're going to kill you commie

motherfuckers."

8. Shortly after receiving the telephone calls

(which were reported to the local police), someone defaced the

mural with paint thrown in bottles, bearing swastiskas and the

"SS" insignia, between the evening of December 20 and the

morning of December 21, 1989. (I attach hereto a copy of the

New York City Police Department's invoice for the remains of

the bottles.)

9. Since that time it has been necessary to

institute additional security measures at the site of the mural

to protect the mural and the building.

- 2 -



I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing

is true and correct. Executed on July 2, 1990 at New York, New

York.

- 3 -
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STEVE CU022Q /«naan< Mailing Editor

Off the wall — and that's where H belongs
As th« symbols of communist power

are bit by bit being withdrawn from
public squares in Eastern Europe and
even, to a degree, in the Soviet Union,
they arc, remarkably enough, being
given a new We in the United States.

New Yorkers who drive along the
Weal Side highway will soon be able
to see a gigantic artistic celebration
of a number of communist dictators
and activists — the to-called "Path*
finders Mural" — painted on the side
of a building at West and Charles
Streets,

On the mural are huge portraits of
Marx, Lenin. Trotsky. Castro and One
Guevara, among other r>roes of the
communist movement, designed and
painted by various artists with close
ties to the Cuban and Nicaragua*! re-
gimes. The work is dedicated to "vie*
tory for the Cuban and Nicaragua*
revolutions."

Part of the funding for this bizarre
celebration of totalitarianism came
from New York's taxpayers — via the
New York State Council of the Arts.

New York taxpayers might well
wonder if there isn't a better use for
the money the government takes
from their paycheck* than this exhi-
bition.

Clearly this mural has nothing to do
with encouraging artistic Innovation.
Its purpose Is clear: to present these
dictators as heroes. They are por-

trayed in the cult-of'personality tradi-
tion that was imposed throughout
Eastern Europe during the latter part
of the Slalin era — this mode, of
course, is still pervasive in places like
Cuba and North Korea.

This is hardly surprising: Amoi.g
those who produced the mural are the
director of the Sandinistan AaaocU-
tion of Cultural Workers and a mem-
ber of the Cuban Artists Union, who
came up to New York in order to con-
tribute a 15-foot-htgh portrait of Fidel
Caatro.

What is surprising is that Gov.
Mario Cuomo would want to spend
money from the state's treasury on
this kind of display. While he cer-
tainly doesnt share the political
values of those who put together tne
mural — not to speak of the dictators
it celebrates — his arts council does-
n't seem to understand that the glori-
fication of totalitarianism is deeply
offensive to many New Yorkers.

Whether or not it's appropriate to in-
flict such a mural on the sensibilities of
ordinary New Yorkers is, by itself, &A
open question. We rather doubt that a
mural depicting, say, Adolf Hitl«r
would be deemed appropriate even if it
were displayed on private property.

That public funds were used to sub-
sidize this unseemly effort settles the
issue, as far as we're concerned. The
mural should be removed.
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DAILYENKWS
220 E. 4M St Ntwywfc, NX 10017

JAMES HOGE.
JAME5P.WILLSE,aH|ir-

A timely monument,
with missing pieces

NEW YORK IS FULL of people who still cling passionate-
ly to the doctrines of Karl Marx. Now they have a monu-
ment of their very own. It's the south wall of the home of

Pathfinder Press Inc., a publisher of left-wing books and pam-
phlets, located at 410 West St. It now sports a six-story-high
"Pathfinder Mural" measuring 6,000 square feet

The mural, a garish specimen of Socialist Realism at its most
vulgar, is a celebration of Marx and his many followers. It's lit-
tered with faces. Dozens of recognized heroes of the left Hun-
dreds of anonymous members of protesting crowds, many of
them bearing C'.S. Out of [You Nome Itf banners hoisted high,
wide and handsome.

Among those present:
•Vladimir Lenin, Marx* chief disciple, the man who turned

Mother Russia into the Soviet Union. , :

• Leon Trotsky, Lenin's right-hand .man./' '
• Fidel Castro and Che Guevara. ' • • • ' . .
Quite a monument Fine timing; top. In Washington, West

German Foreign Minister Haits-Dietrlch Genscher brought
President Bush a piece of the Berlin Wall. And in New York,
the Pathfinder Mural, a salute to the men who by their ideas
and examples and actions made the Wall possible and neces-
sary, is unveiled.

Outrageous? Not really. The people who painted the Path-
finder Mural, after all, were all sufficiently naive or cynical -
or so contemptuous of human life and liberty — to have be-
lieved in the promises of Karl Marx in the first place. Why be
surprised that they've failed to grasp the news that is sweeping
the worid? Marx is dead. The long, bloody show is over.

Except that it lent over yet. Not in Cuba, anyway. And cer-
tainly not at 410 West St, where the Pathfinder Mural was un-
veiled last Sunday. Pete Seeger, that inimitable songster of Sta-
linism, was there, banjo in hand, leading the crowd in left-wing
ditties. And Steve Clark, director of Pathfinder Press, had the
last - indeed, the untoppable — word. "It's a tremendous vic-
tory," he said of the unveiling. 'There's no greater symbol of
freedom than Fidel Castro and Che Guevara."

IF YOU GO IN for Mack comedy, that's got to be the most
hilarious howler since W.C. Fields finally went home to
Philadelphia. Otherwise, it's a lie against history. A blood

libel of the human race, of mass homicidal proportions. And
since at the very center of the Pathfinder Mural is a printing
press bearing the motto fhe truth must not only be the truth... it
must be told, truth-telling is in order:

Fidel Castro, with help from Che Guevara, has been responsi-
ble for the execution of thousands of innocent Cubans during
the course of his vicious regime. He also imprisoned, under the
most brutal, dehumanizing conditions, an additional 100.000
political dissenters, according to Freedom House, a New York-
based organisation that monitors political and civil liberty
around the world. That in a country of 10 million people — 1%
of the total populatioa In the U.S. that would translate to lock-
ing up 2.4 million Americans. •' •"

Among the dead and imprisoned were poets, painters and
even the mildest expressers of democratic yearnings. The kind
of people who, if they lived in New York, would be free to cele-
brate Marx' and Castro's brutalitarianism on walls. The kind of
people who, if they lived in New York, would know better.

There are a number of faces on the wall that don't belong
there. Faces of men and women who never countenanced the
.slaughter and repression in which the main players reveled —
and still revel in. Martin Luther King is so libeled. As is Mal-
colm X.

NOT PRESENT, IRONICALLY, is Josef Stalin, Lenin's
heir, the spiritual godfather of and role model for Cas-
tro, Guevara & Co., the greatest mass murderer in mod-

ern history. The man who killed off 10 million farmers and hun-
dreds of, thousands of party members for fun and power. Too
bad Steve Clark and his team of artists were unable to work
Stalin in. Ah, well; nobody's perfect And besides, there
wouldn't be room for every murderous totalitarian despot in
history if you nationalized every wall on the West Side.

So give credit where it's due. And do make a point of visiting
the Pathfinder Mural. After all, you helped pay for it. The New
York State Council on the Arts forked over 500 bucks. For
which reason you might consider dropping a line of complaint
to the New York State Council on the Arts. It seems that the
artistes who created this colorful, cheery celebration of mass
political murder, slavery, repression and human misery omit-
ted two other things.

At the very top, dead center, big, they should have painted in
seven-foot-high black letters the following:

R.I.P.
And then, at the bottom, maybe a little larger:
NEVER AGAIN.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
117 AND FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

HARVEY K. McARTHUR, PATRICK O'REILLY,
MIAMI SOCIALIST WORKERS1 1985 CAMPAIGN,
J. DOE, individually, R. ROE,
individually, S. SOE, individually

Plaintiffs,

vs

JIM SMITH, individually, and
as Secretary of State, State of
Florida, DOROTHY W. GLISSON,
individually, and as Deputy
Secretary of Elections, PENNY G.
LAZZARA, SYLVIA BOOTHBY, CAROL B.
CHIRA, EUGENE A. CRIST, DR. ROBERT
HUCKSHORN, DR. ANNE E. KELLY,
and ISAAC WITHERS, individually,
and as members of the Florida
Elections Commission,

Defendants.

MIAMI •
DIVISION

Case No.
85-3070-
CIV-KING

STIPULATION

The parties, through counsel, file this stipulation which

sets forth the facts upon which there is agreement, and which

outlines the facts area of disagreement for the Court. Counsel

for the parties met in Tallahassee, Florida on September 8, 1988,

and based upon the discussions at that time were able to agree on

the facts which are not in dispute, and were able to further

narrow the issues involved in this case. It now appears that

this case may be resolved on cross motions for summary judgment.

1. This is an action for declaratory and injunctive relief

against the enforcement of certain recordkeeping, reporting and

1



disclosure provisions of the Florida election lavs. . The

plaintiffs are associated in various capacities, or seek to

associate with, the Socialist Workers' Party (hereinafter "SWP"),

a small and unpopular political party. The challenged provisions

of the election laws, which are set out in the Complaint, require

the plaintiffs to report information which would disclose their

identity to election authorities, who are required in turn to

make this information public. Plaintiffs contend that there is a

reasonable probability that compliance with the challenged

provisions would subject the 'plaintiffs to threats, harassment

and reprisals from either government officials or private

persons.

2. The defendants agree that the reporting of the

information required by the challenged statutes would subject the

plaintiffs, and others who associate with, 'or seek to associate

with, the SWP, to a reasonable probability of threats, harassment

or reprisals from private persons. Thus, there is no material

issue of fact on the question of the danger, in Miami, of

publicly associating with the SWP. The question of whether there

is a reasonable probability of threats, harassment or reprisals

by government officials against those who associate with the SWP

is still contested, at least in part. The defendants agree that,

to the extent that existing judicial decisions have recognized

that those who have associated with the SWP have been threatened

and harassed by governmental authorities, such activity has

occurred. However, the plaintiffs and the defendants do not

agree on the present situation: whether there is a reasonable



probability of threats, harassment or reprisals by government

officials against those who associate with the SWP at the present

time. The. plaintiffs contend there is, and the defendants

contend there is not.

3. It appears that summary judgment is appropriate

notwithstanding this disagreement because this contested issue of

fact is not material. Although proof of government harassment

would stregthen the plaintiffs case, the agreement that there is

a reasonable probability that those who associate with the SWP

will experience private threats, harassment or reprisals, appears

to be sufficient to present the only legal issue in this case for

resolution. That issue is the applicability of the

constitutional protection recognized in similar election cases to

this case. The plaintiffs claim that the First Amendment renders

the challenged statutes unconstitutional as applied to them,

because if the plaintiffs comply with the challenged statutes,

there is admittedly a reasonable probability of threats,

harassment or reprisals against them. The defendants contend

that the constitutional protection sought by the plaintiffs is

inapplicable because the election at issue here was a nonpartisan

election.

4. There is no issue concerning the requisite government

action for First Amendment protection. It is uncontested that

such action exists by virtue of the fact that the statute

requires the collection and public release of information that

private parties can then use to do harm to the plaintiffs. Thus,

if the constitutional protections sought by plaintiffs apply to a



case like this, then government action has a chilling effect on

the plaintiffs* constitutionally guaranteed freedom of

association, and the challenged statutes are unconstitutional as

applied. Therefore, it does not appear that it is necessary to

have a trial on the contested issue of the extent of government

threats, harassment or reprisals, unless this Court believes that

such a trial should be held.

5. The contested * legal issue in this case was joined when

the defendants raised this matter as their second affirmative

defense, titled "Estoppel.11 The defendants no longer assert, as

they did earlier in these proceedings, that the plaintiffs action

is estopped on a second basis: because the SWP has refused to

register as a minor party as provided by Florida law. This point

was raised as the defendants third affirmative defense, and was

titled "Equitable Estoppel II." The defendants also abandon

their first affirmative defense, titled "Failure to Exhaust

Administrative Remedies." Thus the narrow legal issue that

remains to be decided in this case is whether the constitutional

protections recognized in Buckley v. Valeo. 424 U.S. 1, 96

S.Ct.612 (1976) and Brown v. Socialist Workers1 '74 Campaign

Committee. 459 U.S. 87, 103 S.Ct. 416 (1982) are applicable in

the context of a nonpartisan election.

6. The parties stipulate and agree to the authenticity and

admissibility of all documents contained in this record,

including newspaper and magazine articles, and request the Court

to consider them as evidence in this cause. Some of the

newspaper and magazine articles of special interest are included



in an appendix to this stipulation. The .parties further agree

that the Court should consider the copy section 8 and 9 of the

City of Miami Charter, which is in the appendix as evidence. The

parties agree that the parties are properly named and described

in the complaint, as modified by subsequent motions and orders of

this Court adding and dropping parties, and by the order denying

the plaintiffs' motion to certify the class. The current case

style accurately reflects the partie's to the course. The parties

also agree that the plaintiffs have the standing to bring this

action, and that the Court has jurisdiction over the defendants

to grant the relief sought, should the plaintiffs prove they are

entitled to relief.



WE AGREE TO THE ABOVE STATED TERMS!

the plaintiffs: For thji de

T. MAKER, ESQ.'
University of Miami,
School of Law
Post Office Box 248087
Coral Gables, Florida 33124
(305) 284-2812 (or)
(305) 284-3292
Counsel for Plaintiffs
And Cooperating Attorney
of the American Civil
Liberties Union
Greater Miami Chapter

fenAnts:

f Ir*—
JoHh /T. Rimes, III,
Asii4tant*Attorney General,
other than*Defendant Hirai,
Room LL-04;
The Capitol,
Tallahassee," Florida 32301
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Check terrorism, or else
< I

•iJ

A bookstore In'North Miami was the target early Monday ofj \
two firebombs that caused small fires outside the store and smoke|
damage Inside estimated at between S500 and S 1.000, A powerful,
pipebomb exploded on May 27 outside the Continental National i.
Uank In Little Havana, Injuring three people slightly and causing V
heavy damage to the building. •• ••—'•-«•

On the surface there are considerable differences between
the two events, but the similarity Is of much greater Importance:" _
Doth seem to be the result of political terrorism of the kind that • f"
has thrived in Dode County In recent years and continues to I \ •* \
threaten the rights and the lives qf everyone but the terrorists • '<•.
themselves. • • • • ' • ' • ' • . t A

In I he dally scheme of things In Dado County, the ' • "~
firenombmgs outside the Militant Dook Store at 1237 NW 110th ^
St. seem Inconscquentlnl. The bookstore, which serves aa a local 7
office for the Socialist Workers Party and which sella leftist .
literature, has been threatened before, mostly by anonymous.
people often representing themselves aa belonging to extreme
elements of the right wing. . . . •

It would, however, be a mistake to write off the '" ' •>./'
flrebombmgs as an insignificant attack by one small political.- ;./ :

group against another. The flrebomblngs are an attempt to • . ' . '
intimidate Americans and to prevent them from exercising their'
constitutional rights. In that sense, the attacks are directed at the •<
rights of everyone, whatever their political persuasion. If '
terrorists get away with violent acts against one target today, ' J
their targets will Increase tomorrow. In addition, even the
sanctity of free enterprise Is threatened when violence Is used
agumst a business to make a statement about pollilcaHdlfferences.

Thr pipcbomb that exploded oulsldo the Continental National
Dank off ice shows what can happen when terrorism la escalated. „
Thai bombing shows how Important It Is for federal, state and •.
local law enforcement officials to Intensify their efforts to halt •
terrorist activities; how vital it is for community leaders to speak •
out against such acts rather than encourage them iiy remaining J
silent or by unnecessarily fueling rabid anti-Castro fervor that *
often provides a cover for extortionists and other criminals . j
masquerading as freedom-fighters. § *

The bomb was left under a tree so the force of the blast ' •'
would go toward the building. It was simple luck that no one was :

injured seriously or killed,as the powerful explosion shattered • J
windows and shook ne&rby.bulldmg£ while causing structural ]
damage to the bank. • • '

i Terrorism is the enemy of law and political freedom, and In '
that 'sense it Is everyone's enemy. Recent events Indicate
Americans can no longer take comfort by pointing a finger at
Belfast, Beirut and Rome and saying terrorist acts cannot happen
here. They have, and they are. and unchecked, terrorism will
occur more frequently and do greater harm to people/property '
and democratic institutions.
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Democrat, and a popular one at that. In contrast to 1984,
when Al Gore wouldn't even say whom he was voting for,
everybody is making some sort of effort on behalf of the
national ticket this time.

.in.

THE MOST IMPORTANT player in all this, and the
dominant figure to Tennessee politics at the moment, is

Governor Ned Ray'McWherter, 58. McWherter is an im-
mensely tall and stout, red-faced, sleepy-voiced good oT
boy with perfect populist pitch. He used to be known as
Hose, on account of his striking physical resemblance to
the character of Hoss Cartwright on the "Bonanza" televi-
sion show. Now that he has put on a bit of extra weight,
statehouse regulars refer to him as Jabba the Hutt—not to
his face, but with a certain respect. McWherter has hit
upon exactly the right combination of public works liber-
alism and cultural conservatism to suit Tennessee's Reagan
Democrats. He is not especially innovative or imaginative,
but even Republicans speak with awe of his common
touch. "McWherter will influence our lives far into the
next century," Olivers said reverently.

The Republicans hope McWherter will limit his support
for Dukakis to a few token gestures. "I think McWherter is
going to do what he has to do, but I don't see that as being
much more than just lip service," Thomas told me. "I can't
see Ned McWherter putting his big fat neck on the block
for Mike Dukakis."

"That's crap," says Goelz, who set up his headquarters
downtown expressly to be within walking distance of
MeWherter's office. "The reality is, the governor has done
everything we've asked him to and more." As evidence,
Goelz points to the fact that McWherter has lent the Duka-
kis campaign the services of his most valued fund-raiser,
Harlan Mathews.

To find out for myself, I went to see the great man in his
office at the state Capitol. I noted that he had agreed on
very short notice to talk to me, a representative of a maga-
zine that does not exactly blanket Tennessee and of which
he claimed never to have heard, and said it was evidence
that he either wants to help the national ticket or is
underworked.

"Well, I'm not underworked," McWherter said. "I en-
dorsed Governor Dukakis because I had met him in gov-
ernors' conferences and -gained a great deal of respect
for him."

McWherter then treated me to a sample of his populist
pitch. "The biggest reason I warmed up to Dukakis is
education. That's my No. 1 priority and Dukakis tells me
it's his, too. I grew up where there was a lot of illiteracy and
a lot of substandard housing, and where you couldn't get a
doctor. If you got sick, too bad. I believe every person
ought to have the ability to read a newspaper every mom-
ing or aftemobki and maybe a verse of the Bible at night.
Every person should have decent housing. And any person
suffering pain should be treated with health care. Educa-
tion, health care, housing, roads, jobs. Those are the five
issues I ran on. I'd add the environment to that. And Gov-
ernor Dukakis has told me he is going to recommit the

federal government to those goals. I had a long talk with
him about it."

I pointed out that Dukakis's views on certain social
issues do not square with McWherter's.

"Those are emotional and moral areas," he said.
"They're like whether you're a member of one church or
another. You don't choose a president on that basis."

"What about the Pledge of Allegiance business?"
"I understand why Governor Dukakis vetoed that bill. I

think it's a very false issue. Especially when those fellows
they're always trying to get me to listen to, the media
consultants, get it all twisted up. It's like school prayer. I
believe you should pray any time you want to. But I don't
believe you should impose it. I don't believe you need a lot
of laws to do those things, a lot of government meddling."

I asked McWherter what he thinks of the Republican
candidate for president.

'To be honest, I don't know that much about George
Bush," he replied. His voice was all syrupy innocence, but
•in the middle of his meaty face, eyes as small and hard as
BBs squinted at me from under bushy white eyebrows. "I
know he's got a big home on the seacoast up in Maine. I
know he made some money in Texas. I know he held a
number of positions in the government that I've read
about. I don't know if he got real broad experience from
that or if he just held those jobs temporarily till they could
get someone else. I'm sure he's a fine gentleman. But I don't
know a lot about him." Pause. "And I know a lot more
about pheasants than I do about Quayle." Loud guffaws
from aides on a nearby -couch.

If enough Tennessee voters get exposed to that kind of
talk, Dukakis might even cany the state.

The calculation behind McWherter's country-boy
naivete does nothing to detract from its sly charm. Duka-
kis, however, is a city boy—worse, a suburb boy. He
hasn't got a populist bone in his body. But if enough
friends like McWherter talk enough of that kind of talk,
Dukakis might possibly get whooshed right up into the
White House, rapturously.

HENDRIK HERTZBERG

POSTCARD SOUTH F L O R I D A

MIAMI NICE?
THE WORD around Miami these days is that the area

has survived the growing pains of cocaine shoot-outs
(1978-79), Marielito Mayhem (1980), and the Crooked
Cops (1985)—all three referred to as "our ancient his-
tory"—and has comfortably settled into the social columns
of Vanity Fair. National journalists once fixated on the
morgue now write about rock star Ron Wood's nightclub
and who's who in the art deco district.
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But to local'residents who read the morning Herald or the
afternoon News, the new Miami has lost none of its old
quirky barbarity. I offer the following tidbits gathered from
the two papers between May 20 and July 16 as evidence.

There's the grocery-cart accident of Saturday, July 2.
Tony Martin, a shopper at Publix on NE 167 Street, was
pushing the cart with one hand and holding his leather
purse with the other, when the purse slipped from his
grasp and dropped to the floor, setting off his derringer.

A regular bullet might have fired off into the cheese
section, and that would have been that, but Martin had
hollowed his out and filled the cavity with metal shrapnel
fragments held in place with Teflon tape. Some of the
fragments hit Martin's daughter, three-year-old Tamara
Guerrero, who was sitting in the cart. Luckily, she sur-
vived. Although Martin said he was sorry, and that he was
only trying to protect his family, the police charged him
with two felonies: carrying a concealed weapon without a
permit and possessing illegal ammunition.

People in another part of the country might have said,
"What'a stupid man for carrying a concealed weapon into a
grocery store." In Miami they said: "What a stupid man for
not obtaining a concealed weapons permit." Down here
anybody can get one—even Lisa Taradine.

Taradine, who had already pleaded guilty to an earlier
felony, showed her permit to federal agents as they ar-
rested her for trying to swap machine guns for cocaine.

Since felons aren't supposed to have concealed weapon
permits, the agents wondered how she got hers. It turns
out that because she'd volunteered a guilty plea, the
judge took the felony blot off her record, so she had the
same right as the next Floridian to bear concealed arms. It
seems that 2,000 other convicted Florida felons have been
extended the same courtesy.

Still, it's unfair to say Miami has no gun control. There
are rigid cultural strictures: guns are used only in personal
and economic disputes, and bombs are useid in political
disputes, or at least they were during the old one-bomb,
one-vote period.

Things have quieted down since, but then again, four
bomb stories showed up in the papers in May. Actually,
one was only a faux bomb. On Friday, May 27, the bomb
squad evacuated the Panamanian consulate after a suspi-
cious thermos bottle was discovered in the hallway. It
turned out to be empty, but the maintenance person who
called in the alarm said he naturally assumed that a ther-
mos was a bomb. That tells you something.

A day earlier a real bomb had gone off in the garage at the
home of Miami-Dade Community College professor Maria
Cristina Herrera. It coincided with a conference on U.S.-
Cuban relations, sponsored by Herrera, which was about to
be held at the Sheraton Brickell Point Hotel. The hotel
promptly canceled the conference, and the 150 courageous
participants drove under tight security to the University of
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Miami Faculty Club, where the meeting was convened.
Another real bomb was set off under a car in the parking

lot at the Cuban Museum of Art and Culture. Factions on
the museum's board of directors are evenly divided on the
question of whether a locaKIuban museum of art ought to
admit that there is art in Cuba, or simply ignore it in favor
of the works of the exiles. This bomb, everyone realized,
was a response to the museum's having displayed art by
painters who have something to do with Cuba.

Meanwhile, a trial about a fourth bomb was going on in
a Miami courtroom. The Christie Institute brought a civil
lawsuit attempting to prove that the bomb that blew up
Eden Rastora's press conference in Nicaragua in 1984 was
part of a conspiracy that involved Albert Hakim, Oliver
North, Richard Secord, John Siriglaub, the contras, George
Bush, and assorted international drug dealers. To the local
audience, the most amazing thing about the Christie bomb
trial is that the courtroom wasn't bombed. North, the con-
tras, and international drug dealers are Miami heroes. Try-
ing them here is a bit like trying the Rosenbergs in Russia. I
don't know why the Christies thought they could get away
with it. In any event, the case was dismissed for technical
reasons before it even got to a jury.

Speaking of Russia, here's a dispatch from the Tallahas-
see bureau: Republican State Representative Luis Morse of
Miami has spoken out against literacy on the grounds that
literacy encourages communism. In floor debate over a bill
that would allow Florida college students to teach adults to
read, Morse argues that that's exactly what Castro did in
the mountains and the Sandinistas did in Nicaragua.

IN OTHER local political news, it came out on July 16
that former County Manager Sergio Pereira has signed

on as a political analyst for TV Channel 51. That got ev-
erybody wondering if he'd wear those same stolen suits
that he and numerous other VIPs bought at bargain prices
out of cardboard boxes in a residential apartment set up
to resemble a store.

Pereira didn't lose his job over the hot suits, or for having
lied on his resume. In fact, he was awarded the job after
lying on his resume. His resignation came only after sever-
al reporters unearthed his personal interest in some lucra-
tive land deals that required rezoning, and that he'd forgot-
ten to mention during all the hearings.

Hence the most promising news of the month: Metro
Considers Zoning Disclosure Plan. To prevent future
Pereira-like incidents, property owners who might benefit
from rezonings must tell who they are. Alas, on the same
page as the Ketchup Bandits, who swiped suitcases at the
airport after distracting the owners by spraying them with
condiments, we leam that the county commission defeated
the proposal because it might have a "chilling effect" on
local real estate investment.

There's another important zoning story: the Leon fam-
ily's variance. The question is whether statues of Santa
Barbara and La Virgen de La Caridad, surrounded by eight-
foot brick towers in the Leon's yard at 2920 SW 129th
Street and stuck toe close to the neighbor's property line,

should be allowed to stay. After losing the argument, much
of which had to be conducted in Spanish, the Leons prom-
ised to put the statues in the house.

Speaking of La Virgen de La Caridad, at the church where
the original is kept, hundreds of supporters of Orlando
Bosch, the "terrorist" pediatrician implicated in numerous
anti-communist bombings, gathered once again to protest
his possible deportation. Among those present was Maria
DeSillers, mother of Ronnie DeSillers, the young man
whose struggle against liver disease got national attention.
Generous citizens sent hundreds of thousands of dollars to
pay for his three transplants. Ms. DeSillers's son died last
year, and lately a lot of people have been wondering what
she did with the leftover donations. What's been reported
so far is $10,850 for jewelry, $5,797 for new clothes,
$13,500 for a BMW, $1,657.18 for a beeper, $3,102.50 for a
cellular car phone, $1,882 to florists, and $25,000 to lawyers
defending her against allegations that she used the funds
for her own purposes. Altogether she's gone through
$270,000, spending it just "as Ronnie would have wished."

In a financial sidebar, an IRS spokesman assures us that
people who donated to the DeSillers fund will still get their
tax deductions, even if the money was spent on jewelry.

Speaking of jewelry, police are looking for the jewelry
stolen from the courtroom at the trial of Rolando Garcia.
It was part of the evidence that disappeared during the
lunch recess. Garcia is accused of helping former police-
man Manuel Pardo kill nine people as the beginning of a
crusade to rid the world of drug dealers. Fblice say that
Pardo is a drug dealer.

That's about it from South Florida. Weird things happen
elsewhere, especially in New York, but perhaps these
highlights will remind advocates of the new Miami that
the ancient city still lives.

JOHNROTHCHILD

John Rothchild is a free-lance writer based in Miami.

T H E

M O N E Y C U L T U R E

JAPANESE TAKEOUT
BRUCE WASSERSTEIN and Joseph Perella were once

just a couple of investment bankers doing deals at
First Boston. Now, that is no longer true. On January 26,
1988, Wasserstein and Perella resigned from First Boston
after a nasty fight with First Boston CEO Peter Buchanan.
They set up their own deal-making shop. On July 28 they
announced they had sold a 20 percent stake in their new
enterprise to the Japanese investment bank Nomura for
$100 million.

That puts a value of $500 million on Wasserstein, Perella
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Get the bombers!
rpERRORISM in its ugliest form

I struck Miami again this week
•*• when an anonymous thug, motives

unknown, bombed the home of Miami-
Dade Community College Prof. Maria
Cristina Heirera at 3 a.m. In the house
were Dr. Herrera. who has been lame
from birth and uses a walker; her
79-year-old mother; and a house guest. A
fire might easily have trapped them.

They weren't harmed, but freedom of
expression was. The Sheraton-Brickell
Point Hotel knuckled under to the threat,
canceling the Thursday conference spon-
sored by Dr. Herrera's 19-year-old
Institute of Cuban Studies. The Universi-
ty of Miami rose to the occasion and
welcomed the conference on U.S.-Cuba
relations to its campus. Thus the value of
a strong academy was proved again to
the community and to the nation, which
read of the bombing and the hotel's
cancellation with disbelief.

The bombing coincided with a tele-
phoned threat against local Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) Direc-
tor Perry Rivkind. Later, after WQBA
commentator Tomas Garcia Fuste con-
demned the bombing on the air, the
station had a bomb scare. The telephone

TERRORISM IS INTOLERABLE
caller linked the INS threat to deporta-
tion proceedings against Orlando Bosch,
who was convicted of anti-Castro terror-
ism in 1968. All this renewed terrorism
occurs amidst deep unrest in the
Cuban-American community over evi-
dence of a growing Washington-Havana
rapprochement.

Some Miamians blame the violence on
secret agents from Cuba, but the FBI
suspects anti-Castro terrorists. The FBI
is investigating links among nine local
bombings in the past year in which the
targets arranged travel, shipped packag-
es, sold paintings, or otherwise had
contacts with the island.

However, law enforcement needs help
from the community. Someone knows
the perpetrators. Someone knows where
the explosives were bought. Let anyone
who knows tell the FBI.

This cowardly crime is a blot on all of
us. UM's quick response removed part of
the blot, but only a prompt arrest of this
bomber will expunge the image of
Miami as a violent city menaced anew
by skulking terrorists.

Fight another day
DIED: REP. Ron Silver's proposed

referendum to establish a seven-
day wait for handgun purchases.

Where: the Florida House of Representa-
tives. When: May 25. 1988. Cause of
death: lack of legislative courage.

Rest in peace? No way. Rest assured:
This course to sanity will be resurrected,

hand gun ploy to thwart Mr.
—n i which gained surpris-

he session, succeed-
'ihnson, Panama

onent of the
Igun laws,

wu

FOR 7-DAY HANDGUN WAIT
Mr. Silver's* battle was not in vain.

The support tnat his proposal received
proved that Floridians aren't happy with
the new lax laws, which allow county-
optioned 48-hour waiting periods. Bills
are pending in both houses to let county
commissions, by a simple majority, adopt
a wait of three business days.

Will courage fail a majority of
legislators again? Even the gun lobby
isn't fiffhfino th« amonHmonfe* It KAMA^

AN ADDED VIE

THE READERS'

DUI 'ac<
To The Editor:

With the tragic accident \
27 people in Kentucky as a .
drunk driver, and with t
accident that left Miami Pol
William Craig brain-dead, i
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Militant, May 1C, 1985

Right-wing
violence
in San Jose
denounced
BY LYNDA JOYCE
AND SAM MANUEL

-- SAN JOSE, Calif. — Labor officials,
civil rights figures, Vietnam veterans, and
other political activists here are demanding
that city officials take action to prosecute
those responsible for a right-wing violent
attack on the Socialist Bookstore and of-
fices of the Socialist Workers Party and
Young Socialist Alliance.

On April 27'the socialists sponsored an
educational conference at their offices on
the history of the Vietnam War. A group of
rightist Vietnamese thugs gathered outside
the meeting, unsuccessfully trying to in-
timidate people from attending it.

The next day, April 28,200 of the goons
showed up at the socialists' offices, chant-
ing, "Kill Communists!" and "Communists
out of San Jose!" The police refused to dis-
perse the mob and the 17 socialists inside
had to be evacuated from the building in
police cars. •

The very next day a broad news confer-
ence to protest the attack was held here.
Attending were 'Arnold Hart of the San
lose Rainbow Coalition; Saul Wachtler,
chairman of the Santa Clara Communist
Party; David Wald, of the Peace and Free-
dom Party; Sol Zeltzer, of the National
Lawyers Guild; Thomas Izu, of the Nihon-
machi Outreach Committee, a Japanese-
American civil rights group; and Lynda
Joyce and John Harris, of the SWP.

Izu told the press conference, "Our ex-
perience as Asian people in this country
has taught us why it is so important to stand
up against any infringement of our demo-
cratic rights. From the lynchings of the first
Chinese immigrants to the U.S. and the
concentration camps for Japanese-Ameri-
cans during World War II, to the recent
murder of journalist Henry Liu, killed [by
Taiwanese government agents] because of his
dissenting political views, pur experience
has taught us to speak out against acts of vio-
lence such as the one perpetrated yesterday.**

A series of protest statements were read
from labor officials, who condemned the
right-wing attack.

"I believe I join the sentiment of the
majority of persons in San Jose who have

no sympathy for such behavior/* said a
message from Peter Cervantes-Gautschi,
business agent of the Santa Clara Central
Labor Council.

"This union must insist that you respond
to the recent attack by right-wing Vietnam-
ese against the Socialist Bookstore,** de-
clared a letter to the city's mayor from
Stephen Manginelli, vice-president of
Amalgamated Transit Union Local 265.
"The similarities that the union movement
has experienced with thugs attacking free
speech and assembly are very obvious.**

Messages also came from Richard An-
derson, Post 5888 commander of the Vet-
erans of Foreign Wars; Sandra Kelly, a
member of the executive board of Interna-
tional Association of Machinists (IAM) '
Local 562; Carlos Avitia, president of In-
ternational Moulders Union Local 164; and
Harry Adams, president of IAM Local
565.

Adams took on the argument that the
thugs were simply holding a "demonstra-
tion," exercising their "right to free
speech." "The attempts to physically in-
timidate, harass, and attack people attend-
ing a Vietnam War program and at the
Socialist Workers Party office far exceed
die bounds of free speech and expression
md instead enter me same corrupt a'nxf-un-
democratic territory that characterized the
defeated South Vietnamese government,**
he said. • • • -

John Harris, representing the SWP,
explained to the press that the aim of the
right-wing attack was "to silence anyone
who is opposed to U.S. foreign policy and
the drive toward war. If this act of violence
is not answered, then it will escalate."

Background to assault
Right-wingers here targeted the 'SWP

and YSA because they were sponsoring the
April 27 educational conference on the war
in Vietnam.

Prior to the conference, the socialists
had received phone threats against the
meeting. They contacted the police and
mayor's office, demanding that they
guarantee the rights of those attending the
meeting. But only two cops were sent the
day of the conference. A gang of 30 to 50
Vietnamese thugs gathered outside the of-
fice where the conference was being held.
They chanted, "Kill communists!" and
sought to provoke a confrontation. The
cops refused to halt their harassment, but a
well-organized defense by meeting organiz-
ers assured that the conference came off
successfully.

Seventeen people were in the offices the
next day when a mob of 200 right-wingers
returned. They arrived at 1 p.m., the time
set for the weekly meeting of the SWP
branch.

Earlier in the day, several hundred of the
goons had met in a park to mourn the I Oth
anniversary of Vietnam's victory. The
media reported they marched in military at-
tire and burned a Vietnamese soldier in ef-
figy.

According to the police, the mob of 200
came directly from the rally to the
socialists* offices. .The police, however,
sent no officers to the scene. Chanting,
"Kill Communists!" and "Communists out
of San Jose!" the Vietnamese thugs began
beating on the office door. A projectile
crashed through the window* whizzing
past the head of one person inside.

The socialists called the police and con-
tacted local unionists, other activists, and
the press, who also telephoned the cops. It
took 15 minutes for the police to respond.
They sent only two cops.

Instead of dispersing the mob outside,
the police entered the bookstore to "investi-
gate" what had happened. Finally, four
more squad cars arrived, and the socialists
were evacuated from the building as the
right-wingers chanted and shouted epithets
from across the street. By this time, news
reporters and several concerned activists
had arrived on the scene.

Thugs allowed to enter office
After the socialists had been driven away

from the area, the police escorted one of
the Vietnamese thugs into the SWP offices.
This was a further outrageous violation of
the socialists' rights. The cops' excuse for
this intrusion was that the goons refused to
leave until they were assured that no "com-
munists from Vietnam" were in the build-
trig.'But this was sirrfply" the |>retext':for
gaining entrance to the offices for their
own purposes. . ' . • -

Not a single one of the attackers ha*
been arrested thus far. Each day since the
attack, gangs of frorn. 15 to more than 50
thugs have gathered across the street from
the bookstore in an attempt to intimidate
people from visiting the socialist offices.
The city has taken no action to halt this
harassment.

•Right to free speech'?
From the beginning city officials and the

cops have tried to justify their failure to de-
fend the rights of the socialists by claiming



the Vietnamese are simply exercising their
"right to free speech:" The day of the edu-
cational conference, .when organizers
asked the police to stop the harassment by
the goons, they responded that the thugs
had 'the right to express their opinions."

. On April 29, following the protest news
conference, SWP representatives Lynda
Joyce and Cathy Sedwick met with a group
of city officials, including Mary Ellen
Icter, press secretary to the mayor; Gregory
Larson, legislative coordinator for the
mayor; Norma Sanchez," the mayor's ad-
ministrative aide; and Thomas Seek, one of
the cops on the scene during the attack on
the previous day. Seek repeated the line
that the right-wingers were simply exercis-
ing their democratic rights.

It was clear at that meeting that the
mayor*s office had not planned any investi-
gation into the attack on the socialists. The
fact the meeting took place, however, indi-
cated the pressure already building for offi-
cial action to defend the socialists* demo-
cratic rights. .

--,.. '• : I-- -:.-. • .
• Growing support'' * •

Since then, the socialists have addressed
a meeting of the city council. In addition,
they have been able to speak before meet-
ings of the National Organization for
.Women, Veterans of Foreign Wars, the
local Centra] America .solidarity commit-
tee, and an anti-apartheid sit-in at San Jose
State University. They have received a
warm response.

A number of the socialists work at the
nearby FMC plant, which manufactures
tanks for the army. On Monday morning,
when their coworkers -teamed of the
weekend attack, many'were outraged, par-

. tkularly at the behavior of the police and
the fact that the cops took one of the right-
wingers into the socialists* offices. Dozens
of FMC workers, who are members of the
I AM, volunteered to phone the mayor's of-
fice, send letters of protest, or circulate pe-
titions demanding that the socialists' dem-
ocratic rights be protected.

Activists throughout the Bay Area have
been calling the San Jose SWP to express
solidarity and ask what they can do to help.

The socialists are calling for immediate
city action to halt the disruption of their of-
fices by the gangs that continue to gather
outside, and for a full investigation and
prosecution of those responsible for the at-
tacks on them. They are urging trade
unionists. Blacks,- Latinos, antiwar activ-
ists, civil libertarians, and all other sup-
porters, of democratic rights around the
country to immediately telegram the mayor
of San Jose.

Protest messages should be sent to:
Mayor Thomas McEnery, Office of the
Mayor, 801 North 1st St., San Jose,
California 95110 or Joseph McNamara,
Chief of Police, 201 West Bishop Street,
San Jose, California 95110.

Copies should be sent to: San Jose SWP,
46 '/z Race Street, San Jose, California
95126.

As 1AM official Harry Adams
explained, the issue in this defense cam-
paign is "whether people have the right to
conduct peaceful and lawful political activ-
ities in San Jose without the threat of vio-
lence."

Adams declared, "I will stand with the
progressive people of this city and make it
known that we will not be intimidated, that
we will not stand aside and watch quietly
while some are attacked..."
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Li Ska. Gely Gntiirrez exptied al pueblo el insdbto oso de b venta de material subversive
en una oomunidad anticomunista..



La oindidata a h Alcaldfa Gdy Gutierrez icvnindo el material y fibres conmbtas a b

En demostraofe de civfsmo y nffitanca Gely Gutierrez Dam6 a h poBcia pm que
tomaian roedkht.
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the 3ity, the Mayor end the Consists! one ru Hunt Aosver

Last Sunday, a series of incidents occurred ?t the Haitian
Festival inutile area knovn as Little ^oiti.

They occurred in the midst of ? bi£ celebration. The.
City of Miami was p*rt of this event by providing- it was
reported- 35,000 dollars.

Cu one of her usu*«l tours, risyoral Jnr-didf i te ^ely Gutierrez
visited the festival or. br.nclay. o{je covwred it fron end to end,
meeting witt the »p: rovnl of tho residents of the nrea.

Thus, exudine charm, Geiy Gutierrez Tiixecl with the people r
cs she always likes to do. Ina^it:* her surprise when she
discovered sseveral st.'-o -t vendors \.::c verf* sellir.j cor.i:.u::ist
bonks and litercturi* or. t'r.e or«n siclevolk. ohe noted works
by i-ic.el Cr-ictro and 2 he ^u^va:--i IT/.O::^ this litc-:ij;.ture.

Ms. .Oely "Jutierrea- cortactca all the opfir.isi: ersd American
r*ulio st.:i;i(..:.s tc_ rcjuii t^te t'.ii's*' infnuou? 3?«l~s .ind to ur^e
the citizenry to "dK!i.ar.d er.plar.nti.ur..- fror:. the Jity cf i'.iscii
:"jr h3v:::g£rantttd tisis type of y-err.iw.

rbi-s-iw-e-cii-«t:»e€*» TKi CITY, Tui: :.«11«K .±'j !:•-:
r.L'w-T AIvcWIJKI *( .'his ^n.c «^ t:.*ue disgrace!;

r3elo*,; --re sone st-.t-;-n2ntc by iis. (iely 'jutierrez.

'1 aTJi dfcp.ouncint;, as cy civic duty, nn u:!lav.ful attack ch
d!*::ocr?.tic ideals that occu.-rs'l on tuo aft«::r:con of
J^a-=f 2;, in t'rie district kr.cxn ;^3 "Little r.-.-iti".

Taking clever &dv.-.ctare- 35 ccEr.unists usually do- of &
civic activity in the abovc-aentioncc. dittrict, tre so-called
i:;qcialist Morkers i'.r'.y set up a stand to selj openly
s-jonunist books.

At this ti::e, when tl*e bodies cf U.L'. citizens who were
cruelly assasinatod by cozu;.uuist guerrillas ii ^1 L>r.lc3uor are
fir riving ir. tv:is ccv.ntry, when the wiiole world axcits in suspense
i«t the tra(.'.of.y await is* t'r*e Losca^/s in the T'..A rirci«ce,
-hese ccnuunlsts, er.er.ierf of liberty ?n- desio-rr^cy," o:; 2nly
?. or. a: ire arainst tiic F"--:bili*y cf 'J..i.: SHticc, th»* ahi.-.in£;
be~icon for"«':.e free wcrlri.

T-'or-e as a ci-ir.cr. thrii. ?? - cr.r:cli-'..at-: for "i^ycr of i.ia=:i,
1 r:'.ise ^y voice in protest r?.Lni-:ct: this outrsre "hit occurred
lr:S~ Lur.day af ter toci . ^ -:h-5 ';:-ze '-iae, I (S-Znd t:.at
trie coc^et^nc authcri^i-ss IJULC'.'. ac exhaustive ir.v-estir^ati.r.
to bring charges ff^sirjjC "v'.osa rss^orioibi1? for gr?r:tinc
oerr.iV.'s tc comup.ist el*ntT.r3, '..'i-io v/orl-: to e^f?.av:? us, as
they heive cone ir. C:'::*., 1'icarai^ua, *nrt otber cour. tries x^s
that s'iVfer cho si.frTe of the tei-ror ir.:ooec by If.ternarional Ccrjiunirn,

r-hoto cp.ptisR.«: l.eyor»:l c?.r.di-iate 'iely O-tierrei reviev.ir.s
ccni--.M:iisrt bco.-:s ?=-Cv: aate rials on ^a-e-

••_ . ~ « ̂  . ,. ~ ~^ ». ^ ̂  - *»f r ^ v ^ - ^ -»,.^». an^ "^ 1. "" t i-1^C V .. r. ^3 cc~or«s rraLic.. ci c.-v_-- a-.-x- an.- — A- -•• - '-«'»
jel'-f J-utserr^z called the polios to tar'.ft ac t ion
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FORU.M//rom M

the Institute of
Cuban Sludirv The Miami-based
institute, toirihrr with the School
of Advanced International Studies
in Washington. O.C.. were e>
sponsors of the conference. USA*
Cube. Another Prrrstrofha?

A mm who said he WM •
member ol Alionso de la Intranet-
erncta Cubona — Alliance of
Uncompromising Cubans — later
claimed rfsponsiblliiy (or ttat
blast.

After the bombing, the Snera-
fon-Brickell Point Hotel closed iu
doors 10 the coofrreoee. which
was then moved to the faculty
club it the Unlvenfiy of Muni.

"You ire welcome here." UM
President Edward Foote II told the
group of five pinelliu and about
100 invited guesu who arrived IB
a car caravan alter lathering ai
Herrcra's house.

"First of all. you are welcome
because you are member* of our
community," Foote aaM. "The
second reason you're weleom la
because this u the United Slatea of
America."

"Right on." shouted Herrera. S3,
who was not Injured la the
bon.bing. Also unhurt were her
mother. Maria. 79. and nouMgueat
Luis Perez. 32. The eiploaloa left •
10-inch crater In the driveway,
destroyed a garage door and blew
out the windows of a rental car
parked nearby.

In an early-morning call to
WQBA-AM radio nation, the man
claiming membership la the Allan-

,sa said the group would take
similar action within the nest 72
hours against Immigration and
Naturalization Service District Di-
rector Perry Rivklnd If antl-Caatro
militant Orlando Bosch la not
released.

Rivkind. who wu notified by
the .FBI. said security at Ma office
was beefed up.

Half an hour after the call at
WQBA. radio station news dlrcc-
tor Tomas Garcia Fuste con-
demned the bombing on the air.
Moments later, a caller said a
bomb had been placed under
Fuste's car.

The station, at 282S Coral Way.
was evacuated and police brought
in an explosives-miffing dog. Af-
ter a two-hour search, police
concluded the threat waa • boas.

Freddy Yuen, aa officer with
the Miami police bomb squad. aaM
this wu the first tine they had
heard of the Alliance. The FBI la
investigating.

The bombing was the second In
four weeks to highlight a raging
debate among Miami exiles over
apparent moves toward rap-
prochement between the United
States and Cuba.

On May 3. a ptpt bomb shat-
tered the glaas front door of tho
Cuban Museum of Art! aad Cul-
•ture. which has been embroiled la
controversy over whether to show
or sell works by artists who have
not broken with the Castro re-
gime. '

At the Sheraton-Brickell Point
Hotel, general manager Bill Ripple
uid he decided to cancel the
institute's forum Thursday morn-
ing in light of the bombings.
• "I guess it was the events over

the last couple of weeks and then
the event at Mrs. Herrera's home."
he said. "We were concerned for
the safety § of our guests aad
employees.

At 1 p.m. Thursday, conference

CM. OUIMEftO / Miami
Carloa Alberto Moataaer. scaled, watches aa Wayao Smith
addresses conference oo the future of UA-Cuban relations.

organizers and guests arrived at
the home of Herrera. whom they
found more determined than ever
to host the event.

"This makes It more Important
that ever." said Herrera. disabled
from birth, who pushed her walk-
er slowly through a knot of
reporters in her driveway.

On the ficus-shaded lawn of her
house, visitors surveyed the dam-
age and differed In where they lay
blame.

"If I were a policeman. I'd look
for the hand of Castro in this."
said Carlos Alberto Montaner.
editorial page editor of El Nuevo
Herald, who was one of the five
Invited panelists.

But Wayne Smith, director of
Cuban studies at the School of
Advanced International Studies in
Washington, said. "This is the
work of right-wing Cuban exiles
who are trying to tell us we can't
debate this issue in Miami."

Smith, who served as head of
the U-S. Interests Section in Ha-
vana during the Carter administra-
tion, said he waa outraged by
what he called an assault on the
First Amendment.

-1 spent four yean In the United
States Marine Corps and one year
la Korea fighting so that this
country could harbor the right for
freedom of expression." he said.

Montaner and Smith were prin-
cipal adversaries later, at the
faculty club, as panelists began to
explore the dangers and advantag-
es of what all perceived to be a
thawing of relations between the
United States and Cuba. Also
speaking Thursday were Vails.
University of Miami Professor
Enrique Baloyra and Monsignor
Bryan Walsh.

While all speakers aaid they
detect a softening In the U.S.
stance toward Cuba. Montaner
wu the only panelist to say the
Reagan administration policy up

to now hu been effective. He
criticized conciliators who would
offer the Cuban president "a
window of hope."

Smith countered that the United
States' longstanding policy of con-
tainment had proved a failure and
had to be replaced. "Today our
efforts to Isolate Cubs are pathet-
ic." he said. Smith said the two
countries have a variety of Issues
to address — travel. Immigration.
Central America — that should
not be determined by political
posturing.

Monsignor Walsh, who founded
his career in Miami caring for
refugee children in the first years
after the revolution, said the only
way for U.S. Catholics to counter
the anti-religious zeal on the Island
la "through patient and painstak-
ing negotiation and. yes. dialogue"
with the government.

Baloyra. in turn, exhorted Cu-
ban Americana to rethink their
methods, to embrace the U.S.
political system over "romantic"
dreams of armed liberation of the
Island.

"What to My about those valued
patriots that win faith for their
anti-communism by intimidating
handicapped children, dancers aad
singers, athletes, painters and
artists?" he said In a declaration
that brought the audience to its
feet In applause. "Who needs to
maintain the image of an angry,
unthinking and reactionary exile?
Who benefits, in the end. If we
continue to be the political laugh-
ing stock of the hemisphere?"

Herald staff writer Mane Belon-
court contributed lo this report.
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Candidate demands investigation of *
attack on Atlanta SWP headquarters
BY JIM BLACK

ATLANTA — The socialist bookstore
and campaign headquarters for Sara Jean
Johnston, Socialist Workers Party candi-
date for mayor of Atlanta, was shot into
during the night of May 12.

On Monday morning, May 13, Atlanta
socialists found a single 38-caliber bullet
bole in the front-door window of their
headquarters. The "bullet was lodged in a
book at the rear of the bookstore. No one
was in the bookstore at the time. So far no
group or individual has claimed responsi-
bility for this terrorist attack.

When R.L. Lindsey, one of the cops
sent to investigate the shooting, was asked
if the police would add more patrols to
catch the perpetrators, he essentially said
mat the police can do nothing. He then
turned the discussion on its head. He
asked, "You had a lot of trouble here

lately, right? Aren't you the group that or-
ganized the IBM demonstration?" referring
to the anti-apartheid demonstration here
April 29. . '

Most Atlanta socialists had been in
Greensboro, North Carolina, for the
weekend. They were attending an educa-
tional conference on the history of the
civil-rights movement. Before they left At-
lanta on Friday, two anonymous, threaten-
ing phone calls were received. Recently
Sara Jean Johnston has received sexually
harassing letters placed on her car. The let-
ters, clearly from a racist, show hatred to-
ward the fact that she (who is white) is mar-
ried to a Black man.
.-.Johnston explained that the attack was a

"cowardly act" against her campaign' for
mayor. She said, "I call upon Atlanta
mayor Andrew Young and Georgia gover-
nor Joe Frank Harris to act with deliberate

speed to apprehend these criminals. We are
holding an emergency defense rally to pro-
test this terrorism on Sunday, May 19, at
7:30 p.m. at our headquarters. It's clear
pressure is needed on both the mayor's of-
fice and the governor's office. A represen-
tative of the mayor's office nas stated 'We
don't have to contact them because this is a
police matter.' ' "

"We disagree. The mayor and governor
are responsible. We are asking that tele-
grams and letters be sent to the offices of
the governor and mayor.** (Mail to: Mayor
Andrew Young, City Hall, Atlanta, Ga.
30303; and Gov. Joe Frank Harris, State
Capitol, Atlanta, Ga. 30334)
v Immediately responding to calls for sup-

port were Joe Beasley of die Georgia Rain-
bow Coalition; Willia Ray Harris of the
National Alliance Against Racist and Polit-
ical Repression; -and a representative of the
Atlanta chapter of the National Black Inde-
pendent Political Party. All three came to
the "headquarters to show their support.

.Support was also received from Ardy
Blandford, cochair of the Atlanta NBIPP;
Leamon Hood, American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees;
Prof. Mac Jones, Political Science Ctept.,
Atlanta University; Rev. Emory Searcy,
Jr., Clergy and Laity Concerned; and Janet
Callum, Feminist Women's Health Center.





Eggs and rocks
weaken democracy

People who chut "Comunismo. no; dtmocrocfa. at" and then
throw eggs and rock* at. and try to beat up, people who disagree
with them about public issues have to learn that dsmocrecfa
doesn't work unleai everyone hat free speech.

The dty of Miami did aome things right and some thing*
wrong In last Saturday's confrontation between Americana who
oppose President Reagan's aid program for the Nlcaraguaa
contras and Americans who support It.

When the word went out that an anti-contra demonstration,
timed to commemorate the assassination of Archbishop Oscar
Romero of El Salvador, was set for the Torch of Friendship
downtown, there was no chance of avoiding as least a verbal
confrontation. Spanish language radio went on red alert to stir up
a crowd. Thus, the police decision to grant a permit to Alpha 66
to hold a pro-contra demonstration across Blscayne Boulevard
may have been an attempt to make the best of a bad situation.

That gave police some leverage to prevent the groups from
mixing, although It also Increased the possibility. When Alpha 66
arrived without a platform, city officials provided a truck hoping
speakers would distract the crowd with pro-Reagan oratory.

But letting the pro-contra group within egg-throwing
distance of the anti-contra protesters was a mistake, as Mayor
Xavier Suarez later conceded. With only the width of a street
between foes, police manned a thin line between Incidents of •
violence and a full-fledged riot: police protected'the anti-contra
demonstrators well enough to transport them to safety, but not
well enough to make their transportation unnecessary.

Public officials have the right to express their views, too. but
they also have an obligation not to incite violence and to Insure
protection of the rights of ail. Officials may have tried to mollify
the pro-contra supporters, but when Mayor Suarez condemned
the presence of "Marxist groups" across the boulevard he did
much more than express his views on aid to the contros.

With the danger of violence past for now. the threat that
intimidates free speech and free assembly lingers, and so this
must be said: The officials who boisterously sided with the
counter-demonstrators sided with the day's extremists.

The anti-contra demonstration was peaceful and no threat to
democracy: the quickly formed demonstration across the street
was the source of the missiles. Public officials must Insist on law
and order and oppose violence and disorder even If. and especially
when, they agree with the views of the violent people, as many
do about the issue of contra aid.

Miami Saturday was where the vultures of verbal excess in
Washington came to roost. If the highest office in the land says
opponents of the president's policy are deserters from democracy
and adherents of the Brezhnev doctrine, less enlightened citizens
will take that as a license to throw things, to squelch free speech
and to become the real enemies of democracy. Local officials,
who have to clean up the mess, have a stake in keeping the debate
verbal and not letting it degenerate into violence.

White Hou»e Communications Director Pat Buchanan asked.
"Whose side are you on?" Now local officials have to answer. The
question also applies to the radio stations that called out the mob.

Are they on the side of the egg- and bottle-tossing
demonstrators who would physically silence those who disagree
with their views, or are they on the side of free and open debate
which is the essence of democracy?

Some people still must learn the meaning of free speech and
free assembly. There is no better time to teach them than when
right under their noses there's an object lesson in what has killed
democracia elsewhere, and they and thair conduct are It.

Let's hear the radio stations and public officials defend
freedom for all in Miami as loudly as we've been hearing them
defend it for Cuba and Nicaragua.

Georgie Anne Geyer
Universal Syndicate
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A Ticking Bomb
BOMBS never killed to Mel. but

bombers never ceue trying. A rid-
leal leftist bookstore in North

Miami Is the latest target in a disquieting
series of bombings that appear to be po-
litically motivated.

The two firebombs caused some dam-
age at the Militant Book Store. Nobody
was hurt — but everybody is hurt when
terrorist goons are allowed to shut down
democracy's free marketplace of Ideas.

The ideas propounded by the book-
store's operators and by the Socialist
Workers Party, which had Its local of-
fice there, have been thoroughly discred-
ited. They pose no threat to anybody. Al-
most nobody is buying what that book-
store is selling.

Even so. advocates of leftist causes

are entitled to the same freedom to oper-
ate within the law and under the Consti-
tution as anybody on the right or in the
political mainstream.

Bombings and other acts of political
terrorism are intolerable in a society
that provides ample peaceful means for
expressing dissent and disagreement.

Local law-enforcement agencies and
Federal anti-terrorism experts should
give a high priority to Investigating
Miami-area bombings before one of
these incidents causes a severe IOM of
life or property.

Already there has been a serious ero-
sion in Miami's freedom of political ex-
pression. Must somebody be killed be-
fore community leaders speak out?

.1

Hay que poner fin al
terrorismo en Miami

Las bombas jamas nauron una idea, pero los terrorisus
nunca cejaiin en su empeno. Una llbrerla izquierdista radical
en North Miami es el mas redente bianco en una Inqnietante
aerie de exptosiones que parecea tener una notivad6n poatt-
ca.

Las dos bombas Incendiarias cansaron algnn dano en la
Mflitoni Book Store. Nadie resuli6 herido. pero todo el mundo
es alectado cuaodo se permite que los terrorisus pagados de-
rren Ubres centres de ideas permitldos nor la democrada.

Las ideas preconizadas' por los enipresarios de la Hbreria
y por el Pariido OP rrsbajadcre: Socialisus. que tenia alii su
or.ci.i:i local, esian toulmente desacreditadas y no signiflcan
una amenaza pan aadie. Casi ninguna persona adquiere to que
vende esa libreria. - .

Aim asf. los nerfldarios de las canaas Izqoierdistas tlenea
derecho a la mlsma Hbertad para operar dentro de la ley y
bajo la Coostltudte que cualquier panMarto de la derecha o
de cualquier potidon potrtica.

La colocacl6n de bombas y otros actos de terrorismo poli-
tico son intolerable* en una sociedad que brinda amplios me-
dios pacificos para expresar cualquier desacuento. ... • .> ,

Lasageadto tocaleasired nnnglaalrnfn de'as'lereay

prlorldad • la lavestlgadoa de a* expteateoes en la ana de
Miami antes de que uno de esos incidentes cause una seven
perdida de vfdas o prapiedad.

Ya ae ha hecbe en earto date a • Bbertad de'expreatfa
polfdca en Miami. {Sera neceaarto qoe algrtea resatte i
panquelnar — '
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^T^AiTuntil mid-after- vious decisioi

ISO participants

the «a-

vious decision __ ^^
not lo invite S«oen««
him to avoid further controversy.
After the bombing, they figured
things could not get any worse.
said Cuban Inctitute member Artu-
ro Vlllar.
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When Garcia Fuste asked how

he could make statements like that
fearlessly, knowing he will be
returning to Cuba within 90 days.
Sanchez said. "Actually. I am
afraid, my (rlend. But we have
been saturated with fear and must
begin to lose it."

BOMBINGS, from 1A

to cancel the confirmee, bat It was relocated at the

An unidentified Spanish-speaking nun. who
claimed to be a member off the Alliance of
Uncompromising Cubans, claimed responsibility for
the bombing In a telephone call to a local radio
station. Klszynskl said.

"It appears to be a new group, or at least a
pseudonym for an established group." he added.

The previous explosion occurred May 3, under a
car parked outside the Cuban Museum of Art and
Culture in Little Havana after the museum held a
controversial auction that Included works of Cuban
painters loyal to Castro. There were no Injuries in
either incident.

Klszynski said the seven other bombings were at
stores In the exile community that ship goods to
Cuba.

•There Is a lot of concern out there about what is
happening and 1 wouldn't like it to get like it was ia
the 1970s." Kiszynski said.

The latest bombing Incidents Include:
• May 2. 1987. 12:45 a.m.: A crude pipe bomb

exploded' at Atmacen El CspanoL 7 E. 44th SU
Hialeah. The company, which ships packages to Cuba
and helps with immigration matters, has been the
target of bombings six times ia 22 years.

• May 2.1987.2-J9 a.m.: A bomb badly damaged
Cubaaacaa of Miami. 2319 N.W. Seventh SU which
ships supplies from Miami residents to relatives ia
Cuba.

• May 25,1987.3:45 a.m.: A pipe bomb shattered
a window at Cuba Envtos. 4700 N.W. Seventh SU
which ships packages to Cuba. Three men were seea
leaving the area shortly before the blast.

• July 30. 1987: A homemade pipe bomb
exploded la front of Machl Via)es a Cuba, at 4964
N.W. Seventh St.. a small travel agency that arranges
trips to Cuba.

• Aug. 27. 1987: A pipe bomb exploded outside
the storefront office of a Hialeah business that sends
packages to Cuba. The business. Va Cuba, was at
2900 W. 12th Ave.

• Aug. 28. 1987: A crudely made pipe bomb was
defused by the Metro bomb squad in a boarding room
above a grocery store at 2325 W. Fifth Ave.. Hialeah.
The bomb was found by Hialeah SWAT team
members who were serving a search warrant.

• Jan. 2. 1988. 12:27 a.nu a pipe bomb ripped
through the front of Miami Cube, 515 S.W. 12th Ave.
which also ships goods to Cuba.

Community leaders and law enforcement authori-
ties fear the most recent bombings may- signal a
return to anti-Castro violence that had marred Miami
ia the past. They, warn that the violence could hurt
tourism aad tarnish the image of Cuban-Americans.

The latest series of bombings la one of the worst
since a wave a decade ago. Targets then Included the
FBI office. Miami pouca headquarters, a bank. Miami
international Airport aad the Metro Justice building.

Miami Police Cafe* Clarence Dickson called the
Incidents "the moat cowardly acts that 1 know. I
thought that bombs were beginning to be a thing of
the past, aad now they are raising their ugly
again as a way of resolving (tones)...

"We are not In a civil war here. We are all
Americans. We don't bomb each other."

William Cullom. president of the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, feared that continued
bombings may scare away tourists and business
people thinking of relocating here.

Miami Mayor Xavier Suarez said the Incidents
msy make "the Cuban-exile community look bad'*
and actually help Castro.

"Certainly when you get two, it-begins to concern
you." the mayor said. "1 hope this Is the endC

The bombings come amid Improved U.S.-Cuba
relations, including the resumption of in Immigration
agreement with the Cuban government last year, and
Castro's decision to allow a human rights campaign
in communist Cuba. They also- come as U.S
immigration officials continue to detain anti-Castro
militant Orlando Bosch for a deportation hearing. .

Speculatioa as to who actually committed the
bombings was wide ranging. Some exiles said the
more fervent anti-Castro factions withia the coaom-
nity may have finally reached their "boiling point"
and turned violent. Others blamed the bombings oa
secret agents for Fidel Castro.

WQBA-AM reporter Angel Zayon said the radio
station received two calls from an unidentified maa
claiming credit for the Hen-era home bombing.

"The man said he would bomb the Herrera home
again iff the conference planned by Herrera went
ahead as scheduled." Zayon said.

Although local exiles have vehemently opposed
renewed U.S.-Cuba relations, the Cuban-American
community here is "made up off reasonable and
professional people who would not undertake
extremist acts like these types of bombings." said
Mark Gallegos. vice chairman of SALAD (Spanish
American League Against Discrimination}.

Guarione Diaz, executive director of the Miami-
based Cuban-American National Council, said: These
are probably acts committed by a small group of
individuals who do not reflect the feelings of most
Cubans here or Cuban organizations of any type."

The Rev. Francisco Santana. Hispanic affairs
director for the Archdiocese of Miami, went one step
further.

"Knowing my people as I do. I won't exclude the
possibility that some of these incidents are being
caused and directed by Havana and Castro.- Saataaa
said.

Dickson said police have no suspects 'ia the
incidents and are asking the public to come forward
with any information that may lead to arrests.

Several segments off the community plaa to
examine the two bombings and their aftermath.

Gallegos said SALAD members will meet through
the Memorial Day weekend to discuss the Issue.
Dade's Community Relations Board also will look
into the incident. CRB assistant director Lloyd Major
said. Cullom said the bombings will be examined st
the annual Greater Miami Chamber of Commerce's
Goals Conference, scheduled for June 3-5 la Key
Largo.

Miami News reporters John Fernandez and fifl
G/ebre contributed lo Ihfs report.
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Public officials-
appointed the panel of
civic elite to make the
decision. They chose
Bicentennial Park.
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Metro Mayor Su«* Clark'i cluaf
âuiaai laid t*e mayor «M oot

iQform tha eomminaa it ibmiM
ajva public nodct of m meetiim
-You ipeaot • committee, yw
doo't pvt mem airertoaa a* to
whoa or how to meet." mtt Uw
mayoft «MB. Joha McOermon.

THo committee1! behmd-ina*
i nrauay for |eran| the new

performing ana center barft ia
Bieenieamal Park became P«M>c
becauae a ewetary to the eanmtt*
tee chairman, baaier David nvl.
took virtually veroatim ttu* Par*
((OKI of the minutea wen flm
published April 28 la Miami Today,
a Duanem weekly.
. "MUCH to my wrpns*. there
were very detailed miauiat. Them
WM tome lady «iung ia a comer
ukin( minutea." uid Cbapmaa,
chairman of the company that
owna Pit Miami HereM. He add he
"wouldn't have had aay problem if
a reporter Mowed up."

According to tho minuiav tho
comminet planned to develop a
united front oa a locaaoa aad to
thare mponabiUiy (or toboyiag
ary commiaBonon 10 rupport tlMir
choice before gamg public wiai
their pmpnial

Chaptnaa told the comnuttae ho
had utked laformally with The
Herald editorial board and felt u
would wppon the Bicentennial

'/V SIGNATURE FOR THE CITY-'

A group of influential Miarmam
wonta 10 Meat* a porfonMng
wit eontor m BtewioniMl Park,
not IM location r •commandos
Dy ino oly and county.

•Thongmpiaeoad
ipoetaouujr watar>
Iron location to
IM cantor can M a
vgnaturo for ino
cay.1

ThocavaMrwayei

volunteer wiwout
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cnticmii.'
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Marchers decry U.S.-Cuba ties
By RICHARD WALLACE
AM AMINOA MARQUES
H*mt SMf VIIM

THOUMBdl Of pwolt — MOW MaflDf
pUcarti. ouitr* cwrytai tfta r»C wiuia
tat DIM. «a|>»«AfTi« Cubaa (U« -
marcBM la icr*wB| ntualot SaiuMay

UnM H«v«aa for •
_

ma4t ttoir mow of aiiaibon.

They see the two countries
edging closer together,
relations thawing, the hard
line against Castro growing
soft They do not like this.
Said one: 'I don't want

caiiy nivt wan ..it CUOM j«opit."
OFirnil uta. rKti\m| tninimuuc
ippuuM.

Tilt pnc*t ukM !or|ivcn*u of tbt
Cukoiic Church btfort m»in| m« Hnak
luiiffltm.

"I wouid puce • auaCit of dynamite
under mat bw|tiain| tiblt." ht uid
amid Uiunderoui appuuM.

Luc fall, meeting! aetwtm repreeaa-
uuves of ma two lawerameau rewwad
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ht fat tarwunlAi calb at hta
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lur cauceicu pray
mttrkal movie about dm Poflaa dma, Ha not prlaoa ttc

y Caw old and BOW Cube aad Cabaaa waa UUa BOW aaya New York
. deemed Communlat-orteatad by baaa daat pay mack attoatki

the preei la Little Havana. Prida.
• UUa la i •memharert la Miami for Tho aoradoa la to taki
ftrlaf a baxooka at "CommunM** VaHum." be uya. MI rccanmci
docked at the Port of Miami la a political VaUum for MUmL*

ht aid, that If ih«
!• Prtda'i pUy. ate

would aot bo abto to |« Job la

it Juan Abreu said
tie radio that
>res Prida waa an
.viat in favor of the
ran government.'

Prida denies she ia
Communist. She says
she has not been active
in Cuban political
issues for five yean.

a bomb threat to tho
muanim. Somooao mado It by
tatephoaa. Polleo tvacoautf tho

Suddenly, dm producdoa of
Prida'a play waa hardly a place of

ipiThroo

aken vowaf to .ttho away
- '

• tfaM, Botot tefaa caUInf
la — Abno. Mortado tod

ickaoa Senior Web. and
L AC two Cuban ctlle art
ipL they found Manly a
Ive audience.
i ire* aot hero bee
havo Ooecf aboea to wear la

flu. atid. -W« aro potfttcal
ADdwtbaf« a eoouHmcBC
email y aad 01

itai

baara. orpaUor of tho (eidval.
.•Ha hat bar la.taan.- Raha

aatd. That waa tho oaa ttmo whaa
I laat ay cool throafboat tUa
whoto thlaf. I to*d him to teavo
aj offlea."

Morpdo took bar cauat to
Metro Coamiatfooar Gaorto
VaJdaa. Sao found aa ally.

*• -County rands
Aa aajry Valdaa cailad Cany*

Ahaaru. a faadval oraaaizar. aad

to brlas PrMa to

eaed to withdraw from tha fart-
val If It waa produced.

hfarta Perec, a director of tho
theater company Cretan, took aoto
of Prida and aald iho did aot waat
to "be Involved with that lady.*

Para arid: -Miami la a null
dry where wo tho ddxaaa aro
doae to oar hoaetaad aoa? *****
Commualat ataff ooaoat ao well
hara."

Actually. Pem aaht aba had
never heard of PrMa before. MI
dldat know who aho waa, Wo
hoard about It m WQBAi"

Director do Acha aakad far aa
emeiioacy meedaf of Acdaf To-
aether. Ha waatad to know what
dm mombara thouakt aboat Prt-

Cobaa radio eom>
ry aboat Prida aad bar play
liy caufht tha anaodoa of
land HaraM aad Too MUatf
Tha oow

Idea.

Tho oommiarioaer told her that
ha waatad to appoint Mortado aa
hat -cultural riprmentadvo* to

I out Cecuraniati from pardo*

a theater
aat ep and arid abo

cafl a watt rarpacted Cabaa

oovtnfo«
i. lataaainad dabata.
w K horn our aaaulaa thai
baaa bav« powar." eoauaea*
Armando Ptm>Roura aald
\0> AM. Radio UuxbL
i A'bjaa aad hla wtta, Marda
Ida, aOad aad vlattad awvcr^
laty ofldala abool Prtda'a
itaofaionL
y apoko.ta Kaaaoth Kaha.
ttvo dtroaar of tho Dado
y Cooadl of Arta tad
M. a feadval apoaaor.
A atyt Mortado Idaedflo*
f aa aa ualiuat » Macro
ilaatooer Sbermaa Wlaa.
• uaod Ui oaaio to |tt to
fc" Xaha aid. , *
rfado daalai oatafFWlaa'a
. Sho worka with V^ai at tha
•andactaa, not IA AM cooaty

10 add Abrairt to bJa
aooaa to
GarayA*

Ipaata la couaty^poaaorad
Garay-Ahaan add.

Sho wroto a aoto with Valaaa*

Sho aayf aha raad Valdaa back
tho aMaaaaa aad Valdaa aparovad
It, . '

aayi aay tUaa wo hato oooaty
faadi lavotrad la birtaf ardata.
baforo eoatraeta aro lamed, bo
waata dM aaaua not to him ao ho
eaa da a background chock oa
thorn, praa ho waata Marda Mor»
aado to bo hla rapraaaautivo to
chock all of our choicoa for
poUdcal coataat."

Vaktao coaM aot bo reached for
comment oa that potat. Earlier laat
weak, ho arid: -ft la aa latult to
tho Cabaa community to havo a
pra-Caaaona coma ban paid for
by ma, a taxpayer.

Tola a Caitrolta aad Commu-
aJat plaa," Valdaa arid of tho
eoatrovany. "She kaew perfectly
that thla commoalty waa goiai to
procaat bar. It waa a tacdc of tho
Cabaa loverameat to divide aa

. . who bad sufed
The Cracdit.tovea thoaah Ita
aaahar, Ardmr Miner, had baaa

' aaakfoat.
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Vot* to cancel

to aad make ua look bad.1

Tho
Marta Ro)aa, came back with tha
prnfaaM'i optnloa — cancel tho
play. The trouptoakavota.lt waa

Tho director obfltoa.
Ho put oa another play. The

nlfht before the opealai. police
doaa ariffed the auditorium to
make aura It waa atfe. They
ariffed aiala oa opeaiat altht.

Since thea. norlda Interaadoaal
Uarfenlty baa pulled out of a
conference to procaat tho raanalli
doa of PHda'a play.

Prtda hararif baa parddpatad la

nctad her play, la mo otter.
Miami Vice star Jamea. Edward
Olmoa appeared unexpectedly at
Mlaml'Dada CommuaJty CoUefo.
Ho talked for an hour. Not about
tha eootroveray bat about hla
career, ho makai WOO^OO a yair.
ho toU every body.

People la Prtda1* hometowa. tho
AtThTMoltortum la tha afaae* Hf Apple, beard about the

rituadoa laai week.
One was HI—Mh*» Jorio UDa,
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Marchers decry U.S.-Cuba ties

Miffual Larooia. waviag t Cubaa MM.
applaud* aati'Cajir* speech.

By RICHARD WALLACE
And AMINDA MARQUES
MOTM SMI WON*

Thousands of people — some baarlag,
placards, otters carrying iba red. whit*
•nd blua. nagieewTe* Cubaa (U| —
marched ia wnauag raaabine Saturday
through LitUe Havana for • poMeal
rally at Joat Mara Park.

Thoy made iMr show of numbers,
forea and emotion n support their idaai
of a frtt. noa-CeajsMoiat Cuba and ia
oppoaa what ins* see as a •aliening la
U.S. policy toward Cubaa Praadata
Ftdai Castro's i««tnaa*L

-Wa ait coMacad. by wbat I*
pubttthad in at Aawicaa proa tad by
mo ... threat of aaaaruaoa ta which
wo could M wakciad for political
d'.sseni Hut (At laalleiaMa rt|hca of
Cuban! and «a rlifet of salt-
datarmmauoa • tn baa| l|oorad by
tha powtrlul coabiaad fareea of ma
United SuitiiMtba Soviat Uaioo." Uia
Rav. Joat 0'ftfHiL ( rturtd Catholic
pnait. MM «W ««*•* of about UOO

Maay of tbt PWMpaua lo tha marcn

They see the two countries
edging closer together,
relations thawing, the hard
line against Castro growing
soft. They do not like this.
Said one: 'I don't want
peace with communism.'

— which beiaa at tha Bay of Pl|a
Monument at Southweti dintli Street
•ad 13th Avenue «nd ended at the park
ai Southwell Fourth Street and the
Miaou River — earned u|na proteruna.
naiouaiioiia between me U S. and Cuban
lovtrnmenia.

"We reiact and :abel aa wretcned and
villainous any type of rapprochement or
dialoeva with (he present-day execution-
era of the Cuban people because the only
dialoiua that we will tolerate with
regard to the Cuban issue n one which
we would directly, freely and democrati-

cally have wnn ma Cuban people."
O'Farnll uid. receiving enthuaiaaiie
applause

The pnest lined !or|ivenesa of tba
Catholic Oiurcn sefore waning hia final
ftaiemeni.

"I would alace a sundle of dynamite
under :.iat >ar|aining iaoia.' ha uid
amid thunderous applause.

Last fall, meetings aetwem represen-
tatives of the two governments renewed
an immigration agreement under which
2.746 unwanted Manel refugeaa will bt
sant from the United States auk ta Cuba
and UM Umted States w«u uke in N.OOO
Cuban immigraata yearly (ncreaaingly.
the agreement and its aobficai rsmiHca*
uons are seine, viewed in South Rondo's
«tile commimitv aa nepa toward official
acceptance of Castro's government.

"I wouid say everyoody't here for ta*
urne reason, to protest :.ie American
treaty wun Communists m genersi —
not just n Cuba.' Hernan Garcia, a*
:9-^ear Miami resident, uid at the aark.

Others i«d equailv nrong reeiinga

f>leua:ur<i:s MARCH/»
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Baaax Podea Chiat Karmam fllaaam*n
and Mayor Alas Oaoud wd aeaaa.

• A nwcft ana) r*f*p mvoiMngj mor* tfian S.-
000 fournv. flffn- and siitiwgrad* an*
aomaatm*Youinf«arB»ound«BiTsmi.
am Pint. Th* marcn Mom* *i 11 *.m.
wajdnaaday. bnanajnrnajn. stanmg n
nocn.w*i««ud*fHgr»aenooibanda,M».
am Ootpnma ptayart and cnaamodan.
UM teoto** and baanotoad toama and in*
UM Sumationsj dane* loam.

• Jin aalMMf rady M «/.30 a.m. Wodnaa*
day at Oak Grova fMrnantavy. 19440 Nt
Cigmn Av*. Sluoontt from Norm Miami
Bomontary. Thama* Jofforton and Jam
f KannadyruniorniantandNorWMiarw
High MI two earl. Spaanara inemaa
North MMVHI Mayor Howard Nau. mam.
ban of m* Miar: Oewrw* and wSVM-
Ch. 7

"" *• V"*1 w euajtomara
i

y. 2200 NW 72nd A*a.
• y

Nd»«*?;"ndl»Seneoi. 123SNW 192nd
-J ?g*m. i* 2:30 P.m. Thursday.
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Students get help from
those who've met success
By RODRICO LAZO
m*«e SMI wnu*

Countess Clarke. :8. ut m in*
lobby of the Hotel Intercontinen-
tal chatting with George Gadson. a
talk executive trying to help
Clarke reach tha top of ih*
business world.

Gadson is Clarke's role modal
and fnend. He got her a summer
job at a savings and loan m Tampa
!ast year.

Clarke is a junior tt Shaw
University m North Carolina. She
hopes to lead a corporation tome
day.

The two got together through a
program iponsored by Citicorp
and the United Negro College

Fund. Citicorp jive Clarke a
12.500 schoiarim* :aai year and
matc.iad her up wun Gadson. aa
executive with Citicorp Savings in
Miami.

The 40 itudents m me program
were flown to Miami ihis week-
end for a three-day conference
that included seminars on chooa*
ing a career and areuing for
success. Citicorp picked up the
*.ab

The mentors provide career
neip. 9ut :ney j.so try :o heia
itudenia on a personal level.
Clarke. *-noae rather aied whan
the was 2. uid .ter -nentor naa

Preosff turn M MENTORS/ 4P
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All aboard
Aaatraa Maaa. T. aadl bav etatar DaaaiaUa. S.
laipact a loeamaUvo that by aail Docaoa.
bar to aclsaaitlad la ba pan ** a Tri«C*aaqr

Cammaaar Tralsi Uak for paapi* t*ar a»
wtih tnirU^aarM 1-M. The atata*«*>
laa>aft tnla* will aUB at 14 tut!***.

Thousands decry
U.S.-Cuba ties

No daporuakm. Gary Hbandoa."
A bua* Cubaa fUg waa carrla.

oaar tte bead of tt* procamna, at
witt more ttaa w'.•*? .̂ •̂ .•••1 Wl." «•? oma* witt mar* ttaa twa doami

••?•*. "** 25±S2^?'J£ *•?*• toMli« '•• ••*» «•••»•afaaaaoi e» a COBBOICW* •> *ai*) •MI*, a wamaa draaaad la tta
ffyjySK-2?* b*V^** ««*«^^OibaanHwalaalla,

awMptVaHsl slMHUejV Wi»0 ftpsfll anRa krV at «*••
^J^ ^^M^V^AV* A amaBdaaaM —^~-*-~ aaaw^i w/_r m lpm*BB .

Id betray
eveiyttla* we bav* aoJTared. 30
yean of Cubaa uilaaaa. 10 year*
of aepantad (amtNoa. Wbai laoat

of UM daaar*
Th« aarca t* tt* park took

ami of aa hour. Tho awwitf
throat qalckjy ajtw frooi haa»
dreda of peopla ta ihmiaaada.

Poops* walked baaeHa-haad la
rulH that HIM tta widtt at Calk)
Ocfio. Many carried elana wttk
mcb OMBHiai u "No Ntgodtdaa.

by a pa,
JOM Mlpa tarn 30. doaal kjat

can « paiadpHa la tta.

•I aaw • tbto i
WH 22 y«an aM baeauai <
AM «aura« Cuba." h« aria, TS
Ml mr futtfy ta eooa bm taa
fl|M far Caba. It's mpoaaMa !•
at aiiba ubto of tt« tynat afiar
a* miKh aKnflea. W« wui rtla-
uou witt Oiba, hit witt a fra>
Cuba."

•am aM tta Uoltai SUM*
woaM bo back-MBMn| Coaaa
tutaa by ataodaaai witt Cuba.

"It would ba ilka •
•baaaoaiai bar caiU." Pma i

s Lots of button pushing in Hialeah video war
(N

of

f«r

wouMrojdsTIU.
"TWa aaa beea the OM

lag ptaca of lapalauoa I have ever
aaea.- said Cauaalwomaa Nata>
cha MlUaa after tta eouactl i|aia
aad* chaaica to tta ordlaaae*
April 2*.

' "My Boaajt oplaloa la w* aa a
city bav* tooted aroua* witt da*
tao tea*." aaM a perturbed Mayor
Baal Maraaa*. "ttt Had of aa>

Everybody from ftmt pUy«rt to the mayor of
Miami have had a say on the proposed video
ban. The City Council geta ita say this week.

cm taiudva approval «e

•ttantyt Arnaada Ueua. • for-
mer Miaou dry commiuioair. tad
Paul Huek. Wbn Hlalcaa dapuiy
ary aitaraty Craaa did 001 ntura
Huek'a ealla. Huck had law part-
oar aad Mlaatt Mayor Xavnr
Suarai apply torna pri

iaa
bat

fta*
la

raaily doa'i (Mak tta vldaa
i la Hlalcaa la thai

oBBpflcaiad. | raaily dea't kaaw
\ wkaii goiai oa." aud Coaaaiaua
RoRootaaoa.

• "TBara ara a lot of net oat
ttora.- uia Htalaaa dtpaiy dry
auoraay PJck Croaa. -Taa dlffar*
•at nviatoaa ara aoriai aiffanai

ball lawlai aay a«w vtdaa paw
Uctojaa. Pvaata Ukad tail aaa.
aad aa did owaara at tti dty'i
lar|aH «Maa arcada,

• Aa omtnaan to allow laaalag
aaw vMao aaoa Ucaaaaa out
raquirlaa vMa* umm ta ba at
lean I .WO /aat froai adnla. R
lot lukawarai aupporc troai all

oaa- Tft* at vartoaa Oaua oawa,
uaai IPM • M out of
Piraau Uka It idtmnta

i K. Licenaa boldan a
playen hat* it.

The laicat verao* myi a* aaw
video tarn* Uceaata will ba issued
aad all videoa aane* have 10 ba
out ol tta dry by Sept 30.1990. If
Uia couadl approve* the ordlaaaca
Ttocaday aad Maraaa* five* it hla
bleaaaf, it wiu (bully bacema
law.

Loabyiaf from Us* bnHaam
coouaualiy la Hlaleaa ha* bam
lauaaa. sapei lally from Fu* O
Rama, tta aty'a oaly major

Suarcf phoaad Frtd ROHUL kay
aida ta Mayor Maruaaa,

"Ha aaid would I plaaaa maka
nra Mck would aaawtr ibaaa
ealla." Roiai uid.-"lt waa itraaia
aad I doa't taink Ifa n|bi (or UM
mayor of Miaou IB laurvtao ia Uia

Tba Wanlaad Mall areada alrad

Saarai aald ha waaat inttrvto.
laf. jwi balplac a collaaiua.

"Huek had troublt |cittR|
Uirouik aad all I did waa call."
Suaru laid. "Hi aakctf mi if (bcrt
waa aaythlai I could do. If I could
call. I aaid. yea. kwouM |O thai far
but not aay further. I have a policy
of oat toboyini autar kutadletioiu

for cHeata."
L'allka other vtdaa gama ueara

tan. Fua 0 Rama lavorad tt*
onglaal ordinaace. If it had
pamd. the law would have cmaa*
uaily prcveaua cempettag vMa»
arcades (ram eptamf.

Ucaaa laid the arcada aippan.
ed the ordioaaca becauaa tan*
re|ulauona are needed 10 "keea
the aami of vidaa lamas boaam.
not becauw it wanted ia kill
competition. He said FM O lltou.
which lua 80 macniaaa. r*praeata
about 10 peretai ol Uia dry'a
video laraea.

Lacaaa taid the arcade doemt
support the ordinance now up for
a final council vote But will not
lobby iftinst it. either. Instead.
Utcaaa said .ie will wait unul 1990
and approach me council isea.

By then, "a lot can happea." ba
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Arson is suspected
in fire near church

A. Saturday night fire in a shed
behind a Northwest Miami church
may have been caused by an arson*
ist. Miami fire officials said.

Hours before the fire, demonstra-
tors had chanted outside the church
to protest • political f i lm being
show there.

Miami fire officials said tbat a
wooden shed behind St. John's
Evangelical Church. 2175 NW 26th
St.. was damaged in a blaze that
began just after II p.m. Arson is
suspected, officials said.

Three hours earlier, about .10
demonstrators gathered outside the
church, where members of the
Latin American and Caribbean Soli-
darity Association (LACASA) were
watching a film on war-torn Nica-
ragua.

Miami police dM not report any
serious incidents during the short-
lived protest.





Police giv J Gary protection
after his criticism of Reagan
BILL GJf BRI
and MAMVA YORK

Day* after hit controversial criti-
cism of President Reagan. Miami
City Manager Howard Gary is get-
ting special police protection, ac-
cording to one of the manager's as-
MStants.

Jack Cads, ao assistant city man-
ager who serves as Gary's liason
with police, confirmed the special
protection but said It would be "In-
appropriate" to elaborate.

"Various city offlci'U. fmm lime
10 time, are provided security mea-
«ures." «aid Eads.

Gary would not comment last
ni|ht or thu morning.

Police Chief Kenneth Harms or-
• dered his department not in discuss

the matter, said police spokesman
Jark Sullivan.

Gary called the President a racist
m a speech last Thursday on the eve
nf Reagan* visit io Miami for
Cohan Independence Day. When
various officials and Cuban leaden
complained. Gary apologized short-
ly after the President left the city

Meanwhile. Gary's comments

have riled one Cuban Republican
enough 10 muster a petition drive to
OUM him — while the push to fire
the black city manager has riled
manv of Dade's blacks, who are
pledging to rally behind Gary.

Santos Rivera, chairman of the
I.MO-member Florida delegation of
the Rrpuhlican National Hispanic
Atsemhly. said yesterday he •»
spearheading a pennon drive call-
ing for the Cny Commission 10 fire
Gary, the nation's highest-paid city
manaorr ^^^^^

Rivera has called a meeting of
the officers of his group tonight to
get a formal vote on ihe petition

, dnv». |f the officers turn thumbs
down. Rivera said, he will abandon
the effort.

Rivera, who owns a Dade furni-
ture manufactunng company, said
the assembly's attorneys are look-
ing into whether the city manager
legally used city time to write and
present a controversial speech last
week.

In the speech — given on the eve.
of President Reagan's visit to Miami
m honor of Cuban Independence
Day — Gary likened the President
to a member of the Xu Klui Klan.

"The only difference between
Mr. Reagan and the fellows who
wear white sheets at night m Mis-
sissippi is that Mr. Reagan doesn't
wear a white «heel and he doesn't
terrorize black folks at night." Gary
said. "Instead, he wears a suil and a
smile and legally terrorizes black
folks day and night, in the name of
the President of Ihe United Siairv"

Members of Dade's black com-
munity applauded Gary's comments
in a speech before 230 blacks in a
Liberty City community center on
Ihe third anniversary of the McDuf-
fie nets

Bui Dade's Cuban community,
which heavilv supports R»i|un for
hit Mrong ann-Caoro line, demand-
ed that r.ary apologize puDhcIv

Garv called a prest conference on
Friday jn«i jppiojired. not for mak-

City Manager Howard Gary

Ing the statements, but for the way
some people interpreted — and. be
said, misinterpreted — his words.

Some Hispamcs. including Miami
Mayor Maurice Ferrc. were pacif-
ied.

"It's done: It's over." Feme said.
"The man has apologized. Now we
need to turn the page of a new
chapter and gel on to constructive
things rather than sitting around
polarizing this community "

Dade realtor Carlos Salman, for-
mer chairman of the local Reagan-
Bush 1*80 election campaign and a
founder-director of the 500-metnber
Cuban American National Founda-
tion, also said he was satisfied by
the apology. Salman had helped
organize another pennon drive,
aimed at forcing Gary to apologize.

"I was never going to call for his
job. I fust wanted him to apolo-
gize." Salman Mid. "The man has
already apologized and I'm satis-
fied. I just wish he would be a little
more moderate m hit ktaiemcnts in
the future."

But Rivera disagreed He said an
apology does not reverse the dam-
age done by a high-ranking city of-
ficial who "is trying to polarize the
community at a lime when blacks
and Cubans need to work'together
in unity."

Rivera said he hopes to bring the
signed pennons to the May 31 City
Commission meeting, and to ask the
commission to fire Gary.

Later this week. Rivera has
scheduled a mernng with City
Commissioner Joe Carollo. one of
the most vocal opponents of Gary's
remarks about the President. Rivera
said he will ask Carollo to ,-oin his
petition drive.

Carollo is out of town and could
not be reached.

Gary had no comment about the
dispute his remarks caused.

But black communn\ jrnvijii Les
Brown, the man cn-ditcd with
packing City Mall with b-isioads of
blacks more than a year aeo when
rumors were flying M a mote
among. City Commission memher«
to fire Gary. vo*»d :o mount an-
other such demon*iraiion

If Riven brings his petitions to
City Hall. Brown said, he will e<-
tend another invitation to hundreds
of blacks to the comission meeting.
Brown, who '.as a program on radio
station WEDR-FM. has used the dis-
pute over Garv's remarks to fuel his
massive local black voter registra-
tion drive.

"You need to register to vote so
that we can vote people out of of-
fice who are trying to gei rid of our
black xuy manager." Brown shout-
ed on the airwaves.

Ferre is steadfastly trying to
•tern trouble if the two groups meet
at Cny Hall.

Determined to keep what he
called a "cirrus" out of the Cny
Commission meeting. Ferrt yester-
day promised to throw feuding
blacks and Hispsmcs out of the City
Hall commission chamber

"I'm not going to permit a cir-
cus." Ferre warned. "As mayor of
the city of Miami and chairman of
that commission. I will not permit
this kind of circus to go OB. I hope
that between now and tomorrow
they will forget about It because
two wrongs don't make a nght and
this community has been polarized
enough.

-If this is what they want, we
can have a boimg match at (Eliza-
beth) Virnck Gym." Ferre added.
"Les Brown can put on his gloves
and Santos Rivera can put on his
glove* But I m goiig to throw
them tooth) out of the meeting I
will not permit that kind ol a circus
at a City Commission meeting "
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Political terrorism
enemy of freedom

Has Orlando Bo«ch sacrificed personal freedom for hit
•niKenimoniini beliefs. «r It he aUnnic who UMltnterlit __
tactics with mil* If any rtgard for humaft Ufa? la Oaapar Jimenez intimidate eihVrs who disagree wifrTtnem. Whet hap

Fear, force must not rule Miami
What happeni when those who use violence to a

goals are certified as heroes? What happens when ter
viewed as freedonvfl|hten. when runaway emotions
lines between cause and effect, when the end Is all th

What happens Is that seme people use weapons«

free speech and the process by which Ideas and opinu
openly discussed become restricted, minted, because
force become thr ultimate arbiter of the political debt
and force rule Miami, political freedom will effective
dest roved.

The threats have already occurred, many times,
recently when Omega 7. an anil-Castro terrbnst treu
communique threatening death to those who promisr
U.S. policy in Central America. Even worse, several

a terrorist or on anti-Castro freedom-fighter?
To some cxtent.*the answers to these questions d'epe'fld on

one's perspective. Cuban-Americans In Miami are aa diverse as
any other ethnic group. Yet the public hean only the noimest
elements. It seems fair to aay. however, that many
Cuban-Americans believe Bosch and Jlmenat are .
fre*oom-fla.htera devoted to liberating Cuba from communism.
But their reasons for holding that belief probably differ widely.

Some Cubans actively carry the same torch aa Jlmenet and
Bosch. Others do so more passively, with words, not actions. Still Spanifth-lancuage radio stations aired the communiqu
others, ruled by the deep emotions of a people forced to leave wielding a high-powered rifle fired over a crowd of
their native country, confuse their love of homeland and anil-Communist Cuban-Amerteans thinking they wer
opposition lo communism with support for Ihose who would use anti-administration protesters. It was dumb luck that
•ny means, anywhere, to free Cuba. hurt.

O'b»r ••ubans remain mute publicly because they an afraid . Bul whit •Jjoul,.t1
he "'* Mm'T And th"t Wl" *

lo aay what they think: they fear being labeled Communist If they u"leu rt*J° J« „* ••miy I2pi |IB lo d"
oppose terrorism: they fear retaliation although they knew how ""ween Being philosophically opposed to cemmunisr
the ant ('Communist fervor can be manipoiated and exploited by
some elements to conceal ettortion and other forma of criminal
activity.

Anti-communism fervor exploited
The debate about whether one person's terrorist is another

person a freedom-fighter will continue as long as thr argument
focuses on label", not personal conduct. The debate will continue
as long as the kind of conduct that creates the need for the
disunctinn Is encouraged by Irresponsible local politicians who
actively feed the anti-Communist fervor for political gain, or by
othen who remain silent. The debate will rage as long as the
Reagan administration exploits the fervent antl-communum of
Cuban-Americans in lu search for a workable Central America
policy that In its present form will only encourage communism.

The question of whether Jimenez and Bosch are terrorists or
freedom-lighters irises because the emphasis Is en labels rather
than behavior, because the creation of a cauae leada to the belief
that the end Justifies any means. Under rtrcb conditions, the lew
becomes the enemy of the people, not their protector, and so the
law Is widely demeaned and protects no one.

Caspar Jimenez Is a cvnvirtH terrorist. He returned to •
Miami but week after being deported from Mexico where he hid
been Imprlstnrd for the attempted kidnaping of the Cuban consul
In MerMa, Mexico, and the killing of the diplomat's bodyguard In

Jlmentt served eight months in a Mexico prison In late 1076
and early 1977 before escaping and returning to Miami. He wu
arrested In Miami la 1971 after the Mexican government filed for
hla extradition. He waa imprisoned here until February of 1981.
when he WBI returned to Mexico. Jlmenet wta questioned In 1977
by a federal grand hiry In Miami investigating terrorist actMUea
— Including the boniblng of former WQBA newsman Emlllo
Mllian.

Orlando Bosch also la b convicted terrorist. In I9€l. he WBS
convicted of using a homemade bazooka to launch a shell at a
Polish freighter docked at Dodge Island. Sentenced to 10 years In
a federal prison, he served rour yrars vntll he WM paroled In
1972. . ..

Bosch remained a key figure In anti-Castro terrorist activities
until he was arrested in Venezuela In 1977 and charged with three
others In the bombing of a Cubana airlines plane on Oct. 6. I97«.
that killed 73 persons. A Venezuelan military court In 1980
acquitted Bosch and the three other men of tha bombing, but
mainly for political reasons he has been kept In prison since then
while authorities decide which court will review the caae aa
required by law. The Venezuelan Supremo Court last week aald
Bn*ch's cane would be reviewed by a civilian court, not a military
one.

violating the law to express ihst opposition.

The right to demonstrate and speak out for or ag
philosophy, political party or government policy is a«
American freedom that belongs to everyone, not hist
Cuban-Americans. ' , .

To attempt to silence polltfcal opposition by fon
threat of force Is a tactic of dictators. Such a tactic »
than Irad to violent confrontations: It would destroy
freedom In principle and In practice, a development t
tolerated from any source, least of all by thos* whos
fighting to free their native land.



• • • - • > * « ? « - • • - - - j . • ̂ -wv.***, wft «.f S;K. rofOT
.S RUMOflS.of more unsubstantial- ment jrf Bis const|tuentsjtp thj

ed bomb threats circulate in Little demagopuery, also owes $£JDL
lm Havana;' the -entire Miami commu- ' apublic 'anti-terrorist commit!
;nlty should (bee the seriousness of the dolib several opponefats.£J££;'/'
j latest rash^oTterrorism to strike the city.*1 :*3ctiritlnentai Bank tt'presunn
j The bombing at Continental National 'target because its vicecliairmi
:' Bank" tturine ^Memorial Dav weekend £)<flo' RtneaL' feu 'tfnotnimen1 ft)*- fc

rget because its vice cnairman
: Bank' during ".Memorial Day weekend £>oo' Bines,' was festnimental'-fa'
was'the third-incident in/five months/'- -;the;i978 dialog with Cuba. J^di...

^- A" handfurot responsible community: C6mpahy(^anoth;er'Urget^js:ow
leaders already have spoken out to de- 'another partidpant In '•-••*•"-' x

• nounce these bombings, which seem re- third victim this
lated to. Cuban-exile politics. It is imper-

'ative,* however, that every civic leader,
Vfd especially those born in Cuba, speak .

I -.

.*.•

yearwas Paradise
Inlernational. a travel agency that books
trips to Cuba. •*;' »:. ••'<»; '.. '% -x- .

. . , . . _* Some :Cuban-Americans blame:'the
out forceful!^ against the cowardly and - bombings' not on anti-Castro extremists

} unAmencaii injection of violence into * but'on the-Cuban Communist..leader
»' Miamri rfvw> And MHtieii iif*. - .«.• •Miami's civk 4nd political life.

Such pubUe statements are critical at'
any time, but especially now on the eve
of the Miami dty-commfarion and mayo-
ral campaigns. Exile politics can be deci-
sive in. city ejections. Many constituents
demand that municipal candidates prove
their loyalty to the anti-Castro, anti-
Communist cause. Those demands are as
legitimate as any other expression of
constituent concern so long as they re-
main within the boundaries of American
democratic traditions.

Those boundaries do not include, can-
not accept, and must not permit the tol-
erance of violent means of political ex-
pression. Mayor Maurice Ferre and chal-
lengers Manolo Reboso and Mike Simon-
hof f all owe the community an unequiv-
ocal and bilingual denunciation of the
bombers. That rejection should extend to
the many who help shield the violent
few from police, FBI, and Federal fire-
arms 'investigators. Commissioner Joe

who milks the anti-Castro senti-

himself.'ijhat is a plausible; though' linr;
proved, theory. Certainly It is reasonable"
to '-Mirtiine that there are'some Castro
agents in Miami. Maybe' hie plots' tbese
bombings fa order to drive wedgeV.be-
tween Cuban-Americans;, sad
neighbors. . *v

.
If so, that is all the more reason for

Cuban-American leaders and all other
public officials to denounce the'actions.
For the result of drvisiveness surdy oc-
cws, whether planned or not, when .the
majority of local Hispanlcs Is perceived
by the larger community to accept or
even to applaud terrorism and intimida-
tion on U.S. soil. ' ..j •• 'rr .-.^.r: .

"Silence gives CQnsemV according to
Pope Boniface VTII's favorite Tnaxim
-from Canon Law. It's time for Miami and
those who purport to be its.leaders to
shed that cloak of consenting afienoe aad
give full voice to the demand
to terrorists and their tactics
.munity. . • . ,., '
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AFFIDAVIT

STATE OF MICHIGAN)
) SB. I ." •

COUNTY OF WAYNE ) [

AHDRBW PULLEY, being duly sworn, deposes and cays:

1. Z submit this affidavit to provide an example of

harassment directed at Socialist Workers Party candidates. I

make this affidavit based upon personal knowledge.

2. In 1988, Z was the Socialist Workers Party

candidate for Governor of West Virginia. On April 16, 1988 I
.

was campaigning in Charles town, West Virginia and had set up a

literature table in a public ..park in the downtown area along

with a campaign supporter. We were approached by police

officers who after looking at the literature instructed us to

remove our literature table. One of the officers said to us 'I

don't like what you have on your table and I order you to take

it down* or words to that effect;. The police officers remained

watching us as we dismantled the table and clearly intimidated

any individuals from stopping to talk to us.

3. The next week, I returned to the same location
• •••. *

accompanied by the SWP candidate' for Congress. Shortly

thereafter, three police care and a patrol wagon arrived and

remained in the area observing 'us. After approximately 2-1/2



hours, the police instructed us to remove the table under the

threat of arrest/ indicating ;that it was up to then to decide

where we could 'distribute campaign literature in Charles town.

JkHDRBW PUXABY

Sworn to before me this
day of GWx̂ c . 1990

Hotary Public

(Lcrrun.

- 2 -





The Militant, May 13, 1988

W. Va. cops harass candidate
BY JIM ALTENBERG

CHARLESTON, W.Va. — On April
16, three Charleston cops forced Andrew
Pulley, Socialist Workers Party candidate
for governor of West Virginia, and a sup-
porter to take down a campaign literature
table they had set up in Slack Plaza, a
downtown park.

"I don't like what you have on your
table,*' one cop said, "and I order you to
take it down." The police threatened to ar-
rest the socialists and confiscate the litera-
ture and table. When the table was taken
down, the cops remained to watch and in-
timidate people who wanted to talk with
Pulley.

Pulley and Jim Cotesky, SWP candidate
for U.S. Congress, 3rd C.D., immediately
held a news conference protesting the
harassment. "It is no accident." they said,
"that this occurs just days after the SWP
publicly announced our slate of candidates
and our lawsuit against West Virginia's un-
democratic election laws. Now. the au-
thorities are trying to trample on the Bill of
Rights and rule ideas they 'don't like* off
the streets."

A week later, socialist campaigners, in-

cluding Pulley and Gotesky. relumed to
Slack Plaza. So did the police, complete
with three squad cars and a patrol wagon to
force the socialists off the street. The can-
didates refused to stop campaigning.

Despite the police intimidation and the
large police wagon, the socialist table was
crowded with people eager to discuss the
candidates' proposals to fight for jobs and
democratic rights.

After about two and a half hours, the
cops forced the socialists to take their table
down. They declared, with renewed threats
of arrest, that only the police could deter-
mine if and where distribution of campaign
literature could lake place in Charleston.

"We reject the totalitarian idea that the
chief of police may determine where a can-
didate for public office — Democrat. Re-
publican, or socialist — can campaign,"
Gotesky said. "In the interest of an open
campaign atmosphere, we demand that
Charleston Mayor Charles Gardner and the
chief of police call an immediate halt to the
harassment of the Socialist Workers candi-
dates and campaign activities."

The socialists announced that they plan
to continue campaigning in Slack Plaza.
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ARGUED: .MAY 1, 1989



OPINION BY JUDGE McGINLEY FILED: August 7, 1989

This is an appeal by Mark Henry Satinoff (Appellant)

fxfem the order of the Court of Common Pleas of Fayette County

(trial court) sentencing the Appellant to pay certain fines and

court costs for violation of the Borough of Masontovn's

(Borough) Peddling and Soliciting Ordinance (Ordinance).

On Kay 2, 1987, Appellant vac arrested by Lt. Robert L.

Kelly of the Masontovn Police Department for violation of the

Borough's Ordinance. The Ordinance requires that any person,

engaged in peddling, as defined in the Ordinance,3- apply for a

license, the fee for which is $20 per day, for the privilege of

peddling between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m., Monday

1 Peddling is defined in the Ordinance as:

Engaging in peddling, canvassing,
soliciting or taking of orders, either by
sample or otherwise, for any goods, wares or
merchandise upon any of the streets or
sidewalks or from house to house within the
Borough of Masontown. The word "peddling"
shall not apply to:

(1) Farmers selling their own produce.

(2) The sale of goods, wares and merchandise
donated by owners thereof, the proceeds
whereof are to be applied to any charitable or
philanthropic purpose.

(3) Any manufacturer or producer in the sale
of bread and bakery products, neat and Beat
products or milk or milk products.



through Saturday. On the date of the arrest, Appellant was •

distributing the Social Workers Party's newspaper, "The Militant,"
11 for a donation of $.75 or whatever pocket change they had"
•
without a license. (Notes of Testimony, March 3, 1988, (N.T.) at

15.)

The district justice found Appellant guilty of violating

the Ordinance and Appellant appealed. The trial court conducted a

de novo hearing and found that Appellant's activity in the Borough

on the date of arrest was not for the sole purpose of

disseminating literature on the political ideas of the Socialist

Party. The trial court found that Appellant sought to sell

subscriptions to The Militant and was successful. The trial court

determined that Appellant's conduct was one of a commercial nature

beyond the protection of first amendment political speech. The

trial court dismissed Appellant's appeal and reinstated the fine

and costs imposed by the district justice.

Initially, we note that the burden of proving that a

statute is unconstitutional is on the challenger. Morris v.

Public School Employes* Retirement System. 114 Pa. Commonwealth j

Ct. 369, 538 A.2d 1385 (1988). A statute is presumed to be !

constitutional, and the burden of proving otherwise is heavy. j

Morris. Furthermore, any doubts as to a statute's
!
I

constitutionality are to be resolved in favor of sustaining the '

2.



statute. Packer v. Department of Labor and Industry. 115 pa>

Commonwealth Ct. 93, 540 A.2d 313 (1988).

• On appeal Appellant argues that : 1) he was engaged in

political activity and not in commercial activity; 2) the

imposition of the $20 licensing fee to his political activity

renders the Borough's Ordinance unconstitutional; and 3) the trial

court erred in refusing to permit the Appellant to testify to his

prior experience in selling The Militant in similar communities.

The freedom of speech and of press is secured by the

First Amendment against abridgement by the United States and is

similarly secured by the Fourteenth Amendment against abridgement

by a state. Schneider v. Irvinoton. 308 U.S. 147, 60 S. Ct. 146,

84 L. Ed. 155 (1939).2 Also, the right of freedom of speech and

freedom of press has broad scope which embraces the right to

distribute literature and the right to receive it. Martin v.

Struthers. 319 U.S. 141, 63 S. Ct. 667, 87 L. Ed. 1313 (1943).3

i
2 In Schneider, the ordinance required door to door canvassers,

solicitors, distributors of circulars, etc. to obtain a permit
from the Chief of Police. A member of the Jehovah's Witness
religion was arrested for canvassing without the required permit.
The U.S. Supreme Court held the ordinance was unconstitutional
because of -the unbridled discretion which was placed in the Chief
of Police.

3 In Martin, the ordinance flatly prohibited door-to-door
distribution of handbills, circulars or other advertisements. The
U.S. Supreme Court held the ordinance to be unconstitutional as
applied to the activities of a Jehovah's Witness. The U.S.
Supreme Court determined:

continued on next page

3.



However, the United States Supreme Court has determined that the

sale of magazines and periodicals are in the area of commercial

activity and beyond the exercise of protected First Amendment

political speech.4

The record clearly indicates that Appellant's primary

purpose was to discuss political ideas and topics contained in The

continued from previous page
Door-to-door distribution of circulars is
essential to the poorly financed causes of
little people. Freedom to distribute
information to every citizen wherever he
desires to receive it is so clearly vital to
the preservation of a free society that,
putting aside reasonable police and health
regulations of time and manner of
distribution, it must be fully preserved.

Id. at 146-147, 63 S. Ct. at 865.

4 In Breard v. Alexandria. 341 U.S. '622, 71 S. Ct. 920, 95 L.
Ed. 1233 (1951), Jack H. Breard, a regional representative .of a
Pennsylvania corporation, was arrested while going from door-to-
door in the City of Alexandria, Louisiana, soliciting
subscriptions for nationally known magazines. The arrest was
solely based on his failure to obtain the prior consent of the
owners solicited as required by the ordinance. The Supreme Court
upheld the constitutionality of the ordinance and stated:

We agree that the fact that periodicals
are sold does not put them beyond the
protection of the First Amendment. The
selling, however, brings into the transaction
a commercial feature. The First and
Fourteenth Amendment have never been treated
as absolute. Freedom of speech or press does
not mean that one can talk or distribute
where, when and how one chooses. Rights other
than those of the advocate are involved. By
adjustment of rights, we can have both full
liberty of expression and an orderly life.
Id. at 642, 71 S. Ct. at 932.

4.



Militant with the residents of the community.5 Although

Appellant testified that The Militant cost $.75 a copy he would

accept less than that amount and offered older copies of The

Militant for free.6 Appellant also testified that he had never

5 Mr. Galper to Appellant:

Q: What was your purpose in going to
Masontown that day?

A. My purpose was to have conversations with
residents of the community about the political
ideas contained in the newspaper The
Militant and the political ideas of the
Socialist Workers* Party. We were also having
a public forum that night at our office in
Morgantown, which I invited people to attend
to find out further if they had any questions
about our political views.

Q: Mr. Satinoff, can you tell us what your
primary purpose was and how — explain
whatever role The Militant played in that
purpose?

A. The Militant is one of the many tools
that I have to help get out my ideas and
explain my ideas. That's not the only method,
but I do it — I can only be with a person for
a limited amount of time. It's a piece of
literature that I can leave with them so that
after I've left their house they have
something more in depth to look over and think
about.

N.T. at 15, 23.

6 Mr. Galper to Claimant:

A: [I] had copies of The Militant newspaper,
which they could purchase for a donation of
$.75 or whatever pocket change they had. I
.also had older copies of the newspaper which Z
freely left for no charge at all.

continued on next page

5.



generated $20 in sales in other communities and that . he was

unaware the Borough required a $20 licensing fee before going

door-to-door.7 Further, Appellant was not paid to sell The

Militant and his sales on the date of arrest amounted to only

$5.00. (N.T. at 23, 24.) The small monetary gain from selling

The Militant cannot be equated to the commercial activity of door-

to-door selling of subscriptions to national periodicals,

newspapers and magazines.

Additionally, Appellant contends that the application of

the $20 licensing fee to him and other political party members

renders the Ordinance unconstitutional because it makes it

continued from previous page
Q: The back issues would have been free of
charge?

A: That's correct.

N.T. at 15.
7 Mr. Galper to Claimant:

Q: Have you ever generated $20.00 in going
to a community under circumstances similar to
those in which you vent to Masontown on that
Day?

A: No.

Q: Were you — prior to your arrest were you
ever advised by anyone that there was an
ordinance which required you to pay a $20.00
licensing fee and be licensed before going
door-to-door?

•

A: No, I was not so advised.

N.T. at 27.

6.



impossible to disseminate political ideas and speech through door-

to-door solicitation. We agree.

: A municipality is constitutionally permitted to enact

regulations in the interest of public safety, health, welfare or

convenience. Schneider. Such regulation in the form of an

Ordinance must be reasonably drawn and rationally related to the

goals of the community. While the Commonwealth contends that the

Ordinance is designed to ensure community safety and regulate

solicitations and sales to reasonable hours, the Ordinance

abridges upon the constitutional liberty to impart information

through speech and the distribution of literature. Schneider.

Appellant'testified that he only generated $5 in sales on the date

of the arrest and that he never generated $20 in sales. (N.T. at

27.) The $20 licensing fee is not a nominal fee imposed as a

regulatory measure calculated to defray the expense of protecting

those at home against the abuses of the solicitor. Murdock v.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. 319 U.S. 105, 63 S.Ct. 870, 87 L.Ed.

1292 (1943). Further, the Borough failed to present any evidence

that the licensing fee defrayed the expense of policing the

activities in question or covered the expense in administering

the licensing fee. Additionally, Appellant's activities took

place within the permitted hours and there were no allegations

that his activities were a cover for any wrongdoing.

Therefore, the imposition of the $20 licensing fee upon

Appellant's political activities is violative of the First

7.



Amendment to the United States Constitution And Article I, Section

7 of the Pennsylvania Constitution.8

t Accordingly, we reverse the decision of the trial

court.9

BERNARD L. M0GZNLEY ,/frudge

8 Article I, Section 7 relevantly provides: *[T]he free
communication of thoughts and opinions is one of the invaluable
rights of man, and every citizen may freely speak, write and print
on any subject, being responsible for the abuse of that liberty."

9 Because of our resolution of the Appellant1* constitutional
argument, we do not reach the merits of whether the trial court
erred in refusing to permit certain Appellant testimony.

8.



MARK HENRY SATIKOFF
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Appellant

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA,
Appellee

IN THE COMMONWEALTH COURT
OF PENNSYLVANIA

No. 130 C.D. 1989

O R D E R

AND NOW, this 7th day of August, 1989, the order of

the Court of Common Pleas of Fayette County at No. 248 S.D., 1987,

dated December 19, 1988, is reversed.

/BERNARD L." McGIXtEY,

CERTIFIED FROttTHi RECORD
RUG 7 1989
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Socialist Workers party claims
Minneapolis police harassment

Members of the Minnesota So-
cialist Workers Campaign Com-
mittee have filed a complaint with
the Minneapolis Police Depart-
ment, saying they received harass-
ing, obscene mail in a department
envelope.

According to the committee, a
coupon attached to a flyer com-
plaining of police brutality was re-
turned Saturday to the commit-
tee's office at 508 North Snelling
Ave. in St. Paul with an obscene
word rubber-stamped on it.
, "We're quite angry about it/'

•aid Wendy Lyons, Socialist Work-
ers Candidate for mayor in St
Paul. "We will not be intimidated."

Sgt Roger Willow, head of the
Minneapolis Police Deparment's
Internal Affairs Unit, said his unit
will be investigating the complaint
"like any other."

"It's obviously not appropriate
behavior," Willow said.

The complaint could come under
the harassment category or that of
behavior unbecoming an officer,
Willow said.





Minnesota Socialist Workers Campaign Committee
508 North Snelling Avenue, SL Paul, MN 55104; (612) 644-6325

Denise Mclnerneyfbr Minneapolis Mayor Wendy Lyons for St. Paul Mayor

February 11, 1989

Police Chief John Laux
Police Department
Minneapolis, MN 55415

Dear Chief Laux:

On Saturday, February 11 our campaign headquarters
received a coupon sent by the Minneapolis police in an
official envelope/ stamp ted with their postal meter.

The coupon, clipped from our statement issued February
6 the protesting police violence, vas stamped "BULLSHIT" all
over it. This campaign statement had been widely distributed
at the protest against police violence at Mayor Fraser's office
on Monday, February 6.

We protest this harassment and implied threat designed
to intimidate all vho are speaking up against the killing of
Lloyd Smalley and Lilian Wiesse, the beating of the Black
students at the Esbassy Suites Hotel, and the many other acts
of police violence against working people of all nationalities
that are coming to light. Organizers of the demonstrations and
meetings against police violence have also reported being har-
assed by police.

We demand this violation of the lawful, constitutional
right to protest and speak out cease.

Sincerely yours,
f

Denise Mclnerney
candidate for Minneapolis mayor

Wendy Lyons
candidate for St. Paul mayor

cc: Mayor Fraser, Minneapolis Civil Rights Commission,
Minnesota Civil Liberties Union

Enclosed: copy of Police Dept. envelope and coupon — original
available for viewing at Socialist Workers Campaign
headquarters.
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Houston young socialists defend rights
BY GREG ROSENBERG

HOUSTON — The Young Socialist Al-
liance here has turned around an attempt to
prevent it from engaging in political activ-

. ity at the University of Houston.
In early November the YSA was decer-

tified as a student organization and the
•campus police were harassing individual
YSA members. Through a campaign to
mobilize the support of other students for
democratic rights, the YSA has forced uni-
versity officials to back down. -

Attempts to force the YSA off campus as
an organization began October 28 when
this reporter was sitting at a YSA literature
table at the University Center. A student
who disagreed with the YSA's opposition
to the U.S. war against Nicaragua and the
organization's anti-apartheid stand ap-
proached the table and began to scream that
the YSA had no right to be on campus.

Officer Moore, a university cop, accom-
panied by Rosie Gala, campus reservations
office manager, told the YSA to shut the
table down, citing technical violations of
campus rules. The organization's campus
status was revoked.

Miki Akano, a member of the YSA and
a student at the university told the Militant,
"When we sat down with representatives of
other groups at a meeting, we found that
recently there have been a number of at-

tacks on the rights of students to be politi-
cal."

The YSA won immediate support from
the National Organization for Women
campus chapter, the General Union of Pal-
estinian Students, officers of the Black Stu-
dent Union, Concilio (a Chicano student
organization), the Gay and Lesbian Al-
liance, and the Democratic Socialists of
America Youth Section campus chapter.

Intimidation of politically minded stu-
dents had gone too far for one Militant sub-
scriber and graduate student in the Depart-
ment of Philosophy.

He had been speaking at a forum against
President Reagan's "Star Wars" plan when
an FBI agent got up in the middle of the
event, flashed his badge, and began to
hand out pro-Star Wars literature.

This student eagerly joined the fight to
defend the YSA's rights. He began to or-
ganize support among students and faculty.
Professors and department heads started to
call the administration demanding an ex-
planation and insisting that the YSA's rec-
ognition be reestablished and that the
harassment stop.

Feeling the heat, it didn't take long be-
fore the assistant director of campus activ-
ities reinstated the YSA's right to function
on the campus and promised a written rep-
rimand to the University of Houston Police
Department. .

December 18,1987 The Militant





October 2,1987 The Militant

YSA campaigns in Philadelphia, Berkeiej
BY JAMES THORNTON

PHILADELPHIA — A 28-year-old gar-
ment worker who is a member of the
Philadelphia chapter of the Young Socialist '
Alliance is campaigning for mayor on the .
Socialist Workers Party ticket.

Richard Gacta is a member of Amalga-
mated Clothing and Textile Workers Union .
Local 170.

During a six-week effort, supporters of
Gaeta's campaign, including the YSA
chapter, gathered 6,000 signatures on peti-
tions to place him on the ballot. They spent
more than 600 hours signing up working
people across the city.

Supporters also gathered signatures at
their places of work. About 80 of Gaeta's "
coworkers at Good Lad, a maker of chil-
dren's garments, signed up.

Signers included several sailors from the
USS Kitty Hawk, which was docked at the
navy yard here.

One young worker expressed amaze-
ment that a worker was running: "I thought
you had to be rich to run. I'll sign.*'

Another said, "He's a union member,
against apartheid and against the war in
Nicaragua — sure, I'll sign."

Gaeta is challenging Mayor Wilson
Goode, the Democratic candidate, and
former mayor Frank Rizzo, who is the Re-
publican candidate.

The petitions were submitted to the
city's board of elections July 31. Two
weeks later, the board reported that Gaeta
had secured a place on the November bal-
lot.

Gaeta's campaign has won a good re-
sponse from workme people here, but has
faced some harassment from other quar-
ters. On July 9 two campaign workers,
who had set up a HteratunVand petitioning

\

table outsidtthe Reading Terminal Market,
were ordereoStei leave by Reading Co. se-
curity guards.Vhe armed guards ordered
them out of the atea, even though the table
was on a public sidewalk.

About two weeks later, a socialist litera-
ture table at the "ItaUan Market" in South
Philadelphia was overturned by mugs,
while cops stood by and njade no effort to
stop the violence.

The campaign committee filed a formal
complaint with the police and wrote letters
of protest to Mayor Goode and Police
Commissioner Kevin Tucker.

The Young Socialist Alliance here is
urging youth to support Gaeta. The YSA is
distributing an open letter at plant gates and
on high school and college campuses.

"What is the difference," the letter asks,
"between Mayor Goode, who ordered a
bomb dropped on the Black community,
and former mayor Rizzo who is infamous
for having encouraged police assaults on
Black youth?

"Youth subjected to strip searches and
paddling in schools and young workers at
the bottom of the wage scales are the same
youth the rulers would like to send to die in
Nicaragua."

TAMAR ROSENFELD
BERKELEY, Calif. — Against the

backdrop of a banner bearing the names of

Pathfinder Books and the Young _^
Alliance, supporters of the YSA set
big literature display daily at the Univt
of California campus here during tbej
week of classes.

The hottest sellers were Two
by Malcolm X and Che Guevara's i_.
and Mm. Two copies of New Interns]
featuring "The Second Assassinate
Maurice Bishop," by Steve Clark, J
sold. Sales totaled $428 over the wed]

Many students checked out the
of colorful YSA T-shirts, and during
week, we noticed a number of /
wearing them on campus. The mosfp
lar were those with portraits of
and Che Guevara.

By the end of the week, the table foe
come popular as a place to ask qi
and exchange views about political
Many students wanted to know
socialism and communism are all

Some young women were attracted
the table by the array on literature <n
roots of the oppression of women.

A reception was held during the«
for Peter Anestos, Socialist Workers P:
candidate for mayor of San Francisco,
campus cafeteria.

One of the students who attended the
ception later came to the classes
socialism held that weekend at the
finder bookstore in Oakland.
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The Militant
and the Miners

Ctmmwrf by Martin McUitfhfln
An article on the Piaster* miners strike,

pubashsd hi the September 15 toeue of TIM
Wtom, weekly newspaper of the pcfee-
controlled Socialist Workers Party, attempt* to
cover the tracks of the SWP and present It as
a critic of the right-wing poficfes of the UMWA
bureaucracy.

The article to in the form of an Interview with
John Hawkins, a senior SWP leader and former
member of the paty'a Trade Union Commission
who now works as a miner at the Jim Waiter
No. 5 mine in Brookwood. Alabama, where he
to a member of UMWA Local 2368. m the
course of me page-long interview, Hawkins
criticizes the selective strike policy adopted by
the Tiumka leadership ft 1984 as divisive and
weakening the union. caUs the outcome of the
1984-85 strike at A.T. Massey a defeat which
had a "demoralizing effect" on the union, says
thai the ending of the miners wildcat sympathy
strike this summer Deflects that some of the
independence of the UMWA rank and We has
been given over to the officialdom.' end
concludes that most miners nave no confidence
M •,!>• ^rfkMtfViflheklljMh 4hf 4»mMl -* • -*' .̂—.̂  H•n ino7 cpneBweoiion QI G*VII tjsvQOVQRvfivEj «no m
•corporate cwnpeign- advocated by the UMWAby theUM
leadership, which already failed at Massey.

Hawkins's comments represent a two-faced
attempt by the SWP M have Ms cake end eat it
too: he makes a series of very rwldry-worded
criticisms of the policy of the UMWA over the
last five years, whHe never naming any of the
•officialdom' who were responsible tor betray-

a the atruggles of the miners. The full-page
da entitled -Stakes in PMston coal miners'

strike* never mentions the name of UMWA
President Richard Trumka or Vice President
Cedi Robens.

Moreover, the erticto completely covers up
the role of the SWP throughout these years,
which was to glorify the right-wing policies of
Trumka and to present the UMWA bureaucracy
under Ms leadership as the vanguard of the
labor movement. The SWPhaiied Trumka for
Supposedly defeating concessions demands in
1984. when he abandoned the industrywide
strike in favor of isolated selective strikes, and
In its coverage of the Massey strike, uncritically
reproduced Trumka's lying claims Vial the strike
IhAjfl AflMtWtffl la* •auiMfMkj • ^̂ Ma. a\am>—•* ^̂ *4Ch»

attacked Trumka for Ms silence on the frame-up
and jailing of the tour AT Massey strikers tor
prison terms of 35,40 and 45 years.

Since the strike began at PHtston on April 5,
The Militant has not breathed a word of criticism
of the Trumka bureaucracy and its policy of
selective strike, pacifist civil disobedience and
•corporate campaign' protest. When the min-
ors wildcat strike began June 12 and spread
throughout the Eastern ooaMelds, The Militant
never referred to It as a wildcat, presenting M
as unoffcMy authorized and oven inspired by
Trumka.

When Trurr̂ lrterN»er»eddirecty to suppress
the wildcat strike.!? turning/ intoa union-
sanctioned ^memorial period* followed by a
return to work. The Militant covered up tor his
sabotage. The Militant article on Trumka's
back-to-work order, published July 21. carried
the headline. "Miners' union cads holiday to
step up PHtston fight,- and declared that -a
three-day holiday was called by RichardTrumka.
president ot the Untied Mine Workers of
America, to continue the walkout of some
87,000 miners In eight state* that began in
rnkWune.- .

Just as they have In He Eastern Airlines
etnke, BWP members have worked m otose
aiianee with the APL-CIO and UMWA bureauc-
racy In covering tor their betrayal of the etmggie
at Pfitston. Jim Gotosky, an 6WP leader in
Charleston, Wast Virginia, served as the chair-
man of a support committee which organized
the June 11 rally in Charleston, and was publicly
tnanked from the platform by UMWA officials.
While goon . .. _ .

salesmen tor the Bulletin; at the June 11 rally
and at other times on the picket tines, these
thugs for the bureaucracy welcomed salesmen
tor The Militant and gave them free rein

The Mutant now publishes a timid criticism
of the UMWA bureaucracy's policy only be-
cause the SWP leadership is wen eware of the
massive hostility to Trumka building up in the
ranks, and seeks to position itself at a slight
distance from the UMWA president, in order to
better deceive the rank and file miners.

There to another side to this cynical maneu-
vering, even more sinister and reactionary. The
Socialist Workers Party to not only a political
servant of the trade union bureaucracy. As
demonstrated by the investigation of the
Trotakyist movement Into Security and the
Fourth International, and the Gotland case (see
pp. IMS), the SWP to an agency of the
capitalist elate tor spying on the labor move-

Members of the SWP who obtain Industrie!
jobs, regardless of whether they are themselves
police agents or merely their dupes, conduct
their poraical work In the unions under the
direction of the police-controlled leadership of
the SWP. AM the information which they gather
In the course of their union activities, including
tie names of union militants and radical-minded
workers, ends up being tunneled through the
poKceagonts in SWJ? headquarters to the
government and the corporations.

John Hawkins Is only one of more than 50
SWP members who have been hired by the
coal bosses during the 1980s, according to
VOQOftS pUDteWMG ffOfTI DfflO tO tiTTIB In T tlO

Militant. Vvtueiiy all were publicly identified as
SWP members in The Militant long before they
took jobs In the nines. '

Miners, are familiar with the ruthless anti-
unionism and antioommunism of the coal
bosses, who maintain a permanent blacklist of
allminerssuspededofmiKtantactivity îetaione
those who publicly proclaim themselves to be
•communists,- as SWP members hired in the
mines regularly do. The only logical explanation
for the mass hiring of SWP members in the
mines to that they were hired by the coal
bosses, not despite Vie fact 'Of their known
^MrfiibBAl •jri'̂ t'ji .1 IM.̂  ^AAAaBAA 4hf Ift fak «̂l̂  mltnponcei anwenon, out peoauee oi n. 10 provioe
an industrial spying eervice under •aotiaiisr

The dearest example of this to the decision
of managers at Exxon's Monterey No. 1 mine
hi Alters, in the southern Illinois coalfield, to
hire no toss than nine SWP members in the
course of the last decade. AH were members
of the Si Louts branch of the SWP, including
Marty Anderson, the first to be hired in 1981
after being the SWP's candkJata tor governor
g Missouri in 1980 — certainly a dubious
credential from tfie standpoint of the average
artioornrnurRSt personnel boss!

Following him hi the now well worn path from
St. Louis to Albert were Arm ftiey Owens, hired
hi 1985 after being fired at the McDonnell
Douglas aircraft plant in St. Louis in 1981 to a
defense campaign publicized in The Militant;
Bruce Mrnbal. Sheila Qatrow. Hilda Edier. Mary
Zins. Bob Alton. Greg Relaford and Kathy
Severs. Owens and Bns, at (east, according to
The aCtHam, are still at the mine, while the
others appear-to have moved on to new

Roberts law
equeds-organized by Trumka and
nched violent physical assaults on

The efight shift in The Militants Nne on the
miners', .strikê  aims not only to preserve the
paper'a crsxsbtlity in the eyes of minors, who
are increasingly hostile to the Trumka bureauc-
racy, but to ahow the SWP industrial spies to
get closer to the movement building up in the
ranks of the union. Coal miners must take
warning: members Of the SWP ere working as
part of an intelligence-gathering operation on
behalf of the government and the coal bosses
and their activities should be treated accord1

Ingiy.





SWP mayoral candidate demands cops
investigate campaign office attack
BY JANE HARRIS

NEW YORK — On May 18. socialist
campaigners arrived at their headquarters,
shared with Socialist Books, to find one of
their 6- -by 14-foot storefront windows
shattered. .

Upon entering, the socialists found the
brick that had been thrown through the
window. They immediately called the New
York City cops, who initially refused to
come to investigate the case.

Four hours later, after further pressure,
the cops decided to show up. They filled
out a brief report, then left, claiming they
could do nothing unless a "pattern" was es-
tablished.

Regarding a pattern, in a telephone inter-
view with Socialist Workers mayoral can-
didate Andrea Gonz&lez who is in West
Philadelphia investigating unprecedented
cop terror, she pointed out, "The brick
through the window of my campaign head-
quarters comes in the context of threats and
attacks on meetings celebrating the 10th

anniversary of the Vietnamese revolution
— including meetings at Socialist Workers
campaign headquarters in San Jose"
[California] and St. Paul, Minnesota.** •

And, while the socialist mayoral candi-
date pointed out that at this point it was im-
possible to pin the attack on any specific
individual or right-wing group, "it's not
our job to know,** she said.. "The cops
should investigate this attack immediately.
If it had been [New York Mayor] Koch's or
[City Council President and mayoral candi-
date] Bellamy's headquarters, you can bet
there'd be cops buzzing all over the place
five minutes after the crime."

The New York Socialist campaign or-
ganized a press conference May 20 to pro-
test this attack.

New York socialists are urging cam-
paign supporters to call the New York City
police in protest and to urge them to take
action.

Send messages to Police Commissioner
Benjamin Ward, One Police Plaza, New
York. N.Y. 10013.
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